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INTRODUCTION 
The purppse of thi~ thesis is to p~esept the writer's 
interpretation of the geology of the,Queenstown area and to d~scribe 
the nature and origin of the Lyell Schists, with a view to as$isting 
" 
: , ·m any general search for mineralisation .on the West Coast'" of . , : · 
Tasmania. and ~lso to assisting: in more localised exploration for 
- ' '<. - -
copper orebodies in· mineralised areas. 
The study has consisted of both.regional and d~tailed· 
field.mapping with some laboratory work • Earlier workers in the 
. Queenstown a..rea .have. disagreed ;·~olent.ly on general· interpretations 
' ' ' 
and particularl;r on 'the Lyell Schists, ·.ma.inly .beca.use the theories 
have been based entirely on either restricted detailed ~ork or 
'• generalised reconriaissance wor~. ~or the first time, both 
regional and detailed ·mapping have ·been done as ·unit.a' of an overall 
' •' ' ' 
examination and the two. together_ have ·thro~ new light o~ the 
ge~logical picture. · · 
As will be shown latez:., mineraliSa.tion and Lyell Schist. 
forma.ti.on took plac.e during th~ Devonian Tabb.e;rabberan .Qrogeny; 
thus the Mesozoic and·later geology is of little·significance from 
" .. . l ' 
an economic.point of view and will be present~d ill sUJDIDi:i.ry form. 
The. ar~ originally studied is· thl:i.~ pB:rt."o! the West C0ast 
Range south of Mt. Sedgwick (s~e· Fig. 1), involving about 300 sq. miles 
of rug~ed.terra.in. .This was mapped using aerial photographs· of 
1 inch = 20 chains scale (or 4 inches = 1 mile) and completion ~f 
this· work was followed by .·detailed mapping. of'. the Lyell mine areas 
in company with the' Chief Geologist of the Mt. Lyell Mining and 
Railway Compa_ny • This·detailed ~ppin~ was d9ne on a 'so~le of 
. l inch .. 100 ft. and involved an area of a little over 5 sq,. miles 
centred on the West Lyell Open Cut. 
Further evidence' 'has been brought. in from areas further 
· afi·eld trat have been mapped by the writer •. These are n;ainly 
.south and west of t~e West Coast Range, including the Southern Ocean 
coast, frpm Cape Sorell to High Rocky Point and the ·D 1Aguilar Range. 
The general geological picture of this part of the \Vest Coast and 
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the area mapped in more detail is shown in Fig. 2; most of the 
information relating to the area wes~ of the West Coast Range 
was supplied by the Hydro-Electric Commission of Tasmania. 
In conjunction with the field work, over 200 thin sections 
were made and examined by the writer. 
t 
t 
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GEOLOOY OF THE WEST COAST RANGE SOOTH OF MT. SEDGWICK 
PREVIOUS LITERATURE 
The only earlier works covering'the regional picture are 
those by Loftus Hills (1914), Carey (1953)~and Bradley (1954, 56). 
Loftus Hills described the geology of the West Coast Range south 
of Mt. Huxley but ad.mi tted to being hampere4 in his conclusions by 
lack of any comprehensive work on the area to the north. 
Carey gave a general account of the tectonic setting of 
the West Coast but Bradley was the first geologist' to undertake 
a full-scale geological examination of the Range and he extended,· 
. . . 
his work northwards to take in Mts. Murchison and Tyndall. 
His resul ta were not a. vailable when the writer began work and the 
entire area ha.a been re-mapped 'independently, generally in more 
detail. 
A. small number of other papers refer to :particular 
aspects of ~he regional geology and these will be referred to later. 
The papers dealing with.the Lyell mine geol0gy, and the Lyell Schists 
in particular, are discussed in a later chapter.-
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The most striking topographic feature of the area is the 
. line of rugged peaks tha.t form the West Coast Range. They rise 
from a general plain level of between 700 and 1000 'feet to an 
average of 3500 feet above_ sea level, with a maximum at. Mt. Sedgwick 
of about 4000 f~at. The mountains lie along a longitudinal belt 
of rough terrain that is chl;l.racterised by wide areas of flatly-
dipping, hard, siliceous conglomerate. From north- to south the 
peaks.are namedt, Mts. Sed€w:iok, Lyell, Owen, Huxiey, Jukes, Darwin:, 
Sorell, and South-Darwin, the last named marking the southern 
termination of the Range (see F:ig. 3). 
This long line of hills is flanked on either" side by deep 
river valleys, the most prominent ·of which are the King River on 
the east and the Queen River on the west. The King River is the 
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largest and rises well to the north.near Eldon Peak. It flows 
southward past Sedgwick, Lyell, Owen, and Huxley, but then. swings 
westward and passes · thr~~h a deep gorge in the Range between 
Mts. Huxley and Jukes. It is then joined by the Queen River, 
flowing southward, and winds its way along a soft limestone bed 
until it enters .1\li:l.oquarie Harbour a mile south' of Strahan. 
The King Ri~er Valley ~at of the Ra.nge separates the latter from 
the rugged Central .Plateau of Tasmania. West of the Queen 
River a gently dipping but deeply dissected peneplain surface 
slopes·westward to the sea. 
The King River is the ma.in a:ra.·ina.ge channel and receives 
all flood waters except for those flowing into Kelly Basin from 
the Darwin and Sorell areas via the Nora, Clark and Bird Rivers; 
those flowing south-east to the Franklin via the Andrew River; 
and those flowing west via the Yolande River. All rivers 
show signs of rejuvenation and youth, with steep gradients, inter-
\ 
looking spurs, sharp V-profiles, terraces ·etc •• Al though the 
KL~g River on the-east of the Range shows a mature development, 
below the knick points north and west of Crotty it bas every sign 
of rapid down-cutting following the regional uplift or lowering 0£ 
. . 
base level. 
The ruggedness of the Range has been further accentuated 
by mountain glaciation both on the western and eastern siopes, 
and cirques, banging valleys, ice-smoothed platforms and other 
classical glacial forms are abundant. · The effects of valley 
glaciation are also seen in the Comstock and Linda valleys, and 
along the upper parts of the King River. 
Bradley (1954, p.196) d~scribes the capture of the head-
waters of the Baxter River by the No~thAndrew River near Divide 
Hill, and the impending ea pture of the King River. This would 
divert the King waters towards the Franklin and Gordon Rivers, 
via the Andrew River, a drainage pattern that most probably 
existed prior to the ea pture of the King River by E - W streall!S 
cutting back through the Range between ~~s. Jukes and Huxley. 
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The broad valleys and abun~noe of river gravels south of 
Crotty and near the Andrew Divide testify to .the_ presence there, 
at one time, of a large ,river. 
_ Geo~ogical control of the 'topography and drainage .is 
complete. Tne diS.:tribution of-the resist~nt OWen. C<;>nglomerate 
formation hB.s an obvio,i..is control over th~ ~~age pattern: and the 
ma.jor rivers are oonfined.to'the underlying or -overlying softer 
fornations. Along the. West, Coast Range .the. C()ngl,omerate".:is-
. - ' ,. -
folded into a broad anticline with a N -·s strike and the softer 
overlying sediments have been strippe~ off the higher levels near 
' \ - -
the fold axis, so _ tha-t they flank the fold in b;road valle;Ys. 
- - ' 
Thus the West Coast Range more or less marks the fold axis in the 
Conglomerate, and the- valleys on either flank ar~-~ut in the younger 
strata. Differential erosion in t~e younger series of alternat·i_ng 
quart~ites, sha.les,and limestones produces still further topographic 
complications. _Of -particular -importance is the Gordon: Limestone 
immediately_ overlying the conglomerate for ·it is particularly 
. -
·.susceptible to erosion and its pres~nce is often indicated by wide, 
~ . -
flat~ ~rshy-valley floors. ·Mi.lob- of, the'-King and Queen ·Rivers 
are cut in this bed,and a.long the Range\-. it 'may be said that, 
generally-speaking, the p~esent topo~phy marks the base of the 
_Gordon Limestone. . 
The breaching of the Range by th~ King River near Mt. 
Huxley reflects a close_strµotura.1 control over topography. 
The- area between Mts. :Huxley and Jukes represents an E - W zone 
of tight folding ~nd close faulting with a broadly.synclinal form, 
' - . ' ' -
not unlike that between Mts. OWen and Lyell. The river ha.s 
picked out the approximate .a'xis -of this structure and bas- followed 
the softer rocks and the more crumpled zones 'in the Owen Conglomerate. 
. . 
Structural control-of the King is continued between Dubbil-l3a.rril 
and Mt. Huxley; its course resembles the section of a:'!no~1ih pitching 
anticline or a south pitching- syncline with attendant drag fol~s, 
and this has :r.ioilitated ·elucidation of the regional struc'ture. 
Faulting plays rio mean' part in determining topographic 
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form - the steep eastern flank of the Range east of Mts. Sedgwick 
and Owen owes its origin to strong faulting combined with glacial 
action. Again the broad open valleys of Linda and Comstock, 
though slightly modified by glacial erosion, closely reflect the 
geologica.l structure. They owe their origin to E - W faulting 
and in the Linda Valley are preserved remnants of the younger 
sediments that have been stripped off the rest of the more 
elevated Range. Again, the strong N.W. faults that cut 
across 11Tts. Owen and Jukes are clearly indicated by the step-like 
northern faces of both these mountains. 
Old peneplain surfaces are clearly visible throughout 
the area. The oldest is probably the Carboniferous peneplain 
(Edwards, 1941), at about 3500 feet, on which lie the Permian 
tillite and dolerite of Mt. Sedgwick. This level is also seen 
at Mt. Dundas and along the concordant summits of the Range. 
Bradley describes a prominent erosional surface at 2750 feet 
east of :Mt. Dundas but there are few signs of it in the Queenstown 
or Darwin areas. Between Mt. Jukes and South Darwin, broad 
plateau~ at about 2000 feet are prominent (e.g. Intercolonial Spur) 
and probably represent an old erosional surface. 
The other major surface is the Henty peneplain, which slopes 
westward from about 1000 feet at the base of the Range to about 
500 feet near the coast. This level is equivalent to the 
Little Henty Plain described by Waterhouse (1916) in the Heemskirk 
district; it has undergone fairly recent (late Tertiary?) uplift 
and is deeply dissected by a youthful drainage system. The 
levels reflect a post-J?alaedzoic history of restricted 
sedimentation, prolonged periods of erosion, and a successive 
lowering of base level as a result of block faulting near the coast 
stepping up to the east. 
- I 
• 
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STRATIGRAPHY 
· The ~pproximate s~rat~gra.phio column for this area. is 
shown in Table I. 
TABLE I-
Recent -
J?leistocene 
-Tertiary 
- Unconformity -
Jurassic (?) 
J?ermian. 
river gravels _.arid talus 
moraines-
river gTa~elS and lao~strine deposits 
(:Naoquarie Beds} 
' . 
dolerite sills· 
tillite-, sandstone 
- . •..- , 
-_-u~conformity• (the T~bberabbera~· Orogeey.) '-:-
Siluro-Devonian Eldon Group: Bell Sha.le 
'lorence ~rtzite 
Kee~ Qua.rtzite-apd Sha.lee 
., - Amber Sb8.le . 
Crotty Quartzite 
. . . 
Or'dovician Junee 'Group: · -.-.Gordon._Limestorie 
,) ~ - .. ' 
Owe~·cong~omerate 
Jukes Conglomerate 
- - Unconformity (the Tyennan Orogeny - Jukesian Movement)-
- ' ·-- . 
Cambrian Dundas Group: 
" 
'·-' 
Lavas, -pyroo~astics _, sil tst~nes, 
and ~eywa.ck-sediment~. 
- - Unconformity (the Ty~nnan Orogeny - Sti_chtin Movement) 
Preoambrian . - Quartzites, sch~sts, gneisses. 
'· 
Precambrian -
l!ast of the King and, Andrew River ~lleys ~rid eas~ of the 
area ma.pp~d-, -the -ground· rises rapidly ·to the ·west flank- of t~e Central 
J?la teau of Tasmania.. . This --is compose4 of Precambrian rooks which 
have acted as a stable core (the Tyennan Block) controiling 
subsequent tectonics and sedimentation. 
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The Raglan and Engineer Ranges represent the western 
edge of the Plateau in this area and are composed of quartz and 
quartz-mica schists, and dense grey quartzites forming prominent 
arcuate ridges. North of the Lyell Highway the Precambrian 
rocks are largely concealed by Permian sediments and dolerite. 
Precambrian rocks are also seen on the Southern Ocean 
coast south of Cape Sorell, at Trial Harbour, and again north of 
the Heemskirk granite mass. They are mainly a rapidly 
alternating series of quartzites, dolomites, and sb...ales. 
Cambrian - Dundas Group 
. During at least the latter half of the Cambrian, this 
area was part of a eugeosyncline which stretched along the west 
and north-west coasts of Tasmania and across to Victoria 
(represented there by the Heathcotian Series). The Tyenna.n 
Block was either a region of no relief or was submerged at this 
stage, for there are virtually no beds in the Dundas Group which 
could have been derived from a Precambrian source. However, 
if Dundas sediinents were deposited on Tyenna. then they were later 
removed by erosion, for Ordovician beds rest directly on Precambrian 
strata along the Engineer Range. The relationship of the Dundas 
Group to the Precambria.n strata basement is not observable in this 
area but evidence from elsewhere indicates strong unconformity. 
Carey and Banks (1954) describe the junction as the Stichtan 
unconformity from evidence gathered at the southern end of the 
Sticht Range. 
The more important Dundas li thologies found in the area 
mapped are greywa.c~ conglomera tea, varying from coarse to fine, 
basic pyroxene lavas, intermediate trachytes and acid lavas, 
pyroolastios, siltstones, and minor sandstones. They are typical 
of the deposits of tectonically and volcanically active eugeo-
synclines with island arcs rapidly feeding material into unstable 
basins. The strata are unfossiliferous but are closely 
parallelled by rooks mapped by Elliston (1954) in the Mt. Dundas 
area, which contain trilobites of Middle Cambrian and lower Upper 
cambrian age (Opik, 1951). Elliston bas traced formations over 
considerable areas near Dundas and comparison of his maps with those 
I 
I 
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of the Qµeenstown and Darwin areas highlights the lack of continuity 
and the individuality of :particular lithologies in the latter areas. 
A logical conclusion is that the condttions of deposition were less 
stable at Queenstown than at Dundas and were characterised by more 
localised ephemeral environments. If this is correct then it may 
explain some of the difficulties in establishing a generalised 
succession and of determining structure. Both these tasks are 
further hampered by the fact truit the majority of the beds seldom 
show bedding directions, being, on the whole, rapidly deposited and 
poorly sorted rock types. Structural forms have only been recognised 
in a generalised manner but even this has proved useful, for in the 
Lynch Creek area, the very fact that the rocks are folded is o:f 
importance, as Bradley has measured a continuous 2-mile succession 
across strata that appear to be repeated by folding. 
The Dundas Group sediments and volcani~s are generally 
lightly sheared and have been ~ffected by low grade regional 
metamorphism. Earlier workers regarded the area as intruded by 
rather peculiar and variable magmas of Devonian age, the obvious 
sedimentary rocks being floating roof penda!!i_ii and the lavas and 
----
igneous-like rocks being intrusives. Twelvetrees (1902) described 
this "porphyry complex" in some detail and used the term 0 porphyroids" 
for the schistose intrusives; he regarded them as dynamically 
sheared porphyries. This wore 11porphyroids 11 became popular in 
Tasmania and, until recently, was widely used. Tyrell (1930) 
defines it as referring to coarse and fine igneous rocks which have 
been sheared into schists and gneisses, but in which original 
Hphenocrysts" resist crushing and remain as porphyroblasts. Holmes 
(as quoted in Rice, 1954) states that porphyroid is a term "applied 
to porphyroblastio metamorphic rocks, intermediate structurally 
between hErlleflinta1 • and granite gneiss, in the same way as quartz-
porphyry and granite-porphyry are intermediate between rhyolite and 
granite. The term bas been extended to include porphyroblastic 
schists of sedimentary origin." 
1. Holmes defines :ba.11eflinta as applying to granulose rocks 
of horny aspect which are compact or porphyritic, and some-
times banded. The mineral composition, quartz, fels:par, 
micas, etc., indicates a metamorphic origin from quartz-
porphyry, rbyolite, or corresponding volcanic tuffs. 
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The definition seems to have become ,rather loose and it is 
:noticed t~t neither ~er and Verhoogen (195l)n~r-Ramberg (1952) use 
the_word·a~ all while discuss~~g ~etamorphic or igneous rooks. 
The writer has ~ound the term unnecess~ry an~ o~ten misleading ~nd 
there is no reason ·for keepirig i~ in service. 
- - -
, The ~o~ce~t- of sheared,-int~sives iliitiated.' by Twelvetrees 
and other_worker~ was modifie~ by-Gregory (1903) and_LoftU.s ~ills 
(1914, 1,927), who recognised the abun&:Lnoe_ ·of re-constituted voloanics 
r ' ' ' ' 
~ear Queenstown, but was r~turned _,to by.'Nye, Bl.8.ke an4· Henderson (1934), 
Edwards (1939), and Conolly (1947). Carey and Loftus Hills (1949), 
, - .:- ' - ' --
however, re-affirmed the volcanic origin ·of the porphyroids and in 
r~oent years, Carey, Bradley and S:Oott have developed the concept of 
eugeos;ynolinal sedimentatio~ with deposition·of greywackesediments 
and voloanios, followed by regional metamorphism which has converted 
sediments and volcanios alike.to igne~s-looking material. 
' '- - • ,r ' 
The chief rook types enc0untered within the Dundas Group in 
the Queenstown area are as follows~· 
Volcanios ' 
.As 'will appear in the ensuing pa.gas , voioanic rooks of the 
' ' ' West Coast form thre~. separate chemical provinces. , The- t.hree groups 
are - l. Variable acidity but all soda-rich. 
2. Acidic and potassic. 
3. , :Basaltic and soda-rich. 
The last group, .of spilites, is found along the Southern 
Oceari coast from ,Spero River to south of :ijigh Rocky Point, while t~e 
other two are found near· the West Coast Range. Their relative 
distribution is controlled by an important longitudinal structure, 
' known as the 'Lyell Shear, 0 whioh runs from near Mt. ·Sedgwick .to, South 
Darwin. The vo lea.nice along its length are characterised. by high 
silica• and potash percentages _(~ou.p 2 ~) while the volca.nics in 
flanking areas belong to the first g'.!:'OUP mentioned above. 
The Lavas of the Zone Flanking the Lyell Shear 
The volcanic rooks of this zone, which has been mapped in 
the Q.ueenstown and Darwin areas, ~ve been the subject of controversy 
and there is considerable argument as to the extent of true volcanic 
• 
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lavas, for Bradley regards m:i.ny lava-like rocks as the products of 
metasom:Ltism of greywackesediments and Scott regards the intermediate 
and acid lavas as derived from basalts by metasomatism. 
Without doubt·, albite basalts occur along Lynch Creek; they 
have been described both by Scott (1954) and Bradley (1954) and their 
extent bas been mapped by the writer. Individual flows are limited 
in extent, in both horizontal and vertical directions and they are 
associated with considerable developments of volcanic breccias. 
The volcanics :pass along strike into sediments, mainly 
finely banded siltstones and conglomerates. 
The lavas are green-grey in colour and porphyritic with 
phenoorysts of green pyroxenes up to 2 c.m. long, and smaller white 
felapars set in an aphanitic ground mass. Scott has identified 
the pyroxene as diopside; it occurs in idiomorphic crystals and is 
generally only slightly chloritised. The felspars occur as highly 
altered subhedral laths which are generally impossible to identify. 
Scott, however, states that all the felspar is albite. The ground 
mass is composed largely of diopside granules and felspar laths set 
in a dense brown base. 
Some of the lavas are veined by clear, fresh albite which 
tends to occur in veinlets and also in clots and irregular zones, 
apparently replacing the original rock. 
An analysis of this diopside lava by Scott and two by the 
Mt. Lyell Assay Office are shown in Table 2. The analyses of the 
pyroxene basalt .. have many features in common with that of the average 
alkali basalts quoted in the table. 
The breccias associated with the lavas along Lynch Creek 
are of interest. They are coarse and consist generally of "boulders" 
and "pebbles" of vesicular basalt within a basalt matrix, the latter 
showing signs -of "attacking" the fragments.· The lava fragments are 
generally much more vesicular than the matrix. The amygdales are 
usually spherical and up to 5 m.m. in diameter; they may be lined with 
felspar enclosing hema.tite and with a core of chlorite; or filled with 
calcite; or calcite with a core of chlorite; or chlorite with a core 
of' calcite. The breccias probably ori~inate by the process of 
autobrecciation in which the chilled gas-laden crust.of a mobile lava 
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flow becomes broken up by, and ~corporated into, the still molten 
rock beneath. 
Better exposures of a similar phenomenon occur along the 
West Coast south of the Spero River; here considerable thicknesses of 
lava breccias are exposed, interbedded,with shales and tuffs. 
Rather different textured lava is found in a flow near 
Miners Ridge; it is about 100 ft. thick and extends for several 
hundred ;yards. It is composed of diopside and felspar but has a 
more or less equigranu.lar texture with augite granules set 'in a 
lattice-work of fine felspar laths. Its chemical composition is 
given in Table 2. 
The volcanics are often veined by a fibrous amphibole 
which bas been excavated in a small way for asbestos at a number of 
places along Lynch Creek. 
These basaltic lavas of the Lynch Creek area. are the only 
ones about which there is no c9ntroversy from a petrological point of 
view. Bradley, however, maps them as extending for several miles 
north and south of L;}rnch Creek and has assigned them a formation name, 
defining their vertical extent and the underlying and overlying beds. 
As will be shown later, such accuracy of definition is not considered 
practical. 
Thin lava flows interbedded with siltstones are exposed at the 
northern end of the Queen River Gorge. They consist of altered felspa.r 
porphyries with chlorite lenses that were probably originally ferro-
magnesian minerals. At the base of many of the flows, the siltstones 
are disturbed and fragments become torn off and incorporated.within the 
lava. 
The igneous rooks described so far are the only ones to which 
a volcanic origin can quHe definitely be ascribed. However, there 
is a considerable development of. igneous-looking porphyries that may 
well be of volcanic origin; such rooks are exposed in the King River 
Gorge, the North Andrew River, and over several square miles east and 
west of the Zeehan-Queenstown road. Hitherto the writer had 
considered these rocks as of metamorphic origin, as do Scott and 
Bradley, but with evidenc~ from outside areas, he realises that they 
may well be igneous. 
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The problem of the origin of these rocks is of vital 
importance, for if these porphyries are primary volcanics that 
have undergone only minor alteration, then the far-reaching 
zoning theories of Bradley and Scott are nullified. They 
envisage a regional metamorphism of existing conglomerates and 
basalts, with distinct large-scale zones some of which include 
sulphide mineralisation. If these zones have no significance 
as tar as mineralisation is concerned then they cannot be used as 
guides in ore search. The recent work has shown that metamorphism 
accompanying mineralisation is restricted and that the variation in 
the nature of the igneous rocks that had been ascribed to metamorphic 
zoning is actually due to structural control of magma distribution. 
A.s will be shown later, many of the Lyell Schist types 
are presumed to be derived by alteration of the Dundas Group and 
a lmowledge of the nature of the original material is obviously 
important in discussing chemical and mineralogical changes. 
Albitisation and hydrothermal alteration in the Queenstown 
area, combined with poor exposures, has made determination of the 
nature of these igneous-looking rocks most difficult. In an area 
affected by such metamorphism, it is difficult to prove that the 
porphyries are not metamorphic, as suggested by Bradley and Scott. 
However, Jennings (pars. comm.) has mapped many hundreds 
of feet of similar rocks that are undoubtedly lava flows, both from 
field and microscope evidence, in an area not affected by hydro-
thermal alteration. Similarly, the writer has found quartz and 
felspar porphyries in the Dundas Group of the D'Aguilar Range, 
well away from any significant metamorphism. In this area it 
would. be unreasonable to ascribe a metamorphic origin to the felspar 
and quartz phenocrysts. 
Pebble outlines and sedimentary-like textures in DBny of 
the porphyries has been quoted as support for a metamorphic origin, 
assuming the original material to have been conglomerate, etc. 
However, the writer's work in the Spero River - High Rocky 
Point area has shown that lavas often exhibit breccia-like structures 
and flow banding extremely similar to features seen in sediments. 
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Autobrecciation of thick lava flows results in a conglomera.tic-looking 
rock composed of lava fragments in a lava base. Another feature of 
these basalts is their wide varjation in thickness from a few inches to 
several hundred feet, and a wide range in grain size between individual 
flows. The microscope also reveals an extensive range of textures, 
from porphyritic to seriate, reticulated, or chaotic and nondescript. 
It is only the completeness and freshness of the exposures 
on the shore line that provides proof of the nature and origin of 
these rocks and which gives the clue to the true origin of the porphyries 
of the Queenstown area. 
It may be pertinent now to describe the more common of these 
igneous porphyries: 
Felspar Porphyries 
A variety of felspar porphyries are exposed along the 
East Queen River. They are characterised by felspa.r phenocrysts, 
very fine or micro-crystalline felspa.thic (?) matrices, and irregular 
zones of ~lbite-chlorite aggregate varying from several c.m. diameter 
to less than l m.m. Quartz is either absent, or present only in 
small quantity, and chlorite, augite, and hornblende may show locally 
in small amounts. 
The felspa.r phenoorysts are normally very altered but show 
multiple twinning and appear to be albite. Alteration is generally 
either to a dense brown cloud or to chlorite, while others appear to be 
changing to fresh albite-chlorite aggregates and losing their identity. 
Often the phenocrysts occur clustered together to form glomerophenocrysts. 
Many of ·these rocks show amygdales filled with clear albite 
or albite and chlorite and a specimen collected by Gregory from the 
Comstock tram line shows an amygdale filled with albite, quartz and 
epidote. These features probably are evidence of volcanic origin, 
but one hesitates when one remembers that felspars appear to 
disintegrate into albite chlorite mosaics similar to amygdales. 
The porphyries sometimes show banding and pebble outlines 
that would suggest a sedimentary origin but the writer has seen 
similar banding and "pebbles" formed by autobrecciation in unaltered 
lavas south of the Spero River. 
The chemical composition of one of these porphyries is 
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shown in Table 3. On a chemical basis, the rook might be described 
as a trachyandesite (quoted in the same table) though with the large 
pe~centage of albite in .the mode, perhaps an albite trachyandesite is 
to be preferred. The f elspar porphyries in general might well be 
classed as t:rachytes, trachyandesites, and keratophyres (soda-rich 
trachytes) • 
A rather different felspar porphyry may be seen about half 
a mile south of the upper zig-zag on the Comstock line. It is a 
pale grey porphyry with grey felspar crystals up to 2 m.m. diameter 
embedded in an apbanitio ground mass; there are no ferromagnesian 
minerals. The felspar seldom shows twinning and is fairly altered, 
while the ground mass appears quartzose. Weathered surfaces 
reveal fine banding that has been interpreted as flow structure 
(see Fig. 4). Bradley describes the rook as a soda trachyte but 
it analyses (see Table 3) closer to a rhyolite and on chemical 
l 
composition could be described as a sodi-potassic rhyolite. 
Quartz-felspar Porph.y:ries 
Of the several quartz porphyries in the Queenstown area, 
most is known about the one outcropping in the West Queen River. 
It is a pinkish or gre~ porphyry, with phenocrysts of 
clear quartz up to 3-4 m.m. diameter and smaller :pale grey felspars 
set in an a.phani·tio ground masso The quartz phenocrysts are 
typically embayed and contain inclusions of the ground mass, and 
occasionally show npressure fringes". All these features are 
typical of present day acid voloanics and are not necessarily criteria 
for meta.somatic growth of quartz crystals. The form of most of the 
quartz crystals is typitf'ied by the figure of a pitchstone shown by 
Hatch, Wells, and Wells (1?52, p. 226). 
Felspa.rs, however, which occur in approximately equal 
quantity to the quartz, seldom show such embayments and inclusions. 
They occur as hypidiomorphic crystals, sometimes showing good crystal 
faces, often with marked zoning. The latter may be highlighted 
by the alteration of the core _to chlorite and the rim to sericite (?). 
The felspara a.re largely albite, though many show no twinning and could 
be orthoclase; they are all fairly altered to sericite (?) etc. 
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Clear albite and chlorite occur in irregular zones in the 
ground mass, much as in the felspar porphyries already described; 
the rock is also traversed by fine clear albite veins. 
~ . 
Chlorite and hematite appears to replace idiomorphic lath-
like crystals, possibly originally of ferromagnesian mineral. 
A chemical analysis of this porphyry (Table 3) is very 
similar to a rhyolite with rather high soda content and might be 
described as a sodic rhyolite, though moat rhyolites are a little 
richer in silica. 
Field mapping indicates that the grey greywacle sandstones 
that outcrop in the Queen River Valley near the Mt. Lyell' sub-station 
pass along strike into the quartz porphyry~ This might be interpreted 
as an intrusive relationship, a replacement phe~omenon, or a facies 
change along strike. Unfortu.riately the field evidence is not 
conclusive and the problem unsolved; there is ~o sign of baking or 
marginal alteration of sediments in the borders of the porphyry and 
nothing to suggest transformation of greywacketo porphyry, though 
this could.be accomplished without much chemical change. 
Quartz felspar porphyries of similar type occur in the 
King River west of Harris' Reward pack-bridge; in the Garfield River; 
near Darwin; and at many other i;arts within the Dundas Group outcrop. 
They often show bands of breccia, sandstone, or siltstone and their 
characteristics conform to a series of acid (rhyolitic) volcanics 
and volcanic breccias which have undergone albitisation. 
A rather different type may be seen on the tram-line to 
the Lower Power House from Ia.ke Margaret. It is variable in c'olour 
from grey-blue to yellowish and is composed of phenocrysts up to 
4-5 m.m. diameter of quartz, felspar, and chlorite. Even in hand 
specimen, it can be seen that many of the quartz crystals are idiomorphic 
and one showed fully developed pyramidal faces. Zoning in the 
felsi;ars is also conspicuous macrosco~ically. 
An interesting quartz-felspa.r rook forms tore north of the 
northern zig-zag on the Comstock tram-line. It is mottled or rudely 
and coarsely banded in pink and dark green, the bands being several 
inches thick, and it passes along strike to greywackeconglomerate with 
sandstone beds. 
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The microscope shows a more or less equigranular aggregate, 
averaging about 1 m.m.diameter, of quartz and felspar with some inter-
stitial material. The felspar is fresh albite and occurs in 
anhedral grains while the quartz often contains inclusions of the matrix 
and shows ragged borders. The chlorite occurs as interstitial material 
and has an uneven distribution. This rock bas the texture and field 
appearance of a sedimentary or pyroclastic rock and is probably derived 
from weathering of volcanic material or is a result of volcanic explosions. 
Whether the felspar has been altered to albite since deposition or 
whether it was originally albite is difficult to say. 
Kaolinisation of quartz porphyries is noticed at several 
points, particularly east of the Hospital and around Miners Ridge. 
The felspars and ground mass are converted to white or greenish clay, 
which is studded with unaltered quartz grains. 
Some of the quar"t4~porphyries and so-called 11porphyroidu rocks 
have been found to be simply sheared greywackesandstones in which the 
dominant quartz grains have remained as porphyroblasts while the matrix 
/\ --------
bas become an obscure, wispy, schistose mass of kaolin, sericite,etc. 
Thus a slide cut from a rather impure sandstone on the-east end of Mt. 
Lyell is identical with one in the Tasmanian Mines Department, described 
by Loftus Hills as a 11porphyroid from the conglomerate at Mt. Darwinu. 
Hornblende-felsJ!1r Porph..yries 
In the Comstock - Crown Hill area, many ~f the hill-tops are 
crowned by_tors of hornblende porphyry. This rock is typically a 
grey or pinkish colour with phenocrysts of felspars and hornblende laths 
up to 1° x i" set in an aphanitic ground mass. The laths usually show 
random orientation and the rook is massive and poorly jointed. 
Microscopically, the texture is more seriate than porphyritic 
and varies considerably from section to section. Felspar is the 
dominant mineral, occuring as phenocrysts and in the very fine ground 
mass; it is cloudy and partly chloritised but remnants of multiple 
twinning are discernible. Ml.oh of it appears to have the composition 
Ab7o though Scott (1954) describes orthoclase in similar rocks from the 
lake Margaret moraine, several miles to the north. Zoning is common, 
many crystals showing a clear outer albite fringe enclosing a core of 
altered felspar. 
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Hornblende crystals are typically embayed, and qontain 
inclusions of the matrix while some are more of a skeletal framework 
than a crystal. Some show a dark ferruginous rim and a chloritic 
core, others are represented by prisms of chlorite and hematite. 
A typical crystal is shown in Fig. 4. A few quartz crystals are 
usually present in the form of shards and they tend to occur in clusters 
showing unit extinction. The remainder of the rock is made up of a 
dark, probably felspathic matrix and fragments of rock that appear to 
be largely felspar and pyroxene and are therefore probably lava 
fragments. 
The hornblende porphyry grades through all stages to augite , 
porphyry; the percentage of ferromagnesian in the rock seems to be more 
or less constant and where there is much of one mineral then there is 
little of the other; thus they appear to be complementary. The augite 
is generally in cracked and poorly shaped crystals and is partially 
chloritised. 
A little to the east of Crown Hill, the porphyry develops 
a brecciated appearance due to veining by albite. Irregular blocks 
of normal grey porphyry up to l ft. across are separated.by bands and 
zones of pale albite-hornblende rock (fig. 4). The albite is fresh 
and appears to be secondary, replacing the original porphyry. In this 
area also the porphyry locally shows a fine banding very much like 
stratification; in one place, a "pebble" depresses the "bedding0 • 
This phenomenon may be flow structure, the ttpebble 11 being a fragment 
of country rock or of previously solidified lava incorporated in the 
still molten or plastic material. Similar features have been observed 
near the Wanderer River mouth, north of High Rocky Point. 
As previously mentioned, hornblende-felspar porphy"..cy occurs as 
large boulders on the northern slopes of the Lake Margaret moraine. 
A cbaraoteristic of this rock is the variation in texture and the 
inclusion of pieces of siltstone, etc. within the rock. 
Scott (1954) describes parallel orientation of hornblende 
laths in one boulder and this feature has aroused much discussion. 
Scott regards this rock as a metamorphosed basic lava which has under-
gone silicification, albitisation, etc. to become similar to a hornblende 
andesite. The hornblendes she regards as growing out of chlorite 
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which results from breakdown of pyroxene during regional metamorphisill'-
This is, of course, the reverse of the usual relationship seen in 
lavas, in which hornblende becomes 0 re-digested11 to form magnetite 
and pyroxene. She has not seen hornblende growing out of pyroxene 
directly. 
Scott suggests this rock is a result of metamorphism of 
basalt though if it is she is at a loss to explain the parallel 
orientation of hornblendes seen in one boulder. Hornblendes do not 
pseudomorph augite and grow with random orientation, therefore, 
according to her, the parallelism cannot be original. But the 
hornblende orientation direction is at an angle to the cleavage and 
therefore it is not a metamorphic effect. It would seem highly 
probable that the University of Tasmania lecturers are correct in 
calling the rock a hornblende andesite that has undergone albitisation. 
Thus the parallel orientation would be explained as a flow phenomenon. 
Corroded and embayed hornblende crystals are typical of hornblende 
andesites from many parts of the world, though it is usual to see. 
evidence of augite growing as a result of the breakdown of the 
hornblende. An analysis of typical material is given in Table 3. 
A hornblende-quartz-felspar rock exposed on the Lake IVRrgaret 
tram west of Crown Hill is distinctly banded and has a granular, sedimentary 
texture. It is composed of more or less equidimensional grains of 
chiefly felspar (albite) with quartz and hornblende and fine interstitial 
matter. The average grain size is about 1/3 or ~ m.m. The coinpol?-ent 
minerals are similar to those in the hornblende porphyries of Crown Hill 
and there are also a few discoloured, fractured augite crystals. The 
marked banding, which is due to variation in concentration of the components, 
may indicate that they were deposited in water, possibly after volcanic 
explosions, and that the rock is therefore of elastic origin. 
Alternatively the banding may be a result of flowage in lava. The albite 
in this rock is comp:i.ritively fresh and has a brownish tinge; it is very { 
similar to that in the banded quartz-albite rock near Comstock that has 
already been described (p. 16). 
Hornblende also is found in some of the augite lavas of Lynch 
and Specimen Creeks; it is generally of minor importance and has the 
typical form of the Crown Hill amphiboles. As the Lynch Creek basalts 
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are accepted as unaltered, then it. seems extremely probable that the 
hornblende is a ·primary feature and not due to locally high temperature 
conditions during metamorphism, as suggested by Scott (1954, .P.145). 
I)Toxene-felsi:a.r ~orph.yries 
To the east of the Queenstown-Lynchford road, the grass-
oovered hills show large tors of felspar-pyroxene rocks. · Many of 
the tors show_ distinct pebbles of various sedimenta.ry and volcanic 
rocks, and locally, a banding which could be stratification. 
Microsc9pically the rock is very similar to that above the 
northern zig-zag of the Comstock tram; it bas a· rudely equigra.nular 
more or less reticulated texture, with gram size apout 1 m.m. diameter 
and s:i;s.rse interstitial matter. Typically the rock is BCYfa or 90'~ 
felspa.r in subhedral crystals, the remainder being augite, quartz and 
some interstit~l matter._ The felspars are only slightly altered, 
have a pink tinge and appear to be albite (Ab98); it is.similar to that 
type already described in banded rocks near Comstock and Cro'l'Jll Hill. 
Augite crystals are anhedral, fractured and partially altered to 
chlorite. Clear albite veinlets traverse the rook and irregular 
albite-chlorite clots are typical. 
I 
This rook type, like that at Comstock, appears sedimentary or 
pyroclastio, by virtue of its structure. In this.case, where "pebbles" 
are frequent and bedding not so common, it appears more likely that it 
is of pyroclastic origin, being the result of volcanic explosions 
accompanying lava extrusion. Bradley, however, suggests it results 
from weathering of the underlying lavas and in support of ·this, calls 
. - ' ' 
in evidence of uncm~formity at the top of the volcanic sequence·. 
Twelvetrees (1902) and others regarded this rock as intrusive, 
from field evidence and texture, and they described it as ,an augite 
syenite. Certainly its chemical co~position is syenitic (see Table 3) 
but its field relationships hardly support intrusion. 
A similar rock occurs east of Little Owen. For the-most part 
it is interbedded with sandstones and tuffs but at one point it is clearly 
cutting across strike. It shows no inclusions or pebbles and it is 
possible that this r·~presents a sill. ~. Alternatively it might be a 
pyroolastic rock or a fl~w with transgressive relationships near a vent. 
---~ -- - --------------- ----------------~---
·,: 
- •'' 
-.. 21. -. ,' 
,.·.t 
·The">Li:ttle Ow~n" rock -has approximately equal qu~ntities of 
~ - ~ - ' - - ' ' 
pyroxene .a~d. felspa_':r;-, with, ~nters"t:~t:i,al quarlz,. fels:~; . .:(albite)·, and 
- - ': " ' : ' 
clear albite~cl;llorite zon~s. 
,,, 
The origin of these. pyroxene r·ocks ·.is difficult -t~ determine 
" ' ' ' '•' l 
~ . , ' .. -
·. · and suggestions ·range'" from 'iava .:to- p~oclas:tic', sedimep.t' or sill. 
- '- ' . - . ' . \ 
" Anothe:ri;··i~~·:i,c~tion' ~s ~give~" by· l~ose- baulders ':foond' by Mr., 
.M. L. Wade' ne~r tl1~ 9-nii~-~~~p6st:~-(:r:r~;,·Z~e~~)·. on;~~~:. Qu~e~s~o~~Zeehan. 
,., ,~ ' ~ -. , - "' ' ' ,' ' -
'r~d. ' , Fels~r-pyroxene" rock~'' .s~~i,]S,tr 'to the, Little -Owen ~ t'~riaI' 
- ' . - . ' ~ - ,'' ,,, ' ' ' ' '' ( - ' ', . ~ .. ' 
.. , cont_ai~'. fr~~~nts: of ch_erty ~a~d.ed.' ~~lt-~·tone up to sev~_ral. inches in 
• H • ·~ " - ' - • 
-. · size a:nd- ~hawing-· ~ndom. brie~ta tior{; · · . The~i~ ·fragments appear ·to · 
: < • ' I t t _::'' '. ' ' ' • ' ' ' .~ •' , ', ' ' • " ,, '. • - - - I .. : , ' - . ' . • . ' 
have· underg9ne some-ab.~o#P\ion-,.by the· 'II1!3-tr.ix· a~d illi~er the miorosc.ope 
'.the .lllB:rgins a:epear .. bakeq. 
'\ ,-, 
· Wh~re '.these boriiaers have come', from is: not knoWn.·~· b:ut the~· 
' ; - ... ~ . 
provide' evidence f'or an.' ·ign~ous :·origin' and the 'writer. is inclined· to 
- , - ' - •l 
'-.' think .that the Little Owen -and Lynchf ord _occurrence~ .'are lava flows of 
'r - -
', 
t:r,-_achytic ~ty.pe.-, ··-
.. , 
, .. 
--', 
• ' ~ ' • ' -1 -
The Potash-rich Lavas of J;he .Lyell Shear Zone · 
An~ uhu~u~l· suite .,of-· rock occu~~·· in~· th~ Dundas.-.Grqup alo~ 
} - ' ' ' ' , ~ < ' • ,-_ - • ' • l ' t • •• _- - < ' - • - ', ; ~ - f - - - : ' -
the Vl'est Coast Range south' of Ivit_. Huxley. "The long $rr6w outcrop 
o:f-~hes-e --'.t'6¥kS --~rk~: t~~-- iine ·-~f. the-- Lye-~i· S~ei~-;-c-- ·' · They ·are. 
' - '. ', , < _- - - - ' ' ~ , ' - • ' ; ' ' - - - "', -
' -:tyPi~a~ly pink or ~ey·, a~d~ r~iaf:!-;elyj:U~shea·~e-4,,.. ~es"pit~ ''the fact 
- . - '- - - , ',---. - ' ' .. ' 
- ... • l "'-~' - ' , ~ ' • ,~ ' ' \. : • .., ' 
that they- ac~ ~s' h~si~ - .i._<? ~-~v;e:ra_i -copper, ~r'ebodie~ . .' - . , 
. . ' 
Perhaps· the. commonest· rock "type .is the pink.'felsPfi.r porph;Yry 
l " - ' ,'' -
. exposed or{ 'Intercoionia:J_' :s:Pu~- and parts 0 f 'Mt:· Darwill, • .- ' This is' a' 
closely,; j~inte.d ~;~k:_-~-orp~y-.·~t~d~ed:_ with c;;s~~ls up. ~o· 3-m;~:· · 
,- ' ' ' ' - .' ' ... - - t ,, • 
diameter' 9,_-£;,::,grey -~elspar: ·a::n{'ch!orite~ :> _Under,.· the mi~ros.oope, t}le 
svarsely ~istributed su~·~~·~1 :feispa; -~ths' ~ppear ·t~» be albite, -a~d 
- ' ~ -~ ' - - - - ' ' 
- .crystals often show· "nibbl~4~' .~rgins. ·. ·Alt~ra:tion va:ries from 
·intense to.- light. The~ ground'.~ss-, ·wh:j.ch- forms U:p to 90% -of the 
.rock, <is z~ai~ly do~p~~~~-' ~f micr~crystalline, rath~~ cru(l.e. spherulites. 
, I < w /. ~ • ,_ 
These are gener~lly less than 1- ~.m. diB.meter and typical ::f_orms are. 
' '.' 
1 1 l - -
····shown -_in Fig.· 5; they.usually lmve a quartz core and -often 8: rim,'of 
' I -< ' • ' - • - ~ 
clear quartz or-dark.bro~ h~m~tite'• dust. '" 
'l'he 'notable :f'ea ici'.es· ·~f' the chemical 'comp~s.i·tio~ of -t~~s ' 
rock are the· high silica :and . potash: percentage~ (Table 3). 
f r ' ' I > 
',' ,. 
Staining 
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with sodium cobalti-nitrite (Chayes, 1952) reveals that the potassic 
material is among the groond mass, so ·presumably much of the fibrous 
material of the spherulites is K-felspar. 
not affected by the staining. 
The phenocrysts were 
In several places on Mt. Darwin within the· pink porphyry, 
are outcrops showing bedded rocks, mainly breccias and conglomerates. 
On the eastern flank a creek exposes siltstones and fine sandstones 
showing fine banding. 
On the basis of chemical analysis and texture, the pink 
porphyries should be classified as potassic rhyolites and indicate 
that this part of the Lyell Shear zone was one of intense volcanic 
activity during the Cambrian, with extrusion of dominantly acid lavas 
and breccia~. 
· An interesting rock acts as host to the Lake Jukes orebody. 
It is a dense, mottled, pink or greenish grey 11felsite 11 that in part 
is similar to those just described but locally is composed largely of 
a crude microcrystalline intergrowth between quartz and K(?)-felspar. 
This forms graphic texture and Hills (1914) describes the rock as a 
granophyre. This texture is usua~ly regarded as of igneous origin 
though there are instances recorded showing that it,may result by meta-
somatic alteration of sediments (Hatch, Wells, and Wells, 1952, p.2i7). 
It is possible that the granophyric texture has been produced as a 
result of reconstitution of the normal spherulitic material 
concomitant with ore introduction and deposition. 
The L9.ke Jukes rock mass locally shows cross-bedded 
sandstone and clearly defined outlines of boulders up to 3 ft. 
diameter in breccia-conglomerates; these are possibly rhyolite 
breccias. 
A rock similar to that on Intercolonial Spur outcrops 
at the head of Whip Spur on the south-west flank of Mt. Owen. 
It is a pink albite porphyry~ generally massive but in one place 
showing fine banding; it is right on the line of the Lyell Shear. 
I 
_The·albite phenocrysts are up to 2 m.m. x 1 m·.m. in siz~ and lie in 
a microcrystalline felspathic base in which tiny spherulites abound. 
These are usually le~s than 1/5 m.m. in.diameter and consist of 
radiating material with a thin dark circumference. The base 
reacts positively to the potash etch and stain teat. 
1 
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The pink porphyries and breccias of Mt.-Darwin extend south 
along the western flank of South Darwin; here. they are veined by 
hematite and some magnetite and exhibit a crude foliation .that is 
similar to bedding. 
The Basaltic lavas of the Southern Ocean Coast 
South of Point Hibbs, for many miles down the coast, rocky 
cliffs expose a sequence of basalts and pyroclastio· rocks. 
The flows are extremely variable in thickness, being from 
a few inches to over 100 ft. thick and are also variable in texture. 
They are ma.inly fine-grained with some coarser zones·, and dark ~r 
medium grey in colour. They are interbedded with banded shales 
and tuffs and to a lesser extent with pebbly tuffs and agglomerates. 
While some of the flows are homogeneous, others are severely 
brecciated, often throughout th~ir depth; the brecciated appearance is 
caused by the presence of fragments of lava embedded in a lava base and 
the feature is probably due to autobrecoiation. The fragments are 
often in greater quantity than the base and :f:.f·.t~e rock were poorly 
exposed, it could well b~ taken for a sediment. 
The basalts are s eldom vesicular, but very occasionally 
sho~ scoriaceous tops. Epidote-quartz veins were seen about ! mile 
north of the Wanderer River bay. 
The most common lava, in band specimen, is a grey porphyry, 
with grey felspars and dark euhedral augites in an aphanitio dark 
ground mass. 
Microscopically, the phenocrysts are slightly chloritised, 
subhed.ral al bites, and altered pyroxenes which are probably augite. 
The phenocrysts are generally less than 1-2 m.m. diameter while the 
ground mass is a dense brown, or is finely microcrystalline with tiny 
f elspar laths di~cernible. Some thin sections show amygdales which 
may be circular and lenticular in shape and genera.lly lined with clear 
albite which encloses a chlorite core. 
In other specimen~, t·he microscope shows the ground mass as a 
coarsely microcrystalline lattice work of albite laths and interstitial 
pyroxene granules, or the ground mass is so sparse that the rook is 
a poorly sorted mosaiO of albite nphenocrysts 11 • 
Some of these spilitic rocks probably extend into the 
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intermediate range though free quartz is only seen in very small 
quantity. Three partial analyses (Table .3) of different lava 
types show the range from basic to intermediate. 
An interesting variety of the basalts was shown to the 
.writer by J. Gilfillan, of Melbourne· University. It is a pale_ 
grey-green porphyry, dominated by tabular crystals of albite up to 
5 x 3 · x 1 m.m. in size, which lie with a few pyroxene crystals in a 
microcrystalline mosa.ic of albite laths and augite granules. The 
rock also shows lenticula·:r:. albite-chlorite amygdales. 
S'u.mnary of Cambrian Volcanic Activity 
The Cambrian pe~iod in Tasmania was characterised by 
prevailing eugeosynclinal conditions, involving continued and 
widespread volcanic activity, the nature of which varied from 
place to place. The principal igneous products ranged from 
basalt through alkaline trachytes (keratophyres) to rhyolites • .,. 
A.t least the basalts, and probably the entire sequence in the Dundas 
Group, were most probably of submarine origin. Pillow structures 
in Cambrian basalts have been described from Smithton (Carey and Scott, 
1951), Penguirl (Scott, 1952), and King Island (Scott, 1950). 
T~e acid and·basic porphyries of the volcanic suite 
have been the subject of controversy for many years, but :r;a.rticularly 
lately as a result of the opinions expressed by Scott and Bradley. 
They have allowed for considerable mineralog~cal and chemical changes 
resulting from Jukesian (Scott) or Devonian (Bradley) metamorphism 
of originally basic material. 
However, if one as_sumes that the range of porphyries 
represents original volcanic material (the associations present in 
the Dundas Group are typical of many volcanic provinces) then there· appears 
to have been only minor alteration, principally.in the form of albitisation. 
The original reason .for assuming widespread metasomatism of 
the Dundas Group·appears to have been based on field evidence in the 
Roaring Meg - Lynch Creek area. Bradley (1954) traced the basalts 
of Lynch Creek northwards and, supposedly following along strike, came 
upon quartz-felspa.r rocks, which he assumed to have been derived from 
the basic lavas by metasoma.tism. 
Re-mapping of the entire area and in particular the Lynch 
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Creek area, has shown that the lavas do.not contim~e along.strike to 
Roaring M~g Creek and that the .. foldiilg is mqch more.intense tha:n was 
originally·asslimed. : In a.~tual fact, the volcanics pass by ~<'>rmal \ '1 
...--___ 
- . 
li~hological change to siltstones, conglomerates etc., over remarkably.· 
,,..._.,_-----~..._--j"-_ -
-
short .d~stances and it is·this r~cognition of rapid lithological 
changes that bas necessitated the revision of idea~ on structure, 
stratlgraphic nomenclature,and metamorphism. 
Distribution of Lava T;ypes 
A. notable feature ~f the Dundas Grou.p is the concentration 
of acid_ K29-rich rocks, bqth volcanic and intrusive, alorig the Lyell. 
Shear, particularly ·south of Mt!. Huxley. en either f~nk of the 
Shear z?ne and extending.for .several m~l~s away from it, the 
vpleanics are essentialiy Na.20 rich and on the whole, less siliceous 
than those in the Shear. This implies tm t the nature ·of the 
magma: along the Shear di~'ered considerably from other areas. 
The history of events ·in the Shear zone was probably one of acid 
effusion followed during the Jukesian movement by granitisation, the 
volcanic and metamorphic·products being chemically very similar; 
- -
outside the Shear the magma.a produced basic to acid differentiates, the 
characteristic soda being a component of the magma or picked up from 
- -
enclosing ·sediments during extrusion, or a result of albitisation 
. . . 
related to granitisation during·Jukesian tectonics. There is no 
·doubt the Lyell Shear has exerted strong localised_ structural. control 
over magma. distribution. 
- Oltside the :flanking zone of keratopliYres, rbyolites etc., 
the Dundas Group is represented almost entirely by basalts with spilitic 
tendencies, and associated pyrocla.stics. This volcanic suite is 
- , 
exposed along the West Coast and is some 10 miles west of the Lyell 
- . 
Shear; 'it contains a few intermediate-type members but· no acidic 
volcanics and shows only minor_ metamorphism. 
Similar·va.riations in ma.gma. type have been recorded from 
several volcanic provinces of eugeosynclina.l type. The variations 
are usually regarded as being derived initially by differentiation 
of a basaltic parent magma, combined with the effects of assimilation 
, of wail rock and also of mixing of. partially crystallised magmas of 
different composition derived from similar stock. The abundance-of 
- ' 
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albite suggests a primary soda-rich magma but as Turner and Verhoogen 
(1951) point out there may be several other causes, of the soda ' 
enrichment: " •••••• starting with olivine-basalt magma as the pa.rent 
material.. Differentation of this magma, assimilative reaction with rookee 
situated in the basal levels of the geosyncline, concentration of 
magmatic water rich in soda, and chemical activity induced by entrapped 
' , . 
sea water and.rising conna.te waters squeezed up from deeply buried 
sediments, are all factors of possible significance in evolution of 
'l 
spilites and kera.tophyre. 0 
Origin of the Al.bite in the Volcanics 
There is little 4oubt that.the fresh, clear albite of the 
v~inlets and vesicles is of secondary origin. It has a pinkish tinge, 
is usually untwinned and is often difficult to distinguish from quartz'. 
That in the vesicles is in all probability derived from soda-
rich ,residues of the basaltic magma and i~ therefore. of 'deuteric origin. 
It is also possible that the albite replacing the hornblende porphyry 
on' Crown Hill, and veining the breccias (pyroolastics?) , of the Co~stook 
tram-line is of similar origin, being related to late stage phases of 
volcanic activity. 
' . 
However this. ·.lS.1i1ier form of. occurrence could 'also -
' . 
be related to Jukesian movement ·(as suggest'ed by Scott) ·or to the 
Tabberabbera.n orogeny {as Sl.1€;gested by· Bradley). Qua.rtz-a.lbi te 
(and.epidote, ~hlorita, and side~ite)'veins·r~lateO. to late phases of 
mineralisation are .common within the Lyel~ mine area and are to be 
.' , ' ' ~ 
seen occasionally at other points e.g.' at 10.ke JukE)s and along the Lyell 
Highway near the Kirig. River. At t~e-:lat~er.iocality, the. veins are 
ih. Jukes Conglomerate, sugge~ting a' Tabbe~bberan age. The al'Qite 
in these quartz veins and bu,rsts is almost a red colour' rather 
different from the grey or pink of the albite in the Crown Hill and 
Comstook material, which also has .only minor a..ssociated .'qua~z. The 
writer believes the quartz-a.lbite veins pf the Lyell,mine,area and other 
points is Tabberabberan, and post-mineralisation. 
,., 
The other s~condary 
a.lbite ,is oonsidere4 to be la.t~' pbase"volcanio aotivity and· therefore 
l ' " I ' > • \ ' 
of.Cambrian age. 
• , I 
The felspars other .than the fresh, clear albite seem to be of 
two types .- either relatively unaltered ~lbita or intensely altered 
plagioolase felepar which is extremely difficult t,o determine. 
'" ~ 
--
.t -
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-The altered felspar -is grey in colour and genera_l~y .too -c_louded 
by sericite, etc. for positive identificatiot;.~ though much- of' it appears 
to be albite and -the twinning indicates- a composition no more basic than 
Ab65• Zoning is not·uncommon and.often shows a clear albite outer 
' ' ' - ' 
fringe; ··again s9me of the crystals se~m to be altering to., cl~r al bite 
in irregiilar fashion •. · 'Chlori.te is a -common alteration prod,uct of the 
original- felspar. Scott states that the latter is_ent1relyalbite 
throughout·the area and.though the _writer has been unable .to-confirm 
' ' ' - ' . ' ' 
this due -~o the intense alteration·, there is no dou,bt t;ha t much of the 
r ' ' ' '•• ~ J < 
altered material is albite and -none· ·of the- remainder 'is very basic~_ 
The alteration- t~ fres? albite .is'·probably related to deuteric 
action, as . already described and P+'eS~bly _this.- is -·ltnked with .the 
. ' 
. -
serici ti6isati~n ~· ~hlpri tisation, et_~·. If this .is. so; then· the original 
. -
felspa.r-, _much -of it albit-9, is probably pri~ry. -· __ Prinary albi te ·in 
spilit~s of the.Dundas Group is repor_ted f,rom King-_Island by S~ott_. (~950). 
The albite there is in .ophi:ti9 texture with dfopsi'd_e and this. -is generally 
indicative of primary orig-in • .- . Howe:v:e:r, she_:concludes tbB.t th~re is 
secondary albite. also 'inthe same suite.-;o:f lavas-and-similar condi'J;iOns seem 
to.have existed at Lyell •. 
The ·lavas·_ of High Rocky l?oint are. composed dominantly' of 
slightly altered albite-which sb.o.WS ncr sign- of being derived from !3-. 
"~ ' . ' .. - ' ' 
more basic felsPar and which-.may w~ll be primary. . These la:vas. ?-re· 
similar to thos_e of J:i;v:nc:t?- Creek, the Battez:y·volcanics, except for the 
increased, alteration of th~ felspars -in· the lattel;' ·area~.: 
- . - .~ ' ' - ·, ' ' . ' ' -
The relatively unaltered albite ba._s a brownish t·in€;e ~nd 
_ · ·occurs in the .-lava (?} alougs.ide the,_J:,ynchford- road-,;· the q'.3-nded albite-
hornblende r~c~ o,n: th~· Lak~ -]Jiirgaret", i-~m-l'i~e; and the ·m9ttled rock 
. ' . ' ' 
above the. tram-line near Comstock. . · There is--_somE? doubt as-, to th~ 
·origin of ·these rocks and .the presence· o~ unal:t;ered .albite probably 
". 
reflects !3-'.somewbat different-mode Qf or?-gin to other porphyries~ 
-- At least two--of. the three- e~mples al:'.e pr6bab-ly. pyroclasti<? and the' 
- ~ ' . - , ' \ . 
1 lack of alteratiori"could- possib;Ly be' :r:C3lated"fo-:the fact that the 
.. ' ! ' - -
· · active deuteric solutions·· in ge~erai' only bir6~1a te- within la:va; · 
' ... 4,, - ' 
flows, and not in the associated tuffaceous material. 
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Sedimentary and Pyroola.stio Rook· Ty;pes. 
Conglomerates and Agglomerates 
Predominant among sedimentary rock-types are greywacke 
. . 
conglomerates, ·with pebble sizes ranging from coarse to fine. 
They are generally poorly _s_orted-, are often rich in felspar '· 
and show a· variety of pebble types. Some·are almost breccia-
conglomerates,- as they contain angular fragments. 
It is difficult to distinguish between pyroclastios and 
sediments in many cases and doubtless many of the so-called 
conglomera~es containing lava fragments should be termed agglof!lerates. 
. " 
.. Sediments deposited rapidly and buried with little or no sorting by 
wave action' must appear very similar to material expelled by a volcano 
and deposited in water. . ·An obvious c'onglomerate oocurs as lenses 
within fihely banded siltstones on Whip Spur:· . rt· consists of 
coarse pebbles of felsi;ia.r porphyry and slate' in a confused matrix 
of albite crystals, chlorite, ·a~d-microcrystalline quartz and 
fe1Sp8:;t'.• Veinlets and zones of clear albite are common. 
Another type may be seen pear 8218/3588; it is a deeply 
weathered, grey, felspa.thic breccia·-conglomerat.e with fragments 
and shards of slate and sandstone. The constituents are chaotically 
dispersed through the rock, which was obvious_ly formed under conditions 
of rapid erosion and burial. 
. ' 
A. conglomerate-looking roe~ forms t~rs on the hills immediately 
east of the Queenstow11'-Lynchf0rd road. Bradley describes this as 
a greywack conglomerate but it ha.s already been pointed out that this 
rock may well be of igneous origin. 
A prominent rock showing -l~rge rounde_d pebbles outcrops 
on the _spur running north fi'om Little Owen summit •. The conglomerate 
passes along strike to pebbly sandstones and sandstones. 
The gorge of the West Queen River exposes greywack 
.· . 
. . . 
~ conglomerates and sandstones of classical typ~, though again these 
rocks could be of volcanic origin and deposit~d in water •. 
An interesting type· is composed of bands of.fin~ grey sandstone 
_mingled with zones of fine conglomerate which consists of ovate chert 
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pebbles with their long axes parallel to bedding, ·the fragments 
varying from microscopic size to 5 x 15·m.m. in cross section.-
The microscope reveals a ~ypical gre~c~type texture, with the_ 
grains largely quartz and subangiilar, but with a few more rounded 
ones of felspar-chlorite mosaic which are probably of igneous 
origin. 
Bedding is often difficult to determine in these sediments; 
they are generally massive and featureless and mapping structures 
in them is extremely diff~cult. 
Siltstones 
These have been found in a. dozen or so localities and 
preservation of the characters of sedimenta.tion_(such as-bedding, 
slumping, etc.) has assiste~ in elucidation of the structure. 
Strictly speaking, they should not be classed as silt~ 
stones, for they actually consist of alternating fine bands of 
quartzose shale and coarse silt or very fine sand (using Wentworths 
-particle size classification as in Krum9ein and Sloss, 1953). · The 
sbaley bands are ,thicker than the silt bands, and are studded with 
quartz grains of silt grade. The cOa.rser, narrower silt bands· 
are usually composed·of angiilar and subangular quartz grains in a. 
spa~se matrix. These beds are usually rudely cleaved and 
Bradley terms them. 0 Miners Slates•_•. Loc~lly a tendency_to. 
' ' -. 
gTading may be seen- and the silts look much like varves. Very 
fine ripple ma.rking and erosion of tops of bands are common and . 
good.examples of slump structure may be seen on vYhip Spur. To 
give some idea of-the frequency of banding, a specimen held in the 
Mt. Iurell geological museum shows, in-a nine-inch face, variation-
between one band.per inch and 35 bands per inch. 
These· finely banded sediments generally alternate with· 
greywacka sandstone (or tuff) and may include lenses of coarse 
_brecci.a-co~lomerate (or agglomer~:te) and lava flows. They 
undoubtedly merge along strike into different lithologies and 
it is unwise to link all the isolated exposures and refer them to 
one horizon. The principal and most accessible exposures of the 
siltstones are along Lynch Creek, in the Queen River Gorge, and 
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along the.South Owen Creek east of Queenstown. .-.They may 
outcrop in ridges or along stream beds depending on the relative 
resistance of the prqpinquent beds. .Rather similar finely banded 
rocks occur over a wide area north of .Flannigans Flat, but there is 
con~~~~rable doubt as to their age and evidence ga~hered,so far 
sugg~sts. they a~e a peculiar· facies .of _the Silurian beds •. ·· The 
most continuous siltstone exposure is _that in South Owen Creek, 
aiong which the bed· has been traced for.1-i miles with.a fairly 
constant th~ckness 9f about 300 feet. Near to the confluence 
of the South Owen and Conglomerate Creeks, the siltstones are silicified. 
These siltstones would make excellent marker beds for use in 
identical 
geolqgical mapping but there is no doubt that siltstones have been 
formed at several stages during the Cambrian and that the beds merge 
to other lithologies along strike over fairly short distances. 
Tuffs 
Positive »identifica_tion .of tUffaceous material in the 
Queenstown area ·is not ea.sy, due to the poor exposures. Doubtless 
the deeply weathered and banded· silty material exposed among the 
. ' . 
lavas along L;ynch Creek is tuffaceous and doubtless there are 
considerable developments elsewhere. · 
South df the Spero River along the Southern Ocean coastline 
tuffs of varying grain size are seen interbedded with lavas. M:l.ny 
of the green shales are in all probability lithified volcanic ash and 
these grade to coarser materials in which lapilli and felspar crystals 
are visible to the naked eye • 
. A cbia.racteristic c~nglomeratic rock that occurs at several 
points consists of subangular and rather discoidal quartz and chert 
grains up ~o .1 c.m. or so in .diameter-embedded in-tuff-like material. 
The grains lie along bedding planes and ~he rock appears to have been 
deposited in water. The pyroclastios may be followed along strike 
to basalts and the nature of one horizon is constantly changing from 
place to place. 
Limestones· 
Associated with the volcanios near Spero Point are s·everal 
beds of limestone. They vary from dark grey and fairly pure to 
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dirty brown and fairly impure~ 
Taylor (1956). 
They are referred to by 
No Cambrian limestones have been observed in the Q,ueenstown 
area. 
Sandstones 
Greywackesandstones TN1y be seen at several horizons in 
the Dundas Group. They are variable in character, lenticular, 
"dirty" or "muddy" and are the fine-grained equivalents o'f the 
greywackeconglomerates described earlier. Thin beds outcrop 
in the Lynch Creek area and a considerable thickness of sandy 
sediments may be seen near Little Owen. M:Lny of the sandy 
beds TN1Y well be of volcanic origin and should be described as 
tuffaceous sandstones. 
The one notable exception to the predominating greywa.cke -
type and tuffaceous sandstones is the grey, clean quartz sandstone 
which outcrops along the crest of Miners Ridge east of Lynchford. 
It is about 100 ft. thick and can be traced for about 4 miles. 
The sandstone is lightly sheared, with grain size between ~ m.m. 
and 1/30 m.m.; it is largely composed of quartz but contains a 
'number of biotite flakes aligned parallel to the rude schistosity. 
All the quartz grains show strain shadows. It is interbedded 
with siltstones and is of some importance in that its prominent 
outcrop makes it a useful marker horizon for "following out 0 
structure. 
Stratigraphic Nomenclature in the Dundas Group 
Bradley (1954) ma.de the first attempt to draw up a 
stratigraphic succession for the Dundas Group in this area and he 
put forward three forma.tional names for the use of later workers. 
His classification, youngest at the top, is as follows: 
Lynch Conglomerate 
Battery Volcanics 
Miners Slate 
3,000 ft. 
4,000 ft. 
3,000 ft. 
10,000 ft. 
" 
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This subdivision is based on exposures found along Lynch 
Creek but the results of field mapping in the same area by the 
writer indicate two rather important points: 
(a) The formations suggested above do not continue north and 
south of Lynch Creek for considerable distances, as 
indicated by Bradley. 
(b) The type section is fairly closely folded on N-S axes, 
resulting in the repetition of lithological units. 
It is felt that these two factors alone warrant some 
re-examination of the proposed definitions; it has also been found 
difficult to follow the details of the published successions in .the 
field and some of the relationships quoted have been disproved, 
e.g. the Lynch Conglomerate is by Bradley's definition conformable 
below the Ordovician beds yet evidence at Lynchford suggests that 
it lies unconforu;:i.bly below the Owen Conglomerate. 
In an area where the environment of deposition is subject 
to local and frequent changes, rapid variations along strike and 
repetition of similar rock types must be a normal occurrence, hence 
difficulty in establishing a stratigraphic succession that is valid 
over wide areas is only to be expected and allowance must be made 
for this when discussing the subject. With the information so 
far obtained, it seems to the writer unwise to recognise more than a 
number of prominent lithologies that may be mapped in the field, i.e. 
a number of rock types, with no significance in time and in no 
particular stratigraphic order, and not, therefore, reaching the 
status of formations. 
It is difficult to reconcile the latest information and 
ideas with earlier prop9sals and definitions, and though a compromise 
might be effected, it would hardly be satisfactory in the long run. 
It is suggested, therefore, that the definitions submitted by 
Bradley be discarded and that no formations be named for the time 
being but that certain rock types be named so as to assist in 
future vrork. 
- ;3 -
The most important unit is undoubtedly the finely banded 
si1tstone that Bradley termed the Miners Slate. He named it 
after the Miners Ridge, a prominent topographic feature trending 
N-S about ~.ft miles east of Lynchf'ord. It is unfortunately named,. 
as this ridge owes its existence to a bed of bard sandstone, which 
the writer wishes to name independently. The best exposures occur 
a little to the west in Lynch Creek and it is proposed that these 
beds be known as the L.ypoh siltstones. · The thickness and details 
of the term Miners Slates should be abandoned and the definition· 
of these rocks should follow the description already given. 
The term Battery Voloanioe as used previously, might 
usef~lly be· retained to describe the albite-pyroxene basallis and 
associated breccias and tuffs exposed along Lynch Creek. However, 
the term should not have the status of a formation.· Bradley's 
thicknesses and his descriptions of the overlying and underlying 
strata are not considered valid in the light of recent field work; 
for instance, the dips in the Lynch Siltstones to the east of the 
volcanios suggest that the sediments are younger and not older, as 
Bradley proposed •. 
The Lynch Conglomerate, as previously defined, is impossible 
to trace in the field, even in the type locality, and it is 
considered advisable to drop this name altogether. In reference 
to this formation, it is supposed to be equivalent to the Dora and 
Sorell Conglomerates, which are again supposed to be the topmost 
oonglomera tee in the Dundas Group. Yet the Sorell Conglomerate 
is undoubtedly the equivalent of the Jukes Conglomerate and is in 
no way similar to Brc:1.dley 1 s tttynch Conglomerate". The writer 
has not seen the Dora Conglomerate but from descriptions it seems 
that similar remarks might be applied to this formation too. 
At Lynch Creek, the supposed Lynch Conglomerate formation 
is overlain unconformably by purplish Jukes Conglomerate, which in 
turn is overlain confonnably by Owen quartzites and Gordon Limestone. 
The only new rook type that the writer considers worth 
naming is the grey sandstone of Miners Ridge~ The obvious name 
would be the "Miners sandstone"., 
.( 
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In summary, the writer considers that the following rock 
types should be given formal names so as to assist in future work 
in this area: 
Miners sandstone 
Lynch siltstones 
Battery volcanics 
More detailed mapping at some later stage will 
doubtless result in some modification of these proposals. 
Thickness of the Dundas Group 
Owing to the nature of the Dundas environment and the 
difficulty in following structure, determination of a generalised 
succession with definite thicknesses for individual units is 
impossible. It is felt that Bradleys total fig~re of 10,000 ft. 
and his separate formation thicknesses should not be accepted until 
further work has been done, or more comparisons with other areas 
can be made. 
Elliston (1954) records 11,500 ft. of Dundas Group 
volcanios and sediments from the relatively undisturbed anticline 
near Dundas. The overlying Owen Conglomerate and the underlying 
Precambrian beds both outcrop in this area and the Dundas rock 
units are persistent for considerable distances; thus a reasonably 
accurate estimation of the total thickness of the Group is a fairly 
simple matter. 
The only reliable measurements made so far in this area 
have been done during detailed mapping along the western slopes of 
Mt. Owen. The maximum thickness measured was from Little Owen 
to South Owen Creek, as follows: 
1,000 ft. 
700 ft. 
300 ft. 
500 ft~ 
2,500 ft. 
Conglomerates and sandstones near 
Little Owen. 
Greywacre sandstones and volcanics. 
Lynch siltstones, along South Owen Creek. 
Blocky, "dirty", sandstone. 
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This figure of 2, 500 ft. is doubtless only a portion of 
the total but it is the maximum undisturbed thickness recorded. 
The type area quoted by Bradley along Lynch Creek is confused by 
folding but it is apparent that several thousand feet ~f sediments 
and volcanics occur there. 
While drawing horizontal sections through the area it was 
found necessa~y to assume a thickness of at least 4,000 ft. for 
the Dundas Group. As- a general rule,- a figure about twice 
this was used. 
Hills (1914) suggests a thickness of 21,000 ft. for the 
Dundas Group in the Darwin area but he points out that the beds may 
be repeated by folding. 
The Jukesian Unconformity 
Towards the close of the Cambrian, the deposits of the 
Dundas eugeosyncline-were elevated by folding and faulting and 
subjected to erosion. This hiatus in sedimentation represents 
the Jukesian Movement of the Tyennan Orogeny (as defined by Carey 
and Banks, 1954). . ... - - . It, is the major upheaval of' this orogenic 
cycle and Browne (1949)· has 'recognised it throughout Australia. 
In Tasmania, the youngest fossils below the unconf'ormity are trilobites 
of' lower Upper Cambrian age (Opik 1951 9 B), while the oldest above 
this surface are of Ordovician age. 
The Jukesian unconformity is def'ined as the angular 
discordance between the Dundas Group below and the Junee Groui;. 
above while the type area is taken at the north end of Mt •. Jukes, 
as described by Hills (1914). Actually, as Bradley points out, 
the supposed unconformity at Mt. Jukes is only a metamorphic contact -
flatly dipping coarse greywack.econglomerates overlie sheared conglomerates 
with a strong vertical schistosity, a lineation previously interpreted 
as bedding. This contact is far better exposed on the northern 
face of Mt. Huxley, where the schistosity appears to eat up into 
bedded conglomer~tes. Faint relics of bedding parallel to th9.t in 
the unaltered beds may be seen in the sheared facies. It is a pity 
that the unconf'ormity bas been defined on erroneous evidence but there 
is no doubt that a tectonic break does exist at the top of the Dundas 
t 
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.Gr_oup and·· it may be· infer;red from several- places· in _the a;-ea mapped. 
In the South·Queen~toWn-Lynchford ar~, there is every indication 
' - ' , 
t~t the Gordon Limestone and/or Owen Conglomerate rests on tilted 
and eroded Dundas Gr6up beds.' and· at·the L;Yn~h- Creek bri~e ·(81_48/ 
3576} discordance of. dips is'api)a.rent~ ... Again at Upper Lake Jukes, 
- , ' ' . •, - ~ -
flatly dipping Owerl·· ·conglomerate S:~d· basal he:ma.titic: greywaokeoonglomerates 
,, ~ - - - . 
are well Eix~osed in cliffs. above ~he old mine workmgs _while' .on the 
plate~u t~ the west, metamqrphosed ·Dundas sediments show steeply· 
. -~ 
dipping bedding t~ces ~ith strikes discordant to those iri the Owen. 
Lastly, at South Darwin, the 'regi9nal tre~d i~.the Dundas 
rooks. is N-S, with 19cally tight ·folding and replacement of · 
. ' 
individual beds by granitic rooks. Yet overlying Owen Conglomerate 
beds and Jukes breccia-conglomerates·are flatly ~ipping a~d strike 
at righ~ angles to the regional trend. Unco~formity with consequent 
erosion is -also suggested by the. 'presence. 9f granite pebbles in the 
Jukes O(».:rgo~te. At several other points e.g. north-west of Comstock, 
:i.n the Linda. Vall~y:, _and near _Little Owen, there are_ signs 'Of 
- - ... ' 
unoon~ormity_ but the pre~ence 'of stron~.faulting_in most cases 
preclu4es proof of :discordance. Elsewhere the relationship appears 
,· 
conformable, e.g.· -nea~ the Mt. Lyell Company's ·smelters and t~ 
' ' . 
Queenstown_R~orea~ion Ground •.. 
Similar observat·1oris hav'e be~n ma::ae in t.he ·Red Hills and 
WB.lford Peak areas by Carey and Banks {1954); they found that the 
. . . 
,junction of Dtindas and Junee Groups may_ show no signs of a break in 
deposition in one area but it may be markedly discordant in another. 
This suggests that the movement associated with the Ju~esia.n orogeny 
was areally restricted, and ~s possibly related.to localised faulting 
rather than general folding. 
Isopa.ohytes of the Owe~ Conglomerate (Fig. 6) indicate a zone 
of no deposition west of the Range and north p~ the King Rli.Ver. 
Carey (1953) rel.8.tes this to moveme~t alo~ the Porphyroid'antiolinorium, 
, . ' ' ·, 
a broad zone of antiolinal upli~ of the Tyennan orogeny. This 
movement was aooompi..nied by west side up shift on the Lyell Shear, 
resulting in·the format~o~ of a ~sin-of depositi~n (the Jukes trough) 
·between the'Ra.ng~ and the -Tyennan Block, and an elevated ridge west 
t 
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of the Range. The latter is· known as the Dundas Ridge and it 
remained an eleW:ted region .until well in-po.' Owen Conglomerate time. I . 
The .re~~r:,repetition <;>f'. .~.~;rs~ grai~ed beds in the Dundas 
. ' 
Group as described by E;Lliston (1954) has: led Carey and Banks (1954) 
to inf~r eight or more orogenic movemen~s within the DUndas Group, 
the. la~t being followed by a period of non-deposition and erosion~ 
Regular. recurrence of coarse conglomerates unfortunately cannot be 
1 _ I ' 
proved in the Queenstown or Darwin areas, ·but it i~ extremely likely. 
in an unstable active basin like the Dundas eugeosyncline that minor 
upheavals took place re~eatedly and affected the course· of 
sedimentation. Bradley has inferred unconformity along Iumch 
Creek above the Battery volcanics"and evidence of re-working of 
volcanics and sediments is continually met with in the field in the 
fo~ of varying types of greywacle conglomerates~ · There is little 
doubt that tectonic activity was coeval with deposition. 
Field evidence indicates repeatedmov~ment on the main N - S 
structures (e.g. the Lyeli Shear) during the Ordovician and ~t is 
reasonable to suppose that these· elements were ~lso active·during the 
Cambrian·sedimentation. Movement_ on th~ fault l_ines was probably 
accompa.~ied by arching of the Porphyroid anticlinorium and Bradley 
,.· . 
(1956) deyotes considerable space to a discussion of the mechanics of 
this process. 
Granitisation, Ultrabasio 'Intrusion,and Henatisa.:Uon 
Accompanying the Jukesia.n Movement 
The Darwin Granite 
The only granite body within the area under examination is 
a long, thin granitic mass extending from Mt. Darwin to South Darwin • 
. It is approximately three miles long and -i- mile broad. It is 
complex, being composed of_ parallel zo~e~ of 'differing oompo~ition 
with a pre~ominanoe of granitic_ types,- chief of which are a pink 
orthoolase-quartz rook and a white plagioclase-quartz rook. 
The pink granite forms a long line of tors on the eastern 
side of the Darwin-South Darwin ,spur. It is coarse grained, has 
a texture that is typically granitic, not seriate yet not quite 
equigranular (Fig. 5). The mineralogy is simple, the only 
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constituents being pink orthoclase, colourless quartz, and pale 
green altered plagioclase felspar. The orthoclase is fresh and 
shows a fine wispy cleavage; often it also shows perthitio structure, 
enclosing thin parallel, irregular tongues and lenses of plagioclase 
felspar, with multiple twinning arranged perpendicular to the length 
of the tongues, and all units in one host crystal showing similar 
extinction. It is not clear whether this is an exsolution or a 
replacement phenomenon. Sutured crystal boundaries are common and 
these are supposed to be typical of granitised granites as compared 
to magma.tic granites (Goodspeed, 1952). 
Quartz, which is locally present in greater quantity than 
felsps.r, is finely fractured and shows undulose extinction, indicating 
that it has been under stress. 
The plagioclase felsps.r is considerably altered to kaolin, 
chlorite (hence the green colour), etc. and its composition is 
difficult to determine. It shows symmetrical extinction angles on 
multiple twinning up to 17° and may be albite. 
Generally, the mineralogical composition runs orthoclase 
greater than quartz greater than plagioclase,but sometimes quartz 
exceeds the felspa.:zs,which occur in approximately equal quantity. 
Such variations should perhaps be termed adamellites. 
Ferro:ma.gnesian minerals are rare and only occasionally 
ragged crystals of biotite or chlorite are to be seen. Two 
chemical analyses of this granite type are given i.~ Table 4; they 
closely res~mble analyses of typical potassic granites. 
The white granite occurs on the ,west flank of the pink 
granite and is widest and best exposed near Thompson's workings. 
It is coarse grained and sometimes almost pegmatitic, and is 
composed entirely of rather altered, cloudy plagioclase felspa.r 
and colourless quartz, present in roughly equal quantities. 
Alteration of the felspar makes identification extremely difficult 
but it appears to be oligocl.ase; it is significant that the alteration 
products of this felspar are white while those of the felspar in the 
pink granite are green. 
Quartz occurs in aggregates showing sutured boundaries and 
ragged margins against felspar crystals. The felspars are loaded 
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with inclusions of quartz and have therefore crystallised after 
quartz or alternatively partially replaced original quartz. A 
chemical analysis is given in Table 4. 
A rather similar rock of finer grain may be seen in the 
creek bed east of Thompson's workings. It consists of quartz 
felspar rock containing bands several inches thick of dark hornfelsic 
material that looks like re-crystallised Lynch Siltstone. The 
quartz felspar portion varies in grain size and texture; the felspar, 
which appears to be orthoclase, may occur as interstitial matter to 
a sandstone-like quartz mosaic, or it may occur in closely inter-
locking quartz-felspar ag~eg-ate. The felspar shows quartz 
inclusions and quartz shows felspar inclusions. 
The general alteration of the plagiocl.ase felspars within 
the Darwin complex extends to considerable depths, as proved by 
underground workings, and cannot be a weathering effect; it 
presumably represents a late hydrothermal affect or perhaps is due 
to Devonian activity. 
Within the granite complex, between the white and pink 
granites, is a zone of schistose sedimentary-looking material that 
shows patchy mineralisation .in the form of chal9opyrite, pyrite,and 
hematite. A similar sedimentary zone occurs within the pink 
granite on the eastern flank of the Darwin-South Darwin ridge. 
Bradley describes a creek section across the granite, 
indicating an alteration of sedimentary schist of "greywacke 
hornfels 11 and granite. He illustrates pebble outlines in the 
granite and similar features have also been observed by the writer. 
The margins of the granite mass are unfortunately not exposed 
in detail and it is impossible to observe any contact phenomena. 
However, Hills (1914) states that nthe boundary-line between the 
granite and the felsites which it bas intruded is sharp and well-
defined. This line of contact has been opened up in several places 
by trenching, and the granite can there be seen in contact with the 
felsite, being quite as coarse-grained as in the interior of the mass, 
no transition into finer grained varieties being observable at the 
na.rgins 11 • 
Over a small area west of Thompson's workings, a dark 
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grey hornfels-like rock flanks the white granite but its margins 
are obscured by secondary growth. 
The Darwin granite presents some rather unusual features 
for a normal igneous intrusion and the possibility of formation by 
metasomatic replacement or 0 granitisation° has to be considered. 
The principal reasons for thinking in tenns of granitisation 
are as follows: 
(a) There is no sign of "domingn or of a "pushing aside 11 of the 
host rocks. 
(b) The long, thin, tabular form parallels the regional strike 
and the alternation of granite and sediment suggests certain 
beds were more favourable to replacement. 
(c) The pebble outlines, though rather vague, suggest replacement 
of a conglomerate. 
(d) According to Hills (1914) there is no fining of grain size 
at the margins, though the contact is sharp and the hornfelsic 
rocks near Thompson's workings might be invoked as evidence 
of "baking" by granite magma. 
(e) Sutured boundaries between crystals are evidence of granitised 
material according to Goodspeed (1952). 
(f) Variation in texture and mineral content and the presence of 
p~rthitic texture which could be due to replacement phenomena. 
(g) The la.ck of accompanying apophyses, aplites, pegmetites, etc. 
which seem to be typical of most magmatic granites. 
These points are not conclusive and Bradley seems_rather 
hasty in declaring that 0 it is indisputable that the granite complex 
is a metamorphic one and the Darwin granite a metamorphosed 
conglomerate''· 
The writer would rather say that it seems likely that the 
granite is metamorphic and is a product of granitisation processes, 
rather than a normal magmatic one. 
A similar rather complex and inhomogeneous granite outcrops 
in the JY"111rchison River, some miles north of Queenstown. This is of 
interest in that it also occurs in the Lyell Shear zone and must have 
been formed under similar conditions. The other West Coast granites, 
4~ 
at Heemskirk and Low Rocky Point (S-W Tasmania), are both well 
away from the Lyell Shear and are large batholith-type masses. 
Bradley continues t~ say that the granite is in all 
probability derived from the Jukes Conglomerate format~on by 
metamorphism and its age is Devonian. This statement has 
aroused considerable contrqversy and is thought by the writer 
to be most unlikely~ 
As already mentioned on pige 23, rocks flanking the 
~ranite on its western side often show a crude foliation similar to 
bedding. The foliae are composed of grey quartz, green ohlorite, and 
orange, iron-rich material. The microscope shows the quartz 
f oliae to consist of rounded quartz grains embedded in a potash 
felspar natrix, the chlorite foliae to consist of indefinite chlorite-
sericite zones, and the orange foliae to be quartz-felspar aggregates 
stained by finely divided hematite. Sodium cobalti-nitrite 
staining shows the felspar to be potassic and forming at lea.at 3o%-
of the rock, which might therefore be expected to show a potash 
~ontent- of.about 5°fa· 
The fact that this foliation only occurs alongside the 
granite and app~ars to cut across bedding directions as indicated 
by aerial photographs, strongly suggests that it is of metamorphic 
.or metasomatic origin and related to the fo;rmation-of the granite. 
On the- other hand the foliation is not unlike bedding and the 
mineralogical segregation could in part be due to original differences 
in distribution of shaley and ferruginous matter. 
Age of the Darwin Granite 
The :Darwin granite complex is of particular interest in 
that it provides evidence of Tyennan metamorphism. The basal parts 
of the Jukes Conglomerate at South 1)arwin contain quite distinct 
sub-angular fragments, up to 9•• x 1211 , of pink granite,· gneissio 
granite, and hema ti te ,- and sma.ller pebbles of Preoambrian quartz and 
chert (see Fig. 5). The pebbles are clearly defined in a matrix 
of granitic detritus and would seem to provide clear proof of pre-Junee 
Group granitisation. Similar conglomerate occurs below the Owen 
formation on Mt. Sorell, though the pebbles of granite and hematite 
are fewer and smaller, and conglomerates carrying chert and granite 
t 
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pebbles have been found alongside the pink granite in the creek 
running east from Thompson's workings.-, 
Bradley prefers-to_ regard the granite as Devonian 
· (Tabberabberan)in.age and the pebbles of granite and hematite, etc. 
. -
as due to selective replacement, the pebbles simply being parts of 
the same rock types _that formed the original material of the granite 
complex. To fit this theory, the ttgrade 1• of granitisation must 
be considered uniform over a wide area (including Mt.Sorell), in which 
the differing rock fornations react differently to the metasonatism. 
Therefore there is no question of zoning of the metasomatism, merely 
a differential reaction in a·- uniform metasomatic field. 
Probably the principal objection to this is-that-such-
variation in rock types over a small area is unlikely; indeed~ relict 
sedimentary features in the pink granite and the pink fe1site are much 
alike and would sugges't that the products should be similar. A 
second obJection ·is that the mematite masses, from which the pebbles 
are pres).lllled to be derived, do not appear to r~pls.ce particular beds, 
as they occur in lenses and irregular masses· over a wide area within 
the pink felsite. The control of 'hematite distribution seems to be 
largely structural. How then are the granitisation processes to 
select individual pebbles in the Jukes Conglomerate for replacement? 
Again, the copy of the Kodachrome slide (Fig. 5) of the Jukes 
Conglomerate shows a large slab of hema.tit~c schist. This rock 
gradUa.lly takes the place of the granitic pebbles as the succession is 
ascended, until the Jukes Conglomerate is composed entirely of hemati~ic 
schist fragments ill. a hematitic matri.~. . Now by Bradleys hypotheses , 
hematite moves.ahead_ of granite in a hematite 0 £ront" during 
granitisation, regardless of the composition of the original rocks; how 
then d~ the hematite anQ_ hematitic, schist pebbles become mixed up 
with granite pebbles? _ Again, how does this .zoning fit in with the 
overall uniform grade of granitisation jµst implied at Darwin? 
As a final objection on the subject of hematite, there seems 
clear evidence in the Linda. Valley and at Lyell, that hematitic bodies 
were being eroded during deposition of the Junee Group. · In the 
Linda Valley, in particular, Bradley must f:i.nd it hard to explain 
scattered pebbles of hematite.in the Jukes formation away from any 
known areas of Devonian hematisation. 
t 
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Problems of this type, involving interpreta~ion of pebbles 
ap~rently overlying granite masses, are by no means few in number 
and are often the subject of much controversy. Bradley (1954) 
quotes several cases in which such pebbles TN:ly well be due to 
selective replacement, though in the majority of these there seems 
to be considerable doubt; ·the pebble outlines are generally vague 
and shadowy, and by no means as clear-cut as those in the Jukes 
Conglomerate. 
A good example with which the wri,ter is acquainted is the 
supposed migma.tisation o:f tillite at Mount Fitton, South Australia. 
Bowes (1954) described in some detail, and with chemical analyses, what 
appeared to be a classical example of granitisation of tillite; yet 
Cam~na (1955) and late~ Chinner et alia (1956), have established that 
the granitised tillite is merely a basal arkose underlying normal 
upper Precambrian tillite, and unconformably overlying an Arcb.a.ean 
granite complex. 
In an attempt to solve the Darwin problem conclusively, 
Professor Garey has forwarded samples of Darwin granite to the u.s.A. 
for age determination of zircons. 
An interesting feature of the Darwin granite is the depth 
of formation. The writer is quite satisfied that the granite was 
intruded during the Jukesiap movement and this being so, then an 
estimate can be made of the cover existing at the time of formation 
of granite. 
The Jukes Conglomerate was derived from erosion of that part 
of the Dundas Group exposed along the Dundas_ Ridge. This probab+y 
included the Darwin area, and therefore by assessing the thickness 
of the Jukes formation, an estimate of the thickness of material removed 
from the Ridge (and also from above the granite) can be made. 
Now the Jukes Conglomerate at Lyell is at least 2,000 ft. 
thick and the base is not visible, so we may conclude that at least 
2,000 ft. of sediment and volcanic rock covered the zone of granitisation. 
0 
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_Ultrabasic-Intrusions 
Intruded at the same time as, the Darwin granite are a 
number of ultrabasic masses. These occur in· the·Renison Bell~ 
Dundas area, in :Nacquarie Harbour, the Spero River, and at 
'Adamsfield. The last-named is the most importan~_ from a 
theoretical point of view for it provides evidenc~ as·to th~ time· 
o~ intrusion; pebbles of serpentine occur at the base of the over-
lying Owen Conglomerate and indicate a Jukesian age_(Carey and Banks, 
1954). -These ultrabasics consist of pyroxenites and gabbroic 
bodies that have undergone serpentinisation and they appear to be 
the complement of the Darwin- (and probably lVhlrchison) granites. 
- --~ -~ -
' ' In contrast to the granite~, there does' not appear to be any 
strlictural control of.the location of the basic material. 
Hematisation 
Jukesian granitisation Was ac.companied by limited 
hematisation a1·ong the Lyell Shear zone. This is proved by the 
presence of Pl3bbleis of liematite and some magnetite in the·Jukes 
Conglomerate at South Da.rwi? and Mt.- S~rell, and also at Mt. Lyell. 
Some of those-on Mt. Lyell consist of-sandstone ~?)veined by 
he~tite, suggesting the hematite was_ of hydrothermal type and not 
derived, say, from a later~tic crust. 
Hematisation accompanying sulphide mineralisation also took 
place during the Tabberabberan Orogeny but this will be described later. 
Fu.i-ther evidence that a hemi:i.tite source ~xisted prior to 
Owen 4eposition is .suggested by pebbles of hematite iri the Middle 
Owen Conglomerates of the Lyell 'mine area. - They were probably 
derived from hema ti te in fund.as beds -exposed -during Owen times by 
movement on the Lyell Sh~r. 
Bradley has suggested that the hematite pebbles in both 
Owen and Jukes beds originated by selective metaso~tism. Hematite 
is supposed to travel ahead in the van of granitisation, as a sort 
of 1-00.sic fro~t", hematising certain beds or pebbles favourable to 
such a process. As already pointed out when discussing the Darwin 
g~anite, the sudden confusion of basic and granitic zones in pebbles 
in the Jukes Conglomerate is mlffioult to explain by_ this t~eory; 
other arguments against granitisation also apply to hematisation and 
t 
t 
t 
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the writer feels that there is no justification in regarding the pebbles 
as other than material derived from an older land mass undergoing 
erosion. 
Ordovician - Junee Group 
The Jukes Conglomerate 
The Jukes Conglomerate is the greywackebreccia~conglomerate 
overlying the Jukesian Unconformity. Originally kno~ as the Jukes 
Braccia, it has been re-named as the majority of the pebbles are well 
rounded. It occurs along a narrow belt more or less coinciding 
with the West Coast Range and reaches a thickness of several thousand 
feet on th~ eastern side ~f the Range. It represents the rapidly 
eroded portions of the Du~das sediments that were eleyated by 
localised upheavals of the Jukesian movement and it is assumed by 
-. Carey to be. of Tremadocian age. 
Tyennan uplift along the Porphyroid anticlinorium., and 
. ' 
movement on the Lyell Shear combined to form an elevated zone west 
of, and along, the Range at the close of the Cambrian. Considerable 
erosion of this region (known as the Dundas Ridge) took place prior 
to deposition of the Owen Conglomerate, particularly along the eastern 
In9.rgin, where Lyell Shear activity resulted in' the formation of 
east-facing fault scarps. , Erosion here was rapid and the products 
quickly buried in a sinking basin of sedimentation known as the Jukes 
Trough (see Fig. 7); conditions were ideal for the fornation of 
greywacle-type sediments, of which the Jukes Conglomerate is a good 
example. Rapid degradation and burial continued until uplift of 
the P.recambrfan_areas commenced deposition of the Owen Conglomerate. 
Erosion along the western margin of the Dundas Ridge was perhaps less 
severe and resulted in the formation of conglomerates and sandstones 
such as may be seen on Mt. Sorell. 
Tu.rts of ,the Dundas Ridge remained elevated throughout much 
of the Owen Conglomerate deposition, probably.as strings of islands. 
This applies particularly to the area west of the Range'and north of 
the King River, and to a narrow zone along the Range south of Mt. 
Darwin. The Mt. Jukes area was apparently covered fairly quickly. 
It is to be expected that erosion of these islands, etc., would form a 
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narrow fringe of Dundas detritus along their margins while siliceous 
conglomerates were being deposited in the outer areas. Thus, in the 
area ofthe Dundas Ridge, part at least of the Jukes Conglomerate would 
be the equivalent in time of .the Owen Conglomerateo This idea is 
amply substantiated by evidence at South Darwin, where Jukes Conglomerate 
merges along strike to Owen Conglomerate as shown in Fig. 8. E:i.ch 
successively younger Owen bed oversteps the Jukes formation until it 
rests directly on the once-elevated Dundas surface; and coarse Owen 
Conglomerates with slabs of Dundas schist may be seen overlying the 
old surface on a small ridge 1 mile west of South Darwin peak. 
Over the Dundas Ridge, weathering of Dundas islands continued 
right up to the beginning of deposition of the Gordon Limestone and 
was coeval with deposition of Owen sandstones in inter-island areas. 
This is deduced from the alternation of beds up to 2 ft. thick of 
siliceous.pebbly sandstones with shaley and weathered Dundas-like 
material near the Mt. Lyell Sub-station. Again, south of the Lyell 
District Hospital, Queenstown, typical Owen fine conglomerates and 
sandstones appear to be interbedded with weathered Dundas material 
and shale. 
Exposures of the Jukes formation are good along the eastern 
flanks of Mts. Owen and Lyell, on the northern end of Mt. Jukes and 
Mt. Huxley, at S'outh Darwin, and below Mt. Sorell. It is unfortunate 
that for considerable distances along the Range, the Conglomerates, being 
easily weathered, are obscured by talus spreading out below the cliffs of 
Owen Conglomerate. 
The formation is largely of coarse conglomerates with some 
pebbles and fragments showing angular margins; the matrix is generally 
felspathic and the degree of sorting is low. The size of the pebbles 
is va~iable but lenses with boulders up to 2 or 3 feet are common. 
The colour is generally a greenish grey but at several points the 
formation is hematitic and of reddish hue. Greywackessndstones 
reach considerable thicknesses locally, and generally contain pebbly 
bands. 
East of Mt. Lyell, at least 1800 ft. of the Jukes forIJY;l.tion is 
exposed and the base is not visible. The change from the siliceous 
Owen Conglomerate in this area is fairly sudden but the two formations 
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are conforirable~ and pe~bles·of vein. quartz occµr in the breccia 
for seve~al hundred feet'belo~.the'base.of th~ Owen. Sandy ?eds 
alternat~_with conglome~tes, and p~dding.planes are often marked 
. . 
by fine dark bands rep:i;esenting a· heavy ·mi.neral qoncentratiqn. 
Anastomosing veins of quartz, albite, and chlorite·are visible along 
·the Lyell .Highway. _south of the 'f{ing R~ver bria.B-e. The pebbles and· · 
' ,, • ~ ' l 
':: boulc"!-ers are: largel;}' of nondescr:i:pt 'Dunda~· -~ocks put quartz· a."nd '" 
felspa.r 'porphyries can be' distingui~hed··; and at s204/366.4, pebbles 
., ' " 
of hemat.ite and henatitised sandstone may b-~ seen. Similar beds : 
. ' 
occur on ~he east side· of Mt. ~en, where ~hey are about' 400 ft. thick. 
' ' 
The succession below the Owen Conglom~ra:t'e at lVIt. Huxley is 
as· followiH 
Lower Owen Oonglomera~e: 
Ju'kes'Oonglomerate: 
Coarse, whit~ siliceous conglomerate. 
·1001 .. Thinly bedded dark purplish and local~y 
·10 1 
'greenish medium-fine sandy·conglomer:ate 
·with he~tite-rich bands, overlying: 
very coarse -0haotic conglomerate with 
·porphy:ry and sandstone pebbles, ·mergirig 
- - J, - , -
downwards to hi~hly:sheared-conglomerate 
and then quartz schist with vertical 
sohistos~ty •. 
With"':rarying' thioknesses. this succession is seen at several 
points on Mt•· Jukes; e.g. at· lake Jukes, Owen Cc;mglomerate conformably. 
- , , ' 
o_verlies about 50 ft·. of hematitic fine~grained ·sheared greyWa.ck~ 
oonglome~te which, from obse~tions of dips; appears to rest 
' . 
unc.C?nformably on cong~ome!ates anq. sandstones of the Dundas Group. 
The exposures ~t South Darwin have alreadY: been m~ntion~d · 
as providing proof of pre-Jukesian granitisation. · The' controversial 
conglomerate occurs north of the peak a~d is'composed of angular and 
sub-a.ngul~r fr§.gments of pink granite up to l .ft. square; _gneissio 
gramter some Precambrian-q~artzites;- henatite blocks' up to 6° across, 
and a ·few_ chert pebbles, while the niatrix is compose~ of -"fine granitic 
-
detritus. Approaching the suipmit ·and going up the succession, granite 
, ~ ~ ' 
-~ragments·become fewer and finally_are missing immediat~ly below the 
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Owen beds. Their place is taken by hematitic schist and quartz 
porphyry, ocqurring as cos.rse blocks almost to the •exclusion of all 
other-pebble types. This rock type is exposed in situ immediately 
below the Owen Conglomerate on a ridge half a mile to the west, and 
indicates that this ridge was elevated and being eroded at least in 
later_Jukes Conglomerate times, while the -granite to,the N.E. then 
became submerged. 
Along ~he steep lower eastern face of Mt. Sorell, some 
300 feet of brownish medium-grained greywackeconglomerate may be 
seen. The pebbles- generally average l inch in diameter but a 
few r'each 1 ft. across. They are chiefly vein quartz, quartzite, and 
schist with a few small granite and hematitic pebbles, presumably 
derived from the granite mass about 2~ miles to the_ east. This bed 
has been linked with the Dora Conglomerate of Bradley's Dundas Group 
but is regarded by the writer as a representative of the Jukes Conglomerate. 
Jukes Conglomerates: are brought to the surface at several 
places on Mt. Owen as a result of faulting on N.W. lines. Those at 
8177/3641 and 8168/3633 are· of pebbly he~titic schists immediately 
underlying the Lo~er Owen beds. The exposures are small and faulting 
has- resulted in a 1-:ligh degree of :?hearing', _but traces of bedding 
indicate that the schists were greywackeconglomerates s'howing conform9.ble 
relationships with the Owen Conglomerate. The outcrops qf Jukes 
formation' near 8157/3662 are similar- to those east of Mt. Lyell. 
Hematitio purple greywackeconglomerates with Dundas pebbles 
m9.y be seen at Lynch Creek bridge adjacent to the Owen Quartzite. 
No bedding planes are discernible but the bed is probably equivalent 
to the Jukes Conglomerate, and indicates erosion of the local Dundas 
rocks. 
The Owen Conglomerate 
This formati_on is one of sil_iceous conglomerates and sa1'.1dstones 
derived from Precambrian sources; it indicates uplift and erosion of the 
older rocks of the Tyennan Block. 
The basal beds are cos.rse grained and confined to much the same 
zone of deposition as the Jukes· Conglomerate, but younger members are 
finer grained and transgress the boundaries of the Jukes trough. 
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:0wen Cdnglo~era:te .. faci~s· ~·re found mainly_along a .belt·:~hich extends 
~ -• ' ••' ," • • ' ' -' <' ',1 , - ' ' ' ' ' I 
.1:a1ong the Wes.t 'and' North· Coasts :of Ta~mania and flanks · th~ older .' 
• ' - ' ' - - ' .j ' ' 
· Precambrian ·core. :. '·_It marks ?Ln arcuate-:,t~ough.of sedimentation.' 
more .or less coinciding with that 'in'-whfch t·h~ max~ deposition of· 
' ' - \ ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' t '•': ' -
:the Di.ma.a,s r.ooks· took plac}e. s_outh .. .'of the West Coast Range ,:)he· -. 
' ' ' ' ' - ' - .. , , ~:1.·· - ' -,: ' . ' ~ 
: .. trough is aga~ ericounte;red in~. 'the · D 1Aguilar -Range.. . .· .. 
,. ' ~ t 
OWen beds' are founq c4i~fly along.the West Caa~t Ra~ge 'in 
•'"' -- ., , 
:;th~., Q;ue~nstovin and Da.rw:\n areas' -0U:t. were 8.16'0 -·~eposited a_;way. from. the' 
,» I'' L " " • / ' - " ' - ' I~• ' ' , '", ', • I I I " ' • ' , 
~nge, af!I indicated b.y ~~posures at :_Mt. ·Arrowsmith; Zeehan, Tri8.l 
~ . "'' 
· .,Harbour, .and the Elliott.,~nge. 
I , , , , , - r 
!- -
,\- The · fac:t that· the Owen .. c·onglQ;nera tes . are almost entirely 
"comp9sed of rounded, quartzose pebble::!! f!uggests. continued re-working· 
' ' ' ~ ' - - - ' -
_along; 014. sho.re, lines; a: marJ..<:ed ch8:~e fro~' the' 'c'bndi tions of' rapid 
.burial· al:\d la.cl,<: .of 'sorting that p~evai:;l.ed in .Jukes. _Conglomerate time. 
' - ' + • -
.. 'The sudden' disappearance of DUnda_s pabbles at_ the base of the Owen 
.'. . - - ' ' -. . . ' .': - ' ' ' ' : : ~ ' ~ ' . . 
· f.ormation does·. not ~ecessarily indica,te· that the older rocks were , 
" ' \ - ' ' ' - • . l ·~ ' - ' • ' 
·entir!3ly' buried," as' point~d out by Carey arid Banks (1954). It has 
L ,' ! ' \ 
0 
L ,' , > 
.already ·been suggested tha.t:pa;ts:_ ~f' the -nuna.as .·Ridge remained elevated 
'- '•; - ' .-!. ', ' ' 
· <through much- o;f the Owen. deposi~fon, et'nd th~ apsence of ·Dtindas::-typ~ 
'"- ! ' ,_ : ' ' - ' 
pebbles except in the ,immediate.vic~ity'of the elevated areas, is due 
·L : , • ' ,·· , , '.. " • ' .• _' , .- , - • " , , 
._:to th,eir inabilit;Y' to withstand.' the prol~n~d- wave ac-tion and rigoraus 
. ' - ' ' ' - -
,. l - - - - -.- -
'·' 
."conditions·.· 
The Qwen Conglomerate~ .. form the rug~ed cappings· 0 to the: peaks 
of tp.e. West· Coast Range .and where ·:flatly dipping, form prominent· cliffs 
' ,:. :;,Which ris~ shar~ly. fr~~ the surroundi~· c'ouritrys·i,de. : '.: ' They are 
I ' ' , '' ' - ' ~' -"' ~' - ,- ' • ' - _, ~ 
,highly resistant -to e;t'.os'iort ~nd the topography moulds itself upon the 
_'.structure of the fornatirr.a. ·Fo~ many years these_ beds were ·known 
.as :the W:est .coa~t Range·· Conglomerate's but b·y virtue of priority of . 
defirlition, the term. Owen: Congl~merat~· .~$" beeri established'..(Bra.dley, · 
'I " ) :·I t • "'-•.> ' ~ < \ ~· / 1 { ,' 0 )~ ' " L • • \ 0 > ~ > " ( ' 
. ·,p.205, 1954) •.. '. · The· essential characterist~c.s of' the format1on are._ 
' ' ' ' '• I > ' ',, 'I ' ' • •I 
:given belo~ -«~~~ a~so. Br~dl~y· ~~?06)- ~n4.-wi~1 ~e "~clarged upon u;_ the 
' " - - - " . 
'succeeding paragra ph:s ·: 
'I 
: 1. It is a. quartzose ··formation, be_ing· deriv~d alinost 
'.-·,, -... - .. 
entirely .. from Precambrian soUI"ce 'rocks, composed , 
- . - - ' 
largely of q~a-rt~-rich rocks, from :which any soft 
' - ' ' ' 
material has.peen'remo~ed by prolonged re-working. 
.. " I J -
... 
- 2. 
3. 
- 4. 
\ 
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It is of late Cambrian or early Ordovician:age, 
being above the Jukesian unconformity (at least 
lower Upper Cambrian) and below the Ordovician 
Go~don Limestone: 
It is' essentially conglomel"dtic but the uppermost 
beds are ms.inly sandst~nes and shale~ types with 
minor conglomerates. 
Variation in-thicknesses and of individual beds' 
along strike is considerable but a three-par~ 
division of the fornation has proved workible in 
the field. 
The main item lacking in Bradley's description of the 
formation is a detailed definition of the succession on Mt. Owen; 
this is now provided in Table 5 • Due to rapid :variation along 
. strike it is in part generalised but represents fairly closely the . 
. succession exposed on the nortnern faces of the mountain. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of the Conglomerate is 
the gradual reduction in part-icle size -from the base_ upwards. .The 
lower beds are co;:i.rse or boulder conglomerates while the.upper are 
dominantly fine-grained, intervening horizons _showing intermediate 
grain sizes. The reduction in grain takes place in well defined 
stages which permit a rough classification of .the fornation along 
this· :i;a.rt of the West Coast Range. Particle sizes quoted in the 
'following divisions refer to the Wentworth Sc~le: 
.Upper Owen Beds: 
Middle Owen Beds: 
Largely grey or pinkish sandstones, generally 
thin (2 1, - 20) ~ or very tP,in (2" - -~-'•) bedded, 
and often alternating ~ith dark hematitic 
shales; locally medium pebble to granule 
conglomerate beds. Chromite-rich conglomerate 
and quartzite important at Lyell. Sandstone 
beds characterised by presence of "pipe-stems" 
or 11tubercles" - tubicolar sandstones. 
Grey or yellowish medium and large pebble 
conglomerates with thin sandy bands and reddish 
pebbly sandstones; generally thick (4 1 - 2 1 ) -
or very thick (greater than 41 ) - bedded. 
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Lower Owen Beds: Coarse yellowish conglomerates with average 
pebble size very large or greater. In the 
Lyell area it is split by a sandstone horizon. 
T~e .pebbles in the conglomerate are predominantly milky 
vein quartz, grey quartz schist or sheared quartzite, banded quartzite, 
dark grey -9hert, and jasper. 
It is believed that these divisions'have time significance 
and are not entirely a reflection of the lithology. The coarser 
.bBJsal member is confined to a -narrow trough more or less ·coinciding 
wi~h the -~one of deposition of the Jukes Conglomerate, while .the middle 
member ~s encountered over much wider-areas-within the West Coast Range, 
and the upper beds_ are found ·at points over i;he entire Tye~nan Block 
'and as far west as Trial Harbour and "Point Hibbs. This Widening of 
the original tr~gh of sedimentation.and the final overall, deposition 
·Of-the top beds took place along with ~he gradual_ ~iminution of the 
:;source area, and- the extent of the depositiori of a par~ic;mlar member 
,,. 
' is related to the average grain size. Thus'; generally speaking, the 
~' - .. 
·early beds are coarse and the later ones fine. 
The contrast between the young beds that covered the Preoambrian 
' ' 
areas and those depos,ited in the flanking trough is well shown in the 
D'Aguilar Range area. Within the Range, 1500-2000 ft. of coarse 
graineQ. siliceous brecc'ia-conglomerates ~re found overlying ,Dundas rocks, 
but only a few miles to the east and overlying.Precambrian strata, 
there are only 250 ft. of sand~tones and fine conglomerates. The 
':interpretation is that after deposition: of the coarse material along a 
narrow trough,the .source ~reas·to th~ east, and possibly also to the_ 
west,-were diminished and then the whole area was covered' with fine 
material derived from area'.s furth~r afield. 
Before going into details of the divisions outlined above 
. -
it· may be as well to examine previously publis~ed information. Hills 
· (1914) gives an admirable account of the- 0weri -Conglomerate at -Mt. Jukes 
- -
and his succession has. been rep].'oduced by Bradley (1954, ·p.205). 
The writer assumes the~e is a printer's error in the t,hicknesse!=l 
' '• 
quoted in Bradley's paper for they do not tally with the ·original 
description; neither.do~s the uppermost part of the tabulated 
succession, though perhaps some additions have been unwittingly made 
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to the original work. Hills (1914) divided the beds into 
/ . . 
four "etages", each of 400 ft., Il)aking a total of 1600 ft. These 
four groups can be recognised iri the Lyell area but are otherwise of 
r 
rather limited application, whereas the linking of the middle two 
'to form.three sub-divisions has been found much more useful~ The 
thickness of 1600 ft. seems ~ather high, the writer's esti~te being 
nearer 1250 ft., .but the opportunity for accurate observations has 
.not yet occurred. The thickness falls to about 700 ft. at Lake 
·'Jukes, a.bout 1 mile south of the peak. 
Bradley (1954) considers the b~ds too variable to go beyond 
a two-fold classification and he only distinguishes any pa.rticul~r 
type as belonging either · t_o the Tubicolar Sandstone member or the 
.Owen Conglomerate proper. This tubicolar member.is described 
as a "yellow sandstone with pipe stems 0 and it is apparent from 
Bradley's description of the Lyell mine area geology, that it is 
:'distinguished f.rom ·other t.ubicolar sand?Jtones. Judging by his 
i_naps this member has a wide occurrence but the writer's work revealed 
. only timited outcrops in the Lyell area and on Mt. Jukes (s_ee Hil~s, 
: 1914). It is assumed to be equivalent to the chiome quartzite to 
·be mentioned shortly. 
As tubercles have been· found at varying horizons in the · 
Owen Conglomerate n~r Tyndall (Mr. M. Banks, pers. comm.) and also 
the 
. occur in the Eldon Group it is felt inadvisable to continue usingAt~rm 
"tubicolar11 in a stratigraphic sense. 
Conolly (1947) has suggested'a fairly detailed sub-division 
of the Owen formation but it applies only to the area of t~e mines and· 
. · is· not'. serviceable' elsewhere; the three major divisions suggested in 
his table are difficult to use in the field and have been somewhat 
mbdified. Conolly's classification, and that used in the· recent 
mapping, are compa.red· here: 
~ 
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Conolly's West Coast Ran~e Present Classification 
Conglomerate Series 
Upper Series ( Chocolate sandstones, Upper Owen Conglomerate 
~ shales etc. Razorback conglomerates ) ) Middle Owen Conglomerate 
Middle Series . ( Red Sandstone ) 
( 
( Mountain Conglomerate ) 
( ) 
( Mountain .Sandstope ) Lower Owen Conglomerate 
Lower Series ( Lower Conglomerate ~ 
~ Breccia Conglomerate Jukes Conglomerate 
The Lower Owen Conglomerate is the coarsest of the three 
divisions, pebbles being generally greater than 2" or so in diameter, 
and with lenses of boulder conglomerate~ showing fragments up to 2 ft. 
across. It is repeated several times on Mt. Owen by faulting and 
the litfuiology can be studied there in detail. The summit'of the 
mountain is formed·by one of the boulder beds just mentioned. 
Its greatest development is at the east end of Mt. Lyell 
where 1500 ft. have.been measured. The estimated thickness on 
Mt. Owen is 900 ft. but north and south of these peaks the bed thins 
rapidly. Elsewhere (except for one area) the Lower Owen is either 
missing or is represented by less than 50 ft. of coarse conglomerate. 
The exception to this statement is the occurrence of about 400 ft. of 
Lower Owen type conglomerate on the ridge running east of Lower lake 
Jukes. At a number of points e.g. 8281/3639 and 8127/3618, pebbles 
of Dundas rocks may be seen at the base. 
On Mt. 4)rell, a 100 ft. bed of red sandstone occurs about 
400 ft. above the top of the Jukes Conglomerate and is· matched on 
Mt. Owen by 100 ft. or so of pale grey sandstone and dark grey shale; 
these beds are Conolly•s Mountain Sandstone. Despite diligent 
search no fossiliferous rocks have been found at this horizon but the 
Mt. Owen occurrence shows some interesting current markings on bedding 
surfaces. 
Possible evidenoe of unconformity above the Lower Owen is given 
by discoraB:nce of strikes at 8025/3650; the discordant angle is about 20° 
as mea.sured on the aerial photographs. The significance of the 
unconformity is discussed in the structural chapter of the report. 
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The Middle Owen Conglomerate is ·~~re _pers~stel?-t, though 
, - c .. ·,- .,, - • - , • ~ J ' 
,': stJll. restricted compared w::L t_h_ the "Upper 'Ov,ven. ' ; . ' . 'In the· Lye1'1 ~rea 
, - - ' • ._ -• ,~, •..: ~ • ' ,, ," ,;-:. -L ,t• • / ' ' ' : I - ,· 
, a:rid ·on the norther:n en9.,-of Ivit~ "Jukes·. it--is poss.i'ble to· .divide 'this .bed 
- i• I ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' I ' ' .' 'l~' " " r ' 
I,,.'•, ', 
. .' in:to a_n. upp~r conglomera~e. w~th. s~i:id:ston~ bands -and a·· lower_ re9- sand-_ ' ,:· 
"· ; <~tone, "as. sho~ ·by::t~e. ·tabies::pilbli~he~ ~y;Jii.11~-- (1914)· ~~d ·c_on~~ly,.: - .. 
. ..~ ~ '; ~'' . ,· - ''' \- <::" ' ; ' ·- ·' ' ~, ~:' _·, '~ ' ' '.' ' ' : ' ' ' --" ' ' ~ .... .. ~ 
. - · -· '..:(1947);. .. El'sewhere·, congi_oinerates· and s~ndston<?$ .alt_ernate .. irregularly. 
-- ,' ' --
'The ~~imum thickness f'.o;r this di v:i.,El-ioil.:~·- -~ pp~d. as t.he 1 bed~· b.etwee~ ~he 
. ' ' 
. ·distinctive ·uppe~ Owen.a_nd, the_ coarse'.·tower Owen,-i_s 850 ft., as -seen · 
'- -- ,- ' ' ' ,. - ,_ - , ' ' 
~,on Mt •. _ LYell. · 
-:, pongiomer~te ·._pebbl!3~ .avera~~ about):~- ll>:ches diameter.and· 
lr, , '• , .' • , - _ _ 
'• 1, •• 1',]: 
.. "·: -. show less ,s_ize variati'Qii.·t~:ii: "!;he Lower.OWen pebbles _:!,..e. the beds are 
'I I \ : , ""• 1 - ·1' ' ' - ,•. ,' ' 
... · - .. - - :',b~tt'e!r sort~d.- .. :The 'lenticular ba:nds ~:f pink sand.~t«>ne· are · . 
. . ·.-,_, .- -·- ::cbaiac~e~~~ti~'_ ~f·~·the congl~~enite -~~a·e·s, ~hi~e ~hfu.'·;eb~ly ban:W 
}''. 
', ..... 
" 
" 
l'~ 
,; : ' : ' ' ' .~ .. )";~ "· - ,' '. . , ~,· __ ' /'.~· -~, ~ ' ' , 'l'l·,-:1'_ • 
· "· are .seen iri'-the q~rtz~ti9 .beds·. . _Ev.:i,dence for _local unconformity 
' ·,: ' • ~· - - ~' ·- • "1 " • - - ' ' ' ' , ' 
in th,!3 Middle '0wen is disj>lated:-~in -~( ?l}ff ~~c~- fumedi~tely _south_ of_ 
·.Lower· Ia.ke Jukes- where the lower. beds in ·the· face are folded·-more , 
:: -i.:_;·st~~ply :than-~~~ ~pper·~: th~ d~~c~~d~nc~ :in- .~fps 'bei~·:·i~6a1iy very ·sh8.r-p. 
' 1 ' ' ;( ' ,' ~' '. .:;' ' + ','- ~' •' ' •:' ~·,I I 'l ,',_ ' !~, - ' ;f, '- " • ', ,,-~ . 1 ,} _, '- • ~ ,' ~ 
. "'.This-':f~tu/~·e. is "located ·righi_::.on .tpe'. Lyell- Shear and. therefor.e~ indicates 
~hat.:this ~t:Uctura~ ·element:_,~~ -.~o·t~~e ~t ·this perio~~--· " 
- • ,,. ' I ' f , - ' , '~ - , 1 Cons~derable 
.movement on. th~ -Sh~r.·.-~~~ing d~p~s~~J.on of:·~~~- trp~~r ·:Q~e~ beds"~s· been 
' 1 
1 
' -1'' ' < .• '~ ;. ' , ' ; • , - '• '• , 0 ':· ',' ~ 
1 
' , , •• ~' _ ''.·~ I ' , l • 
" , . ,:proved-~y Cle~iled mapping· ill the ·Lye,ll- ~e'.area·~ - J -'": " " ._ , . 
. Ii->_:··:,-.-- ---The· Midd~e:Owen· is.".iepresentect.n~~~-·-th~- ~e~l mines by "· 
·:· :: .· ;. congloin~m,·t·~~ . ~~d :'.·r:e~, sandJ3~:n~s ·~w~ t·~ :c~ri~i·~mera t~ b~nds_·;. -~J;l "tii~ · -c6arse .· 
.'. - 't ,- ' ·,~- ,' '. I,_, ·~ ,",~ .' '~ ',_ •' ,.·,''\~. 'r ~ ', .--'• '' __ ,' ', •' 
. beds'-are' ohB.racterised' by ·an:: abilnda.nc'Ei' of :h.enati'te pebbles and' '" 
';:· ·- ."_' ·, ':-, ,-,~··.:.~·\ ,,''~, ,_',,,'-',' ,-,1~c•' • ~~·",_- .. ~_.- •• J' :- " ,· ·.'·.,., ;;,•' 
"",~he~tisat~on pri;lceding ·the_;~ddl;.~ Owe~ is -th~refore· inferred~- -, The " 
') ::, : I ••• ;' :~.' "' j • - '~ 0 • ; >~r: '~.: -. : \»~~I• : ,l, I '", ; •• '',__/ '.· • '1'• • 
. ":.;·:Lower- 0WE?1f',:."however_-,: is· entirely;· .fr<?e·· from: suph pebbies. 'and :the. , 
,. >1 : , \ ", " • • 
1 
• , l 1 J', ,,! ',, I ''•.- ' , " " I. ; T , ' • :-'. 
".- .i~~~~t .. ;~n::{s .~:i~·t,.·.eith~r· _he~~i:~~tio~· .t.oo~· p~c:e ·;ost:-Lower_~nd ·pr~-
• " .' _'' 
1
.- ' ,. • ' ' , 
1A :· ~ '. ' , '" ' ' J ; , -.. • ' ' ' : ' ' • • I 
Mi.dale ·0Wen or ·:tha.t th~·'Mi9-die.'.OWe~ ni.irks. the"ex:pos;:ng. of'.zyon-rich 
• • • ' - T : ',.. "" •• • - ',': ;, .,,•_ • 
' ~·' .:~m:i..teriai _·in :the s0u:rc'e -a?;ea / / ; : ' .. : '' l ' .· " :.; ' ' . ' - ".: -' ·- ". 
~: - ~ • .' ' • ' : • :~ ' ; - - --- '. • ~~ ~ ;, ' ' j ..-: ' ' ' -·: \ - - ' - ... • ,' > ' ', ~ 
. , .:- . · · - : The Upper .Owen Conglomerate i~ ·i;ba;t part of the Owen -. 
. : · ': '.:.:~:~~~~6n: .~ying: · ~etween .. th~' "me~i\k '-~~~~d .M~~~i~ ~-Owen Conglomerates 
¥ • ' \ '~ ~ ,_,. : • .'',Ii -, ;_ ' ' ~' i • ~ ' •' .. -~ ' • : < f "', ,, ')' ,-;,- :~• •{' ,,!., ' • ' '.' '~- ' ' I",.<'' ' ~ '. ' ! 
. · :: a;n~. quartzi te·s ,:. and t.h~ Gprdon''Lfuf:l_-stc;m~ ~ · .. :- It" nay be _~s'l?udied at 
,_-:; ~~y-.loca~i.~fes -~~t :-~o,':-~o·~i- ;~f~~~~ .on_.Mts_~. ~e~;, L~el~ ;_, an~--J~k~s.· . 
" " .. -,··ii· 'i~~:-- ~~~ra~t'.~;1~~~i' bf th~-·:.~e~~~~i1; fin~· ~~i~ -s~~~;. t~e., __ ~r~~ence of 
~~~~sh dfir~ ·iie~·~i~-i~--s~~dst6n~s,--'~•p_i~e- ~te~~~1'-:of. _v.aryi~>·~~~~' .and 
•' *r •, ",' ~ \ ' -' I ', 0 ..f >I• > •: 7 ' > ~ '• • • - > 
>:.evidence of smii1· ·scale~ _6'ontemporan~~s ou~tent ·aisturbarice ·,: ~~h- as 
' ... ' ' 0 
t 
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. slumping and "balling up 11 of thin sandy layers. 
The change from Middle Owen beds to these sandstones and 
shales is sharp and easily picked up in the field; the p::i.ssage upward 
to Gordon Limestone, however, is obviously transitional, sandstones 
giving way to sbaley sandstones, sandy sbales, sbales, and then 
limestone. 
The pink, red, purple, or 1tchocolate0 beds are characterised 
by a percentage of ferruginous matter; this iron content is fairly 
evenly distributed and presumably indicates either a steady supply of 
ferrous material from the source area or suitable conditions for the 
formation of organic iron. Certainly the latter suggestion holds for 
"\.. 
certain beds in the Upper Owen near West Lyell; in the pink tubicolar 
sandstone (the Chocolate Sandstone) overlying the Middle Owen Conglomerates 
there occur at least two beds, between 2 and 3 ft. thick, which are as 
much as 4ofo hematite, and composed largely of tiny discoidal elements 
averaging 1 m.m. in diameter. On seeing a typical specimen, 
Professor Carter, of the University of Cincinnatti, remarked on its 
close similarity to the Clinton iron ore beds of the u.s.A., which are, 
of course, of organic origin. 
Of considerable interest is the unconformity near the top of 
the Upper Owen which bas been traced from Gormanston to North Lyell and 
is known locally as the Haulage unconformity. It is referred to by 
Bradley (p.209) but he only traced it for 200 yards and regarded is as 
due to slumping or drag on a local contemporaneous fault_ scarp. 
Conolly describes the unconformity in unpublished Company reports and 
his detailed mine maps show that its entire outcrop was carefully 
mapped. He does not, however, do more than mention its presence while 
discussing the geological succession and appa;rently attaches little 
significance to it. The erosional sur£ace is cut in the Chocolate 
Sandstone, and is generally overlain by a rose-pink, small-pebble quartz 
conglomerate, then a yellowish (grey when fresh) tubicolar quartzite, 
and lastly by sandy and sbaley beds which pass up into Gordon Limestone. 
The conglomerate and quartzite beds are usually rich in rounded chromite 
grains and weathering of this mineral often imparts a pale green colour 
to the rocks; they are known in the mine area as the chromite quartzite 
and chromite conglomerate. Locally a basal breccia with hematite and 
.. · 
t· 
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sandstone pebbles may be seen on the unconformable· surface. ·The 
.chrome conglomerate has bee~ recognised on Owen SPl,l.r where· it lies 
' ' ' 
conformably over hema:_tii ti~ · shaley sandstqne.s, .and is overlain by .pink 
granule co~glomerates and pebbly sandstones. 
Fu;['ther evidence of contemporaneous :mo:Vement:,-is_ giv:en :;·:_ :c 
:: by. the sandst op.e dykes seen in ~ddle Owen C ongtomera tes on the Razor-
'back ridge near West Lyell. ·They are 3 - 4 inches thick, lie perpen-
dicular to th~ bedding and are composed of fine pink sandstone. Their 
mode of.formation is revealed in.a lo~se boulder-found on the slopes 
south of the Blow; this illustrates the splitting up of a· sandstone 
bed into blocks with intervening cracks, into which ~verlying pink 
, sandy material ~nd a few quart'z pebbles have fallen. ' The sandstone 
'layer must have been at least partially lithified-before earth tremors 
formed the cracks. Thin, crumpled ba~ds of pink. quartzite in schists 
·adjacent to the Ra.zorb!:!-ck ridge are tho:ught to b,e.:. sandstone dykes that 
have been folded by local pressures in the· schists. 
' . ' - ~ 
The c~ome conglomerate and ~he associated basal breccia are 
: characterised by the presence ·of ·pebbles of hematite. In the breccia 
' ' . - ... ; '' 
'they may b~ as large as 3 inches.in diameter-but in the conglomerate 
· ;; they ?,verage about· l inch. 
·: ' ' ' 
The~ are probably derived from erosion of 
the hematite-rich iron beds -of the Chocolate Sandstone member. 
Fossils in the Owen Conglomerate 
Pipe-stems or tubercles of the "tubicolar11 sandstones have 
' ' 
been mentioned repeatedly and are worthy of a few notes. The terms 
refer to organic-looking "tracks" and ''oastsu of several types, the 
... majority lying on· bedding plane su,rfaces but a few lying perpendicular 
' to bedding. The most common form is a closely packed jumble of thin, 
winding 19tubes11 ·of sandstone which Profes.sor Ca9.:'ter bas suggested may 
"represent the ·fossil excreta of worm colonies. . In section, these 
sandstone tube~ give a knotted· appearance to the bedding planes. 
A. specimen collected by lVIr. Wade and tlle writer from the nain peak of 
' ' 
.: Mt. Iu"ell shows interestirtg sandstone .tubes exposed on' 'the bedding 
surface of a sandstone bed fr?m the Upper Owen. The tub'es, generally 
1/10 or 1/5 inch thiqk, either vdnd irregularly across the surface or are 
curle~ up in circles which are 'generaily l inch in d~ameter; the tubes 
lie in pronounced depressions in the bedding surface. Presunably these 
t 
~ 
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have a similar origin to the forms just described. Another 
common type on Mt. Lyell shows a main winding sandstone column 
with short branches leading off at right angles to either side and 
spg.ced a few inches apart; the "tubeau of sandstone average 3/8 inch 
diameter. On Owen Spur and near the old North Lyell Open Cut, 
tubercles perpendicular to the bedding may be seen. Those from 
the former localit! are 1/10 inch in diameter and many are curled up 
to form a U in section; the North Lyell types are up to 9 inches long 
and average 3/8 inches in thickness. These perpendicular types 
are presumably excreta from burrowing organisms and similar tubercles 
may be seen at certain horizons in the Crotty quartzite. 
Nye, Blake and Henderson (1934) describe impressions in the 
Owen beds on the Gormanston-Lynchf ord track which runs across the lower 
wes~ern slopes of Mt. Owen. They occur on the bedding.surface of a 
block of Middle OWen sandstone at 8188/3627, on the track from the Gap 
to Moore•s Waterfall. Nye describes them thus: "the tracks 
consist of a double row of impressions such as would be made by the 
p:i.ra:podia of a worm resembling the sand-worm Nereis. Five "tracks" 
are observable on the rock exposed, one of which is strongly curved''. 
The only fossils (other than the worm casts) fotuid in the 
0awen formation are confined to the Upper Owen beds. Local residents 
report having seen "shells11 in the rocks near the top of Mt. Owen, 
but the only ~ocurrence found by the writer is at 8158/3669, near the 
old Kelly Basin railway line. The fossils occur in pink and grey 
sandstones which are interbedded with fine conglomerates; despite 
confusion of the structural picture in this area by faulting there 
seems no doubt that the beds belong to the Upper Owen. This is 
important for Banks (pers. comm.) has recognised Camard.toechia 
synchoneua among specimens submitted to him and he regards this form 
as confined to the Silurian. 
Thiclmess of the Owen Conglomerate 
Rapid changes in thickness are characteristic of the Owen 
formation, the maximum range being from 2650 ft. at Mt. Lyell and a 
possible 3,000 ft. on Mt. Sedgwick, to a minimum of 20 ft. or so along 
the Queen River Valley. 'l'he thickness of the formation has been 
measured wherever possible and this informa. tion has been used to 
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;r ~ : 1' ,L' , ' I -' ' >I ' ,,. < 'l : I ,~"l • • - • ' - \' j ~ 1 '\ • ' ' ' - 7 ' 
·:·construct an is~pachyte map of.' tP,e. Owen Conglomera11e. (Fig~. 6)' which 
'[ ' ,, : i . ' ' ' -t". ' ' 
.. · )highligh'jis :,the ma~ zon~ 'of sedimeritatj,on with' a' thi~ke~~g·,.n0rthwa.rd~ 
'_, ' ,, '' ' " ' ..; 
' '.: also shows ' ' ' . ' ' ' '' ' - ., . ' 
·from Mt._ Jukes, and{\ the-·~~.~ .:Ridge.·~:: o~ ·.~~i~~ ,.~here v.as::'.li"!;_tle. ~~, nq · 
depositiqn. 
' ' , ,' " ~ , _, ::_ '' ' : . ' ' ' : ', ',- •, - '' ' , 
'I« '' • 
' ' ·.-.; ; ~~' 
IAteral variatioris ·in the~ Owen.'conglo~erate 
- " ; . South' of: Mii~ Sor~n: ~rtd' Sooth Dal')Vin 'peak- the co~gl~era.tes ' I 
., ' . ' : - ' ' ~ ' - ' : - .- ' ' ' '- .'" ' 
" •',. ' .. j '••, " ,- •t - , , - •• •• ' : 
,: ··:and' sandstones merge' fairly rapidly into al tern.a ting C;r.'OSS-:bedded Owen-
.. < ~ '< , ~ J I ' - ' " J > ' •, ~ ' ' > ' ' ' '' j l - ; ' I • J -1 : I 1 > ' ' .~ • \ 
" ':like sands_t~µes;· a.nd. · blue.:.bla'ck ;tbiestone, '.s~9h "as are 'eXi>os_ed alq~ ~he." 
' '!, ~ ' : .. ,; ', ' ' I.._~ ' ', '" > t' ' ' : » ' t ' ' ',_ (, l ' ' • ;, 1 ' 
:lower· ·r~chets ·of' ... tl;le" Bird: .Riv~r~··,: .:- '·.'South 'of· this· again't ~he: sand~tones 
' < II • ~ ~ I > I ' ' ' < '" ! ' <-, I ', < ~ •' ' ' , ,_' < 
"-·~disappe~r a.:r:id ·:1·im~~to!le~ oitly: a.I-·~ d.ev~1c>:Peti~ . ·; :Th.e·:r~ ·~:re two.:. 
·: · ait~~tive·· expla~tioris for -the abs~ri~~: ~i:"tl:le. ~~~ Conglo~erate· in, 
.· ~~j_~ ·:ar~~.· '._.'Either· it We.~.·at ~r· ~~ov~ ~ea,:1~~el during deposit-~o~. 
' ,I ' " ' ,~ ~ ;, ~ ' ' ' ! • • I ' ~ ' ' - I 
·-''of ·the.OW-en beds .arid therefore ·:r~c~i:Ved."~o s~dim~nt,: or the· ~onditio~s· 
' ' ' • ' ' ' (' '' i ~ ' " ' • ' ' • - ' -
- of deppsition ~~re.~-s~oh t~t y.r!1,i'le sili~~~s conglb~erates were 
• ..i ' ' 
'd.eposi ted. to the north of. South: Darwin-, ·limestones arid' sandston~s were 
.,;~~x:ming ·to the ~~:t~~ ,· ' ,·T~e 'ith,innin~·-~f .. ~the' o~~~- t~~r~~ 'the B~~d· River 
'~· ' " •. 'I. I • -, • ' " L ,· • '. • - : ':.. '-. ' ' ' .. ' ' ' ', > ' " • ' ," ' ' ' \, " 
· district rather favours -the -fir.at- alt'ernative, while· the alternation 
·: : ' ' - ' .l,' " ... c '' '.· • .'~.· ~ ' ;:·' ;: ' ·,' .. ,' ~ ''• :':;, "·: ''• .·:"-, ' 
.of limestone· ljil.nd Owen-like ~ndstone ·. ·fEi.VOUJ:'.B the ·second.- ... Thi~ is a 
'\' •' 
) • ' ._ , \' ' < ' _, ';' problem _for the palaeontologi~t to· solve. ··· 
' • ' ' ' ' \ '• J l ' , " •• 
L ,_ ( ' • -
•,-,-I•' ' 1; ' ·, • : 
This' change to.limestone.or thinning of"the 
- - ' ' ' ' ' ._ 
·.; 
se9.uence is . 
appar~ntly only- teJ!lporary, fo:r: 'in .the D'Aguii~r .R~~~~ s~me 12 miles 
• • , - ,• ' .' ' • \ ' ,' • ' ' t~ - - -
·: · :f'~ther. s~l.lth·:, · ~:h~ dw~.n _:fornaticm :is ".repr~s~nt~d b~ 150:0 t~ 2000 :ft. of-
- I <] L ' •• , "1, L • - ' L ' ' '! ' I' ~oa.;se: t~ ·medilim :~;a;~ed br'eooi~~~o~glome~ t.e ." wi·~h. min~;. sand~ton~~. 
~ : ' ,,: •;:' ~ : ' " ) - ' :' •. ' > • '' ' ' ' • , ' ' l l .. ,1 ' t ' < ' \' • ', I ' ' , ' ' :t. : 
''.The pebbles(in. the' .c~rs_e .bands ar_e ·up.: to. l _,f:t.'. diamet.er.~ · ., : · . ·: ... 
' ' ... ' • ' ' 1 ' ' ' - ,• ' ' '' ~ ' ,1 
; - '·, G~datio~ of ·~u~~s .~o~gl~m~rate ·~~~·~en Conglo~erate along .stl-ike' 
l ,.. ' ' ' - ' ~ • ' -' ' " '• '•' ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' ; ~ ' I • ' • ' 
" : has aJ.rea.dy-bee~ :menti~e·a f;6m South' na:;.~:in.;.< .. '.-. Similar .~henom~na. may 
' - '' ' ' - ' ' -· ' ' ·, - ,,' ' ' - ~ ' : : ' - - '' '.,: '' ,, '' ' ': 1_ • • '' ~ ; ; • ' ' : \ • ' ' ' ' • 
b.er.~seen:,near. the '1!t. :Ly.ell 'sub.:.station and)he QUeenstown .H~~pital and'. 
' ' ' - ' ,_ ~ - ' - r - ' ' ' ' ' .', ' -: ' ' ~ :,'-' ', I :, ' • ' L' "(' ' .',, 1, ,: 1· ' ,_ _:: ; ' ' • • ' ' 
this interdigi.ta~ion. of Dun~s .an~ Owe~· lith:ol~gies. is. ·prpbably character-
, < ' I ' j;' ' "~ -'.· - Lj L' ; .- ,: ~-.'' .' :; \ ' ' '". C > 
~stic of i:fi.rts 'of "the ·.Duri<;las' ri4.ge ,. .. on".:whic,h prod,uc.ts of 'the erosion of' 
' ' ' ' -. 
greywackesand·:volcanic~ ~~t· have ··~~ngle1d with material derived from: 
1' - ' " ' ~ ' - ' j' ' ' "L ' 'l~ ' :. ' ' . '-I I ' ' 
Preca:mhriS:n eoU.rces.. , The- possible. ~ccu~r'enc~ of 'rapid alternation~ of 
' ' • - ' - - ' - ' - " \ J 
' such'. widely di~;~~ing roe~ types in the .-:Lyell' ·µii~E!!-- area has ~elped t~ : 
' - ' ~ ' r ' • ' - ' 
throw .more light".on" t}).e <;>rigina.l ... na.t~~- of the "-Lyell' Sc:hist~0 .• 
~ . ' ' ' ' . ', ' . 
;., 
·'" 
'. 
'" 
I) -
..; 
"' 
I' 
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The·Ta~berabberan foldi~g and faulting iri~µced prominent 
vertical jointing in the Owen.Conglomerates. 
' - < > < • r • 
_Joints.are well 
displayed on Mts. Owen a:nd Lyeli. a:µ.d·. t~e most ·proniinen1; · set,. whi<?h · 
• : ,' l • '. 
shows up well on the.aerial'photo~phs, .. strikes more or less N.N.E. 
". 
Silicification 
Metamorphism a~9ompanying the earth"movements has resulted 
', . ' ' 
' 
'.'.:in ;re,-crystallisai'ion of the Owen formati_on, giving it a dark; dense" 
~·appearance .on .fresh11 expos~d faces. Bradley .. (1954, p •. 200) 
states the"lo~~r· beds are" Ill.ore strongly ·~si1:lcified11' ·than th~ ·upper,'' 
in support of hi~ metamorphic theories, yet the exa:mples of.the. densest 
rocks that he quotes near Gornanston·lie immediately below the.Gordon , 
' . - ' ' ' 
. Limestone ... · It 'is pos~ible tOO:t .some' silica was- introduced during the 
:. D~vonian in re~tricted areas, but for the majority. of the Owen the 
,' ' ' 
:· eviaence is overwhelmingly .. in favour ··of· re'.'"crystatlisation of existing 
•: I ; :,', i ' \ I• I ' ' ' ' • • 
· : material . 
Caroline Creek Beds 
Following.reduction in relie! of the Precambrian source areas, 
'' 
. and:.the disapp~ranc~ of'. small islands ·on the Dundas Ridge, in the 
"early OrdQv.ician, · limeston~ was "<lepos'ited over wide areas of Tasmania. 
·,. ' ', ' } -
' ' 'I 
t ' - ~ ' ' u ' 
··.Locally, however,. the limestone ~s prec.eded by ·impure sand~tones 
known as the Caroline Creek sandstones and,shales, which contain, 
trilb~.:j.tes·.~f Lower Ordovician age (Hills_ & Carey, 1949, p.26.) •. 
._ .~ : ' ,, . ' ' ' - -. 
Possible represe~tatives in' this ar~ are exposed_~~ly at t~o. places, 
viz. Harris'. Re~rd, and south of Ten_Mile Hill. 
At th~· former. .. loca],ity, 40.'ft. of soft·; gxey~green, rather 
i· :. . " '' ' ,' ' ' " '. .' ;, ' . ' .. ' ' " ' :. : ·. ' ' 
. clayey·sandstones with brachiopods are clearly exposed.ly~ conformably 
. between pink Upper Owen quar:tzites and black limestone'.·' There seems 
••• ' ' ,•, ', , l ' ' 
little.doubt·of the.stratigraphical position ·of the beds yet.experts 
·' . ; ' ' ' ~. ' : ' ' ' . ' '' " 
of the U~iversity·o~ Tasmani~ suggest the brachiopods indicate·a Silurian 
age; which.'would' place _t~em..·above the Gordo:n L~estone (Ordovician). 
The infer.ence is ·~hat the _structure her'.e. is· more 'c;omplex 'than the re~inder 
.. of the evidence suggests, ?-nd that Silurian beds "are faulted against Owen 
Conglomerate. · 
"' 
·south of Teri Mile Hill, along ~the old Kelly Basin railway, 
,· ' ' 
cuttings expos~ thin-bedded, .brown or fayin, medium grained sandstones 
"' 
\ 
" 
- -'· 
,..,. 
';: 
\,' ,, :,·, 
,";'• 
., -:·~o 
. -. 
' . locally. cont~ining ,a·. fe~. ,poor,ly '.preser:v:ed, .fossil~-~'' 
' . , ' ' . - ' ~ 
· - ~he'se" 
>sB;nCl.stones are futerbedded ~th -pa.1·e a:t?d da~k,, gr~y .. sandy' .sJ:i.a.les.;,and 
- • ~ • • ' ' ' ' • ' " •'• .- • > ~ ' • ', • -. ' • ',. ' ' ·1 • , ' ' • ' ' ' ' ,' 
:·appear to ::oc'c)u:r" ne8.r-the ·top .ci~·'tiie·- ~~n· C_ongl'~merate~. ' 
' •''" ' 
I I: 
· · - Gordon· Lime13tone -,'' 
,. ' 
The- Gordon .Lim~stone . 'fo~ti~ .·in·"this area -"consists of 
: dark, blue~~-~y-·1iID:estcine' o~':s:~le;' it ~~ies_'-~from pure' liID~·stone, 'to 
'I. ,• < ' • ' 'J; .. ,' 
limestone with shale bands, to_· shales with :-i,ime.sto:ri.e . le~s·es, to 
l '• : . ' • ' ,'-I 1'. ~' • ,' ,- ; '! .'' ' ,. ' ' '.'. . 
.,. _- normai sbal.E!~ 
· _ Undergofng '.llio~e .'~pid:'d~nua.8.tio~ tb6.n.:. ~he"'Eidjaceµ.t 
'· 
_.., 't.'l , :, , ' 1 .; , 
1 
• ,- ~ '!.1 r 
.. , 
' coligiqinerates and qua.rt~ites·, .the .. Ji>rJIBtion ti.suaily ··occupies Va.iley 
• • t ' ' ' ' - ';. • ' 
' ' '" ' . 
floors -·in which ~XpOBU}'."es are :'.oft·en: ·co~ceai'ed by qverlying,.~more,:. 
• • ¥ • < •• ' '( ,. ' '._: , ' • $. 
·r~sis'tant ·~~er~El:L< _ <-:·: .. :. '._:.,._ <· __ ~ _ :· ,:_:.> __ . , . . 
The. lim~sto~e" :f'acie·s 'is gen:erally a da~k, blue-grey c~l~r· 
>..... • ,,- ' ·_ _·· -.:. '.·.·· -.;· • • _: _1 :, .• ~~: : , ·_ ;~·-' ' . 
::. and .'is -either thin b.edded ,- wij;h i· ·- 3 inch biI?-dS . bf dB.rk blue sh8.le, 
~ ' ~ . ' , - . 
:. or nas.sive -witli ~ew, visible padding -plapes. _ . It is· oft~n well 
,. ·~'. joint~d ~nd br~k~ ·w~t~:-a_ ·lffi~bb.ly' ~t~~tur·~·;·.a f~ttire ~hich. ~~~ists 
.. in -~~~~i~ ·~P~~t·i~ns. '.' ... It ~~":.us~lly :.~i~ghtly.' shea;~~. ; _: ":-. 
' • I " - , ' , • • • • , •" ~ , • e • • ' • "• ' • ,
1
1 • • , :~ • 
.:- . · " _ . -.According t~ -.Hoski~g ~ild -Hueber .. (1954.)'/'~he pti~er .West. Coast.; 
l, , < • ' ~ • , • • • ' 1 } • ' • • - , I 
, ·: limesto~e~ oo~ta_fu _~et~eeri_ -85.a~d-95%. ~alciUin 0a7bonat~~. -_ .. 
·. The mairi '1~estone. ei:Xpo~U,r~s in th~ Quee~~:t-o~ ·area' 'are at the 
I ...... , ' : ,· '' ~ .:·'_~ ·;.1,.. ':· ·.~·,,,, ~ . .. I : • • •• 1. ' 
. old. Smelters .Q.uarri; ri.ea;r the ·Recreation GroUn.d; ·along"Lyell Road;· at 
1 • ' • - ~ • ' • 
' ' ' ·' . " . 
' - • • , • j.·• ... 1'" ' 1 '. • 
·several points 'in the Queen River near Lynchfor.d; and at the F..all 's . 
r - • ' - ' • ~' ~ , • • ,-· l ' • ;_ ·- ' ,' •' ' , 
.. Creek ·Quarr~~ _· :.. '.rn -th~ Darwin are~., limeistone ·may be seen a.long the 
' ' . -, ' - ' . ' -
, Cur_rie 'and Garfield Ri v~rs , ~nd in the old' Darviin. ·Flux Quarry." It is 
: • \ ·, ' ; ' " ,_ ' ' ,' • ' ," •. r ~ • On:> • ' , _'' .' ·", 1 ' ' ~ • • .• '> • < .. ' • ' ' • ' • I ~ ' < \ 
·also well' exposed·in-the Nora an4 Bird Rivers, whe~e.there· is some 
l '~ .<1 : ' • J ', ', 'I '',' ' • ':": ' ,•'• ' • ' - -· - ,-· I 
·, 'doubt a:s to :lts ag~ •. ·, , _.. ,The type area for.'. this formation- is of course 
' ' 
"!' - • '•, ' .- : • ' ., • ·,,, ' : • t' l . 
;· along the Gordon-River:; ·where- limestone· :f'.orms , steep cliffs along .the 
.:1· .. ' ' "• . . . " - : \" . ' -' ' 
.. · '.;river Va.lley:~ 
:5~1ej fac~es' :of the-- iime~ton~ are "seen assoc;:iated ·~it~ the, 
.exposures alread.y:mentioned -and als~"they are' particularly clearly 
~ exp9se~' in; :t~~ ~;e~k b-~·~s nea~ ~tin~~:-. ._ ~c~ ~~ ~ll~ "material is ~on-
calcareous but this' ~y b_~. aU:e iri :par,t to'. leaching. These 
argillace~s tacies ·of the. f~rma~ion oiten w~ather to. a dark. blue-grey 
' ' • ' ' ' ''>. ' 
l .r 
' clay' or ·''pug11 ' which' is- easily., recognised in the· field and serves as a 
',., 
.. ' 
; useful ~rker' 'for ·trac~ng the formation~ 
There is gener~lly a gradual pass~ge·up.f~om ~en Ooiiglomerate 
and quartzite, through ~andy E!-nd sbaley be.ds to the .Limestone. 
,• 
t· 
...; 
•, 
:...·61 
: Transitional beds. above the Qwen formation· .m9.y be- se~~ .. ·~t :s~veral · 
' . ' 
: point's between Lin~ and _West Ly'ei1, and Bradley.gives a good 
l -· ,._ 
:·account of the limestone base 'at: Lake IVargaret. 
,1 
d, The lithol~gical ch8.nge from limestone ·to Crqtti'quartzite. 
' ' ' ' - ' ' 
'"is '9omparitively ·a~rp, ,u; that ~s~lly :there is ·a ei~dden increase 
' - , - ,, ",- ·- -
:Quartzite. . ·At the old' Smelters. Quarry th~re is :a:n -increase· in the 
' ' ' ' ' 
. fr~quency o:f: 'the ·-~hale-·~~nd~ a"jcth~ _top. of ·-th~·· G~rdon ·Limesto~e ,. \hen 
- ' • - - • • ' I' ' ' . • • 
~ •' 
- ' ' ' ' ' '' 
·"a ·_si:iaaen -change -.to .. quartzite. . .. Sirriiiarly , .. ~·pale· grey ~shales are seen . 
' ' ' ,' - ''' ' ' , '>' ' • ,• • ' ' I -- • 
~e~d~at~ly"below the C~-otty on· ;t~~ .Prinoes_s River _{~136/3~·47) nea~. 
· Lyn~hford.·"; . However: 'at '.t.he .ol~··L{naa, cemetery (~2~-3/3647'), .ve~y 
' , - ' ' ' , ' - ' ' . '' 
' ' ~ ' ~ • ' ' ' ' ' ~ - - - l ' , ' _- - ' - ' - .: ' - ' -
·sandy limestone_ or dark calcareoµs sahdst~es with,, Qrdovicif:!,n 
tr;{~~i t~s, ~ ~u~gest that' a ·ps.ssage from· L~est«~~~ '_ t.6 sa~dston~ does exist. 
". ' T.he ag~ bf ·the Go~d~. Limestone has been ·fairly well · v: 
, , -- r i ! ' , , 
.' .: ·established by the p:i.laeontologica1_:--exl>ert~ •. ": · Hill _arid Edwa~ds 
~ ' '1- - - ' ' -, - • > ' - ' 
: · · _ ._·:. , (194.1), ch1'1 (1950), ~nd Hi.11'. (1955} d~scribe Ordovician-~corals' from 
' ... ' , •' ~ • r • 
- ' ' ,, 
" · .the Smelters Quarry and th~_.Recreation Ground, and' Carey arid Hills 
',- 1 • - - ' ' 
· ' (1949) describe_. th? .age generally as fr'om .,Lqwe;··Ordov:ician .to Upper 
Ordov~ic~_an. " '.":·B~·dl~y. (1?54, p.20~)-··qu~tes-; M~ ~~~~- :(Uni~·~~~ity of· 
' ' '·) ' ' r I 
. ·(Tasmania}.as saying--tha,t"t~e -J.a_test.coiiecting-_show_s the age ~o'. .. range 
1: 
.. · fr_om Lower Ordovician to Lower Silµrian. 
Accurate m'easurement <;>f the thickness· of the formation is 
.·:: ·difficult;·. owing' to the f'.~ct that the .. con~acts tend. to- be e>hscured 
by talus from the adjacent' more +esistant 'beds' and tbB.t' 't,he 
- ,': 
· Limestone thins or ~hickens to ·suit the strµctures in the more 
· .comp'etent enclosing. q~artzites:. and conglomerates, thus giving. an. 
~~lly: wide'-z:a,nge·of· thickness:m~asureme~ta: The limestone at 
Lynch Creek bridge is relatively undisturbed and-measures· 500 ft. 
. . ' -, - - ~ - ' ' ' 
, Car~i and ~11~ -· (1949). suggest'- a th~~~ess o_f fooo ft. ;·or , the. :whole of 
. Tasmania .. ,·· -but Gill -and-~nks., 'c1·9.50) record .2qooft. -~~;-·zeeha.n. -
- . ' 
The Gordon L:!.mestone· he!.s been us~.d _as .a flux for smelting' 
operations since 1896. -·Until 1932 it was removed from the· Smelters 
. ' ' ' . ' ~ 
Quarry in Queenstown but the ~epth of.overburden forced operations to 
be transferred to.a prominent. limestone outcrop by the railway, 1 mile 
~ 
a 
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~outh.of Lynchford, now known as Ibll 1s Creek Quarry. ·:r,,imestone 
- ' 
for the North Lyell smelters at Crotty·-wa.s obta.-iiled from a low-lying 
quarry i mile ea_st of ~~ township. 
Siluro•Devonian - Eldon Graup 
The.post..Qrd~vician sediments will only be described 
.. in a. general way as they are .only of minor economic significance; -
Their chief importance is in revealing.Tabberabberan structural 
forms. 
The_ailterrating eand~tones a.n~ aha.lea of the Eldon Group 
indicate'a. regular-osoill.at~on fran shallow to deep water conditions 
·· in a miogeosynclmal environment. . Gill. (1950) ~s studied this 
group a~ Eden, 10 miles south of Zee~n~ where the exposures are 
go_od and the st~cture op~n, ai:id he devotes c cnsidera.ble space to 
discussing its characteristics; 'his .chief conclu~ions are as follows: 
1. The rooks were deposited.in the sou~hern pa.rt of 
the Tasman geosynoline. 
2. ·There is an alternation of rock types with a gradual 
' '., -- -
reduotionr,,in contra.at between propinquent sediments. 
~. There is an overall reduc~ion in ·grain size of the 
arenaceous members f~an bottom to top. 
4. A11 the formations are siliceous, even the aha.lea 
being essentially siltstones. 
He also brings attention to theolose relationship between 
geology and topography, the alt~rna.tion of soft and bard rooks 
producing a_ series of ridges aepa.ra.te~-bt narrow valleys. All 
these statements also apply to the Group as seen in the Queenstown 
district. 
The ·suooession at Eden as quoted by Gill (1950), and 
. 
Gill and- Banks (1950) my be roughly matched iri this area, the 
principil differeno~s relating to thicknesses of :J.ndividual 
foruations and local.lithological deve~oPilents. A comparison of 
the sucoessions·at Eden and the relatively undisturbed area near 
Lynohf ord is given below: 
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··Eden - " 
- ----: ~ ' 
\ ' ' 
:Be+l f;lha:le:" 
.. '·t i -' 
' ' -
' 
',", ' 
- j~ - ' 
' , '~ "-..-; . 
1, ' ' ,• 
·· ; -·: -_ '· · ' · · . -. -.· . · ' . · , · -L;yil.chford · 
,,(,' 
1400i, Bell Shale:· 
' ·.~, [ ' 
7000 1 
Fl~rence· Quartzit,~t : 1_600' 
•'·: 
Florence' Quartzite: · . " 18001 
_1 - •• ' ' ' 
' ' '\~ ~ ' : ' I ' i ' ' "' ' 
'· Keel ·Quartzite: _ ... 4oo'I .. "· 
I ,1 ; ,:, ' '• '<l 
Keel Quart'zite and1:Sbales·: 12001 
I''' r'' '' -': 4 -, ' ' ' ; ' I ' ' l "' ' ' I - " • ' 
Amber·Slate: ,.,_ ·.·- ·' ,'.,":~00 1 " 
' ' > ; •' ~ ' ' ~ I ;., ~ ' ' 
16QO' ;·_:~:;_ · _ "-C;ott~ Quart~ite: 
' - ~ ~ : ' . 
·Amber· Slate;· 
i-1. -, ' ' 
900 1 
'· , 
' '' ... 
·Crotty Quartzite: 800' 
" 
·,~ 
·_..:.:- ·Disconformity' (?)' .- . -.· ·, -1 · ,. •. 
I' 
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r , ' ' ' 
' ' . ''' 
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'· 
,, ., 
• '<• ,.J 
.,. :: 
. ~' ',·-·, 
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l ::" •• "· t' : '> 1 ~ ' .. 
The Lynchfo:tci "tliiokne~·~es- do 'not hold' OV~~I the entire ' 
~· ~ ~ I< ' • • 
·iQueenst,own and :fu.r.w~ areas but'- it: 'is t],le ·oni;·- di~-tr:i:~t whe~~·" 
II, L ' ' • ' ' ' ' ,, ' - I 
. .':'.:~ea~urement~ f'.or)~he ·w~ol~,:·Gr~l? o_~~\~~;.ma:d~,:~~ih '~~/-~egz:e~ ·of" -
' ' I I'•, I • ! ' ' •,' ',' ',.:' ,' _.,: • 
·,B:-ccuia.oy •. > .. :An· e:xaminatio~ of· the aer.ia],. photograph:s,.indicated"· .. -
· :. th:it ·the Eldon .and ,Junee -Groi'.i:Ps .. could be .~tUdie'd to. ~dvantage ·i:iiong the 
_'.". _. ' ' .: ·:· '." ,', '' '-. '"' ' - " , <-,.-" ... ' .. ·' , ' ' 
· "railway l;i,et~een Dub bil.-narr;il ana:· Te,epo9kana, but .µnha ppily. ·this -area _ -
: , .--~s· .be:en :e~~ns;vel; ~ilicifi'eci.~~d ·;ec~~i,~io~-'_~o~ ... ~h~ -fo~~i~:on is 
' ' '~ •, • -~ • ' - 1 ~ ' ' • > '• • ' I ' 
·" 
_. · -· i:very difficult~ ' ... 
' '_ ' •' ' ' - ' 
• i' ·:_ 
C' ·-····The ag~ of the Eldox,i.-~roup (Gillr.~.·2~e) ·~anges from'."· 
' , ',•,- - ' ' ' 
' ' I ' ~ 
. · .:Silur~n-to Devonian·, th~. base o-f.'the:·Devoni0.n ~e:i,.lig .tentativ.ely placed.: 
" ' ' \ .: • ' 1' ' ' ~ - - ' ' ' ' ! ' '.:" -~ '''. ' '' ' ' :' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,: ' ' .' , - : : - ' ~ : ' '. ' 1 
. "" : )it ~h~· bot'tom'.of th.e· F~ore~o~ ~ar~zite~,. · · H~~e.Jer.·,:. Giil: ·p·o~nts'. out 
J: ' . •, J" ' ' ' ',1 .. ' ' t - , " - '" ' : , ' '.' j ' 't' -, - • : • ~. 
: ,' ,. th.8.t furthe;r.fossil.:coll:ecting· may.show·- the, Kee:J: aIJ.d.J}inber· to be', . 
•• ' • ,' ; ' ' "'r - , ' ' • ' '• ' ~ I• ' 
' •' . ; ' . - - ' . ~' ' ' 
Devonian' also~:·.: His' trial grouping'is as-;t'.ollows:·.' .... --: - ''".,'., 
',:·:. ·: " - .. : .. : ._: ........ ·:~· ' ':' :._ .'.:'.·:·:"_, ·.· .. ':·_:" _,.>;:·~· 
" ' ' - (. B 11 Shal ' I • 
, . , .. -1· .• · , \ - e .· . e_ ,1 • ·-:: 
·LoY1er .Devonian:: - " : .· ( · . ·' .. ·.· · .: . 
_ ( ·Flore~ce ·QU.a,rtzite «- ' 
-· . _ ... . :'·. :_~ .. :·:< --,.'; .. (' -i{e~l_ -Q~~rt'zi.te : : :·: 
'•,' 
\,' 
. : ' 
., 
,I 
-~i ' 
... · si.1~ro~D~vq~in: .·_.:- _'J'A·ni~e~· Sla~~ · : : · ·: . .. . .. 
"',,' •; " "" ' ' : { ' ., I "' : -, ·I I - , ' ' 
... "-_ :· _ - :{. Crotty Quart~~t~-- '.,. : . : .. ;: ~ · .,. 
' ',. 
" 
,-
r' l ,. ... . '' . ~ ·;. 
' t' • •' ,, 
\:: .~: :: '•', I 
,Crotty Quartzite· · "' '. :._,, ~. \ 
:=======·==·· .,."'' '-·,,_ 
l, r: 0 - 1 -' f " :' ' • '.' ' • : I ~ " !"',_ •, ~ f• • 'j ' ' 1 '· .. 
"•,' 
This is a- thin-b~~d~d, ~hite or grey 09l<?ured,.·medium to 
'.coarse. gra~~d -~andstq~e ;'.: ~~~pose4,:~·~·-· ~~mi~~~ -~n~ ~·s~b.~ngul~r q~a~tz 
' ' • '' ',.., • • • • ' • •' ' ~ '' 1, , c ' • , ~ ' ' '; - ., : I ' ' • ' ' I ' •. • "~ • ' ' ' '' ' ~ ' ' ''. 
1grains. . . l?ebply ~-ds ~rid. pink bedef' az:e . found.,- while,,-the. tower· ... 
" 
-'' ' • ' ' I J '.'. ' .' ,: - •, I ' ' ', ' ' ,· • : " ' ' ' I ' ' ,' ",' 
:ps.rt.' :i.,.n the Queensto~:'area .:iii! o'ft~n 's~irl'ed gr~e~ by, copper' carbonate~· 
' ' • ' ' t ' '~ ... " 1 ' '~· ' 0i ·:.- :' ' }1 -: ' ,··'<·· :.·:. ' ' ' -' ~' '. ' .. '' 
.Locally the forma.tion -is split .,in two by shales. or-reddish stained sand-
.. • • ' ' , , ' " ' • ..., ~ -~ • ' - ' , ' ' ~ ' ' ': ~ ' !• ' ' j ' .!: ' ' ,-, , - 'I • ' i' - ,. ' 
.Br~dley's. suoce~~:i6n and .. thicknes~e~· ·given fo~ the Cr'o~ty ~': 
~ . ' ' ' ' - - . 
''.stone. 
'• < - ' ~ 
area are not. consi~ered ·of any practical valµ~~ ~ Certailf beds ~P.. 
• .. , ·,. ' ~ ' ' 
'" 
,, 
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the formation are characterised -Oy-thick tubercles or pipe stems, 
generally.occurring iri clusters .arranged perpendicular to·the bedding. 
·The Crotty Quartzite is used as a flux in -smelting operations at Lyell. 
Amber Slate 
This formation consists of grey or b+ue-grey slatey shales, 
which weather to a rusty brown. A thick yellowish lim~stone out-
cropping 2 miles north-east of Darwin_may belong ·to the Amber Slate. 
Keel Beds 
=-
The.sediments between the Amber Slate and the Florence 
Quartzite vary considerably in lithology in this area. The chief 
member is a grey-brown, fine grained, thin bedded sandstone not unlike 
the Florence Quartzite. It usually directly overlies the Amber 
Slate and is separated from the Florence formation by shales, sandy 
beds and locally, lenticular crinoidal fragmental limestones. 
Florence Quartzite 
p) This is a grey-brown, fine grained, thin bedded sandstone, 
. . 
characterised by i:atchy iron staining and 2-3 inc~ bands rich in 
fossils in the ;fop 100-200 ft. 
Bell Shale 
The lower part of the Bell formation consists either of 
dark blue-grey slates and shales, alternating dark sbales and grey 
sandstones, or of mliddy sandstones with thin shaley partings .• 
The lower beds pass up to micaceous sbales, shales with thin sandstones, 
and greyish silts and shales ih the top-most beds. 
Tabberabberan Orogeny 
Lower Devonian sedimentation was interrupted by a prolonged 
period of orogenesis and mineralisation in which the Lower Palaeozoic 
strata were cast into their present ·day attitudes and in which all the 
important orebo~ies of the field were formed. This stage in the 
geological history is known as the Tabbera.bberan Orogeny. 
The structure and outline of the mineralisation will be 
given. in later chapters following the brief description of the 
remaining phases of the geological hist~ry" of the West Coast. 
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Permian and Trias 
The Tabberabberan Orogeny w~s followed by a long period 
of erosion extending through the Carboniferous, during which the 
area was planed to sea level. This Carbonif'erous level may be 
seen to-day on the Sedgwick plateau and concordant summits of the 
West Coast Range. Peneplanation was accompanied by widespread 
glaciation which continued until the early Permian, when marine 
transgression resulted in deposition of sever~l hundreds of feet 
of sandstones, mudstones, and sbales, with tillites showing recurrence 
of glacial conditions. 
the Triassic. 
Sedimentation probably continued into 
The only deposits of this age on the Queenstown and Darwin 
area maps are seen at :Mt. Sedgwick. Under a dolerite capping and 
lying in a shallow depression in the old land surface are about 
150 ft. of tillite with sandstone bands containing Permian fossils. 
The tillite rests on both Dundas Group and Owen Conglomerate beds 
and is composed largely of Owen Conglomerate fragments, some of which 
are severdl feet in diameter. It occurs at about 3,500 ft. above 
sea level. 
other Permian beds are seen along the Zeehan-Straban railway 
and east of s.trahan at elevations less than 500 ft. above sea level. 
If these strata were deposited on the Devonian-Carboniferous peneplain 
then they have been thrown into their present position by large scale 
post-Permian faulting (probably early Mesozoic). The Permian (?) 
tillite exposed on the Queenstow-a. road about 2 miles east of Strahan 
appears to be faulted directly against Eldon Group formations. 
Mesozoic 
Fermo-Trias sedimentation was followed by extensive 
intrusion of dolerite sills. The remnant of one sill may be seen 
capping Mt. Sedgwick; it is of columnar quartz dolerite and is about 
300 ft. thick. A similar form of outcrop forms the peak of 
Mt. Dundas, and other dolerite sills rray be seen covering wide areas 
of the Central Plateau north of the Lyell Highway. 
Succeeding elevation of the Fermo-Trias sediments was probably 
accomplished by block faulting stepping up to the east, with the major 
faults near to the present coastline. 
-· 
/ 
~.6.6 
The prolonged perl~d. of erosion which followed this, 
.. '.elevation. reduc.ed the area west ·~f the Ra.nge .. to the. ·peneplain which 
,.· ,1 ' - ' ,' ' ' ' ' -, -' -
' ' is clearly.visible to-day. Monadnocks of Lower Palaeozoic rocks 
,- ~ .. ' ... 
rise up f;rom the general level but ri.6 Permia'n strata.:·are vi~ible ~n 
:, its surface·. They were~ i,iow~v:er, pres'erved· .wef?t of the peneplain 
edge by' earlier faulting wl,lich dro.pped them.below sea-leve:i_. This 
' ' L ·-, 
planed surface :was d.esc~ibed by Gregory as the -~enty. Peneplain, 
" ' ' ' , :. 1' - -. t 
.. : tliough Bradley" apparently. t~l;'Iris. it the Howa.rds Peneplain (1954, p.195). 
) It falls from about 1000 ft.: near the :Range tq 5-600 ft. above sea-level 
' 'I ' 
near Strahan and is equiVa.lent ·to' the Little Henty Peneplain described 
' ' . ' . 
'by Waterhouse (191G) ~ear~He~m'.skirk. I~s continuation on the 
west side of Macquarie.· Harbour i's clearly visible., from the. Range 
> l L ,. 'I ' 
., .. where it falls from about 700 :ft. on ·the eastern side of the -cape 
. '. 
; Sorell peninsula to about '300 ft. on the Ocean side. 
'!' 
- . 
Tha Henty.~eneplain migh~ well b~. described as a pediplain 
(King, 1953) for in all ,:r;>r.obability ii; originated by scarp retreat 
from.somewhere near. the.present shore-line.east to the.West Coast 
.'Range.· 
,1 : 
Tertiary. '. 
Mesozoic peneplanation was interrupted early in the Tertiai,y 
. . . 
by wiaespr~d.block faulting, largely_ on similar lines to the .earlier 
> ok 0 / L " > l _, • 
~1esbzoic pha.s~. · Near· Strahan and to the north, these faults have a 
.N1'1W trend ( see Fig~ 2) bu:t .. soutn of Straba~ the ,dominant trend is 
.. longitudinal.· . A. ix:i-rti~µla.r1y· :Promil].ent' _fa-qlt is known as Lee Fault 
~, L ' " > • < 0 0 < < ' ' :' -
which runs N-S along 'the ~est,'. flank of th~ D •Aguilar Range. 
', ' . 
The. 
':.general _result in ,the.'ar~a mappe~, was uplift,' bring~ base level some 
, 500 ft •. below t:he ea1'.lier pre.:.falJ.l ting. level and· about 300 ft. above 
the present one. Macquarie Harbour r.epresented a depressed area 
j ' • ' .. ' 
:, (the Ma.cquarie G:reben) '.in ~hic.h .sev~ral 'hundred, f~et of' ~cu~t;ine 
: deposits accunnilated;.- thes~ are well ~xposed at s·traban and. alo~g t_he 
~ ' ' ; - - . 
. . . 
eastern shore· of Macquarie Harbour and are known as the I\'acquarie Beds. 
,~' 
They consist of' fine-grained semi-consolidated sandston'e-s ,, sbales, 
- . . 
gravel~and lignitic hortzons,which.d.ip gently westward with angles 
less than 5°. ~t Strahan they rise to about ·500_ft. but west 
of Mt. Sorell the;y- ~ppear as high as 1200 ft·. above sea level, which 
suggests'they have been tilted after deposition. 
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l ' ! ' ' ' - ,' ' ' ' '..., ~ > - '\ "' ~ u'' • ' ' ,' ~I ,:' :, ' ;• ,,. ' 
. ·:· , Evidence,.of' .. the"early Terti8.ry ·erosional phase i:s ·aeeri''· 
:: ;' ' < ,• ' > ' ; : ' ' 't 't ) • ,' ; LO L "<"' 0 ' • 'r I OT : ~ • ~ - •. ' 
'inaa_nd.·i,n' the' Queen· River Valley.-~',''' ·Isolated ·~a;el depos·its ·Oo'Clir at 
-1~ .' --.- ; ·.-:·, ~ -~ -.. 1'-' , -,_ ..... }-- ~ .. ~_~· ', ' - -, '. • ' 
. ~sev~ral points_ along tµ~ fl~nk~.of.the ya~ley.and gene~lly some 
' -- - .-. - -. ' ' · .. 
,•' ' ' ., , t , ' • ' \ r.. • .,/' •' • 1 i •' • 
. -: 200-300 ft~. ,above the pre~Emt floor. .. "·'Th~· prtl.ncipal ·grayel 
. ·,,oc.cur;ence~ ·~re ~ear. t~~ .. -~,rt~.::~y~i:i: sub'~si:~·~o:; vies~" ·of ~-h~.)v~µe Office.;· 
• < ·~' ~he smelters, 'l'ingazine' .(~i'95/3603.); ·'Spi.oh ~op;'. Hospital ru1i';' South . 
. · ·:"·Quee~st:~~ ~~81~4/;58:3}'; -and.~ea; Lynch.-Cr~e~.". · .--,T~ey .a~t?-~ ~:" 
' t ,:<. I !, • • J ' •, ' >. .· < ' ' • •• .~ I ._' > • I \ .j~); "', ' I • \' t " t ' ,• ' ... ~ ' 
'. .thfokne'~s· Of,, lQQ'.f:t·~ or so' loca:J.:ly and CQnsist +argely. of, well .round,ed, 
.. "boulders a~d"p~bb~~,~ ·.o·f :Owen" Co~glcim_:iat·~ ,,'·with .. ··1~~·~er amou.nt~ ~·f. . 
- ' ' ' ' - - - r ' - - \ I I ' I 1 r, ~ 1 '"'' ' r ' - ' - - - • ' I 
.dole;ite ~~ci Eldon'-Group ~eds. '. A pia~ed 'su~face' i: ~iie« 'north-~st 
...... :, -~~--,~~e~ns"town (s194;36·1~)· ill Co~gl.omerate«-,cr.~e~··app~ts· t·b~'coin~ide. with_ 
" -~· t~e::_i~~-~l .·of ~t~~se. ·~~av~i~-~ · "--. : ... Th~y ·a~-~ .~terprete~·bi th~. ~i~~~ as " 
' - , • • ' I ' ' ' ' ,~,. • ' • - ' -- • 
. . ·: representing. tlie deposi:ts. 6r a. T~r:tiacy river ,foll~wJ.ng the· soft 
~ ' • • :, r ·' ·• ' ' 
'. liniesto~e bed aµd cutting, down .:into the Henty Penepl~in s11bsequent' to .. ": 
~ - , ~, ! ' - ' - " ' -
~J • , ' - -
:. the early._'l'ertia~y :uplift •. ' 
. " 
late in the Tertiary,. movement along pre-e;t:ist:!,ng· faults 
-, ,' J ,; - ,< ' ' ~. • - '~ ,• ' ' , 
·.:: ~-ga~in t9ok place, · e~eva tip.g, th~ eµtire a~ea" .so t~t · riyers ~ere 
' ., ~: - ' ' - - ' ' ~ ' ' 0' ' - ' - ~ • - ·, -· • 
~: re..,-juvenated· and the .TE'.rtia:ry. ,beds o_f Ma:cquarie' .. B.arbour ·were. both 
· . -::·1irte~ and. til~~d~ .- . ;his. ~ov~in~nt. :~~~~~. 1;e '.c~r;~{at~·d 'w~th ~the . 
l • ; '• ' ' • J > > r , > • 
· Ko~iciuskan epoch. ~o well_,developed" on· the: l\/j;l.inland of Austr~lia •. ; 
- ' ' - '~ - - : ' < ' 
'" 
. :• 
,t'" Pleis~ocene 
The f.inal maj~r event. in th? geological time· scale was the 
.Pl~ist.cicene· glaqi~tion·; ,'ylhi'?h af'.fect~d. the 'highe.r parts of the West 
.coast" Rang~ and some of the larger· 'ri..,;.er valleys·.. . 'Mora~nes, ' 
< L > • l, 
" c~rques:,: ice-smoothed ·'.Pav~ment_s ,: and' ·u.:.sbaped Vc?-11,eys· -testify .. to. 
< '' ' - " ' ' I • • 
' . 
the work bf the Pleist.ocene foe., "' 
. " 
-
· Of. particµlar. int~res~ i's "th~ :Kin:g 'g~acier, wirl..ch flowed 
' I •' ' ,_' ·-' • 
d~vm' t~e·:~i~~- ~j_~~t' V~·iley, ·and' i~~C~,d ·itei .~; U;.-~nY ,Of _th~ rivers 
' > L"< ~ '• ' ' ' ' I ,_ ' • 
'!: ~ ' ' •. , c ' ' -
:r tri)JU<taries a'gainst·., the ria tural,,' drainage· direct ion ... : The Comstock and 
- ' " ' - ' ' 
''1! 
· .. Li~®· valleys . proyide e~mples o.f these . ice distribu taries i . a't the 
I •,,,.· 
,·, I 
·head of each there are· extens.ive deposits of till, 'with a" fair' 
perc~ntage of varvE?d clay, indi.cating the presence of· -ic_e-dammed 
.. ' . . 
lakes. The level ·of each lake ·was con:troll_ed by the elevation of 
the Wa.terslied between the King. a;nd Queen' .dr.3.iri.age _systems; an_d,. 
overflow from the l~kes a.r8.ined: west towar,ds the_ 'tueen 'River. At no 
\ 
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stage did the ice sheet cross either the Lyell-Owen or the 
Lyell-Sedgwick divides. 
The glaciers of the higher parts of the West Coast 
Range generally melted below 2000 ft., though a few tongues 
descended to 1500 ft. Associated glacial features are well 
exposed on the sheltered eastern slopes of Mts. Sorell, Jukes, 
Owen,and Sedgwick; and also at Lake M9.rgaret,-where a large arcuate 
· moraine extends out from the lake on the lower western slopes of 
the Range. 
Al though much of the rugged.i.--iess of the area is due 
.to glacial erosion, yet modification of pre-Pleistocene topography 
by glacial agencies is only of minor significance. 
Recent 
The only deposits of Recent origin are portions of 
the extensive screes fringing the mountains, and alluvium and 
gravels of parts of the King and Q.ueen Rivers. 
The raised beach between 20 and 50 feet above sea-
level along the coast south of Cape Sorell is a result of Recent 
uplift. 
'-~ 
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S'rRUCTURES OF THE TABBERABBERAN OROGENY 
Tabberabberan movement marked the culmina,tion of minor 
earth movements that characterised the Lower Palaeozoic stratigraphy, 
and closed the chapter of orogenic instability for this area, for 
succeeding stages in the geological column were largely ones of 
quiescence broken only by short-lived phases of block faulting. 
As a result, the complex structures observed to-day in the West 
Coast Rari.ge are largely related to the forces acting during -~he 
Tabberabberan upheaval. 
The broad tectonic picture is of a thick, longitudinal 
sedimentary prism being squeezed against a relatively stable 
Precambrian core by forces directed towards the north-east. The 
major structures follow ~rends that had become established during 
early Ialaeozoic times and which had a profound effect on succeeding 
tectonics and sedimentation. The Tabberabberan phase merely accentuated 
a structural p:i.ttern that was already in the making. 
The princi:FB-1 elements of structure observed in the Queenstown 
and Darwin areas are six in number. They are: 
(a) The N - S West Coast Range anticlinorium, the King-Sophia 
synclinorium, and related secondary folds. 
(b) The N - S Lyell Shear, and the Toft-Crotty structure. 
(0) The NW :fault-folds -__ ., ,- ,, "- -_ _,, __ ·--: ,-- , "· 1... ~J ., - "'- • , •• - -- /< '° 
(d) The Linda Disturbance. 
(e) The NE Faults. 
(f) The NNE Faults. 
A number of ENE wrench faults occur east of Darwin and 
Crotty but only reach major significance in the Preeambrian rocks 
east of the area mapped. Little information on this structural 
type is available but a few notes are provided after the discussion 
of the NNE faults. The princip:i.l strttc~es are summarised on 
Fig. 9. 
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. (a) · The West Coast Range· Anticlfuorium, etc. 
'•,•'' ' . 
: · , . The West (J'oo.st Range Anticlinoritin;i; vrith_ its flanking' . 
- - • '. "'1 ' ,- • ' - - ' 
s~c;Linoria' is the major ·structur~-'.of the area, upon ~hic'h the other 
' .- ' ' ' .. 
'. - .f~ tures, are' superi~p~sed. ' I~ has a N ~ 's·"trenQ. .and its' axis passes' 
·.'; · . .-"- .'.',I, ;' ·. '-.· ' :",' , .' .... · . " -
·a litt.le to· :the east -pf Q.ueenstoWn.; it:,is ~rkedly. asymmetrical, the 
seco~dary' i~_dx~~lt' f~lds' showi~g v~rti·~~l or' ~~~r~ed a~d '-~fte_n' ·: 
' ' I ' ' \ 
. ' ' F\, : ' ' I' l' ' 'r' ' ' - • • ' ' ' ' 
severaly .~ti;enuated eas_t~rn--limbs, and ·r.elatively flat and undistµrbed· 
- - I< 'i '' > • r 
- -
. wes~ern limbs.. .:-.- ·. · The·-fqrm sugges,ts· E - W .pr.esstire with' the east-
·: • • - ' ., - : :' ' I 1 ,· : •' ':' - > ::· j ": • ~ ,- ·_.,." - • ' - "• • ' ' ' - - - '· 
'directed ·forqes-:doniinaiiti .t~~· the ,tnick .Bila~o~oic sediments-·of the 
- ' \ ' - - ' - ' ~ - ' ~ , - ' - ' 1 -
· ·.geos~c1inai. ~sins· f1~n.king'the Tyennan era.ton were.sq~eezed aii-a.1nst· 
- ,.'the s.:tabl~_: ~ss :~~- ~: -~e~ies.'of"·major lo~git"tJ.d:~~l-foia.s.: ·'.< .,·: ~he '.origin 
~ - '' ' ' •' ' '.' , ' - ' . 
' - ~- ' ,_ - ;l 
. _· · of'· the E - -w: c:ompression 
") ' ' I ', ' ' ' ' ' 
is· discussed:."at" the .'close of:-the·_structural 
' ' ' ' - :, ' ' -
. . - - -
. · section of this· report/ · "" . " 
' 
...... , North_ of .. ComstoC.k,. rec°<:mn'aissa~·~· ~~~i?ig indicates shallow, 
. -
- ! ' • ' " .,_ 
s;Ymmetrical f o,l.dirig of · ~ · d;i.ffe~ent type' fr.om t~ t along· the Range· 
' ~ -. ' . : ' . " , :- : ~ - ' ' -
.: to the :soutlfr . ·· -Th.is .cllinge in the -tectonfo ,environment: indicates 
" "1.' " I "' ' 7 , " ' ' 
,.the i:p.fluence of. SOIDCfJ . othe; ftl.cto~· i:ri_ the reg~o~l pieture. _ - The 
! p , l • '-~" :: AJ j ' ' ! " ' " ' < < ' ' 
. anticlinorial structures ~~e locS:11y confused 'by. iater-I>evonia.n 
... "'' ' A I ':":. j. ., " f ! : : ' ": J" O • L V" • ', "\ > , ~ ·~ " "' ' 
features, most important of which are _the 'N ·- S and NV/ elem~nts~ 
-~- -1.: ',_ ' - ' ( ' -- - l ' ' ' ' \' • ', - { ' - _. " ' ... 
The ':N .'_· S features~· pa.~ll:elli~g '.the_ anticiinoria~· axes~ usually. 
acc~~tua te 'the p~.~~~i~n€;: ·~.~~~~~~ical f6lds. by. p~~~~~~~ con~iderable'. 
- • " • ' "·:. ·~--' "" " "' " ": • • ... •• " ' , • -. " . ' :. • ' ·_. _-t -, .. " ' ' 
. d:i,splacements · on the. steep limbs. -: . · The .. g~neral pattern· of .NE ~irected 
'" . - ' -.. ' ' , ' ' - ' - ' ., ' . -, -. - ~ 
- '• l-! ' ,l .. , ' - ' ,, -
, -forces :and induced 'shearin€; COll.ples i;::i . mairi:t;a:i,~ed.-.. - ' Soni.e of- the N - S 
- - ·- > ' - ' 
._., s_tructures are,.,easily traced e.~ •. -the. Lyell Shea~--a~d -the' Toft-Crot.ty 
- ' ' ', 1 ' - -{, _ ' r' • { ', ' ' 
~eatu~es, but.· other~- are n:~t- ~o, ~s;i],y picked up-and 'are' found only as 
:broad. ~one~ wit~. ~tropg: N :·~: s·· inf~uence~. - .- ... : - - .. .'.. ·- ·. ' - , . . 
, .' _ ' : ' : _ - 'f -,·-, ., , , r l • , , ' , , : • .' ·, : _ ~ , , 
,· Sev'era.r· of the ·secondary· folds. om the. anticlinorimn ·are 
' ,.. - . 
_:._ iillme~iate~y· obvious_.and, -~~su~e ~~local '.i~port~noe~ ... Per~ps -the most 
,., -, ..... ':.,interesting are those, .d~veloped· on the ~ste~ 'limo -of th~ major .fold, '. 
• ~-,-.' " .... ·' ·,' ~.,~;I•,'._.,'_,,:_·' • ' ,_,··,,I; I 
' I ~ 
'' 
. ,' 
....... 1, -
chief of wliiCh are -~he . T;J:lureau ·ant icfine a~. th,e· T.Of~-Cr9tty ·:fold. 
' ,',"• • < • ;I>" ',, • • ' .·• , '',,. l 1! •" , ' 'r [ 
. These features form :t:he-· eastern ·s:lde of -the· antiolinorium from Mt •. Owen 
,· ': ! ./ .. • : :;'.· . • .,' ''~ ... ' " ' ; . ~ ' ' ... ' ~-~ - '. - ..... ' ••• ' •• - ' ' ' - • -
-to South ~rwin;'.·north .o'f-,'Owen ._the' eas_tern ·;I.imb is ·sheared out by move-: 
I > 0 r 1 • ' > < r I t > ' L 1 ' • ' I; L ',, ~ > > 0 ' 
:~eht on the Kini?;·R~yer Fault~ 
- - - ' ' ..['" _,. ' 
.'-
' , ' 
.. '
-· ,.: 
,· 
' 
~~. 
' 
' 
"' 
,., 
"' '' .-,r 
'·'" 
- " 
•:, 
'· 
'"!', \' 
•C 
,l,' 
' :'"' -... ' ·:;,: 1~.)-' ' .::"/"-'. :»>" " ''' -: ''' .. · "-' > ' -<·-; ., 
, ·" . " _ . T~e.r~~~.-0~~~~~-· ~~~~;~t~_'·~~~u~e:s_'.;k".··~of.!3~"or·\~~.~-·~o~izon~al 
'" I :, ' ' ' ' • ~ '' • I ' l • • : ' 1', ' ' ':or ::r o' I - ,< ' ,~' > • 'I " ' ' ' ' ' < ' - ,1 
' ~es1;~rA ,.:fl;ank, _'a, .'cen~ra1'· :il~r~.~~a:.~-· or' o,;.ert~1:ri:~d,''.-~s~-f~din~ ·1i.mb ,. Eind,' 
' ' ...,~ r' t ·, I - ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' ' - ' I • ' : • - ,: 't ' > •'1· ' '.,- ' •I •, • ' : ~ ',' _" ' ' ' ~ ' \ ' '" ' 
.. '_ ~n ea~t l~b".dipp.ing .. west• •. » , ·,. It· -.~s .·t~u~ .. a.. °.?mbinatio~· antiql;i.ne :~nd : 
.·.~ ... · ' ' ·-·, - ' ~~:: ·~· .:· ·::.~ ', ',:· '·',~ ,-''.-~'.:: "'.' ··, . ~'l·.'--,~ -_ - ,' ',' : ·~-·~ . :. ,' .-, 
".: syncline',bu_t -i ~." i~ 'O~v;enie~t;,.:t_~_' regarq. it as·_ o.:rl~ U!f#. of struc'ture. · 
( I ' • r -., ',' "> < , ~ ! -, "'<... • ,. I "., 
, " ,- -: · -; B~adley· i-~'fers to .. it :~·s ~:'.-~onooline and tho~gh -this, mig~~-· .b.e' r~gard~ d ., 
.:·,. ;-' ~' ;, ~' ::"\~ ·::~ : • ;,!' -··.:· .• '._~,; .. - ~-. ~· '.: -:~,; \ - ,.,-' ' \ -
_,,·: , _, : by. 'sqme geoldg:j.sts·as-."loo.se terminology :Lt ,makes for. cc;myenient 
' _( ,•,-:.~-~LI l! • '·,,·. ',_ :; ' - ~ .. 1~ ~- .' ~,)··' ,~·;i• '"\ f "'~, ', '',, >, ·>~·. 
, . 'r~_ferenoe. -· · The":·st~ep •limb . .'of:cthis ·-.fold f91'11S :the '·low,' ·straight, 
' ' ::, ' ' ,~";;'.;'-'_ r ,;~: .•':~ '., ''.r·_:f:~ .. c•-'-;'' '.:» ',-•,,'• ·~,.:'),·..,' ,•j•< ","°,' ,' ·,', 1~' .. • :,:'.~.'"; J 
-" , . . N ':'.' ·s r.idge·~ ~Jj.ning·w~st. 1 ,q~ ·:~.he· oJ;d ){e];l-Y,:Ba13in rail~y line •. : · . The 
. '. ,.·:. ·.·-. ~ips ar~·\P~~~·d6~~~~·~i~~~~~:i~~i:·~-~hoJgh'.·~~a~··;c~~i~;:~ra~~~-~~ri~~:i~n i~:· 
1,l' 7' ~ I " 1 ''' J '~: ', •:' '• J - : '"'"~I,' .. '~ •:, -<• l > t: 1: : ',· ·, •: ' '• ' I : .:·~~ • !~~ ' 
dips indiCf,\.tes.· close ;t'.pldip.g;~_ ~ga;in·, _ det.~iled; ~PPiW. by .the Hydro---,. 
~ ,"· ' ' J ' ' ' ' : 1: J',... - ', ' -~,:. ,.·~·, ~' ·; ,,~ ~' /, >. ; ! '', •1 ,' : '' ':· .' ' ~ :' ''-,' ' ' ', '~' ' 
Electric Commission g~plogist~'. near Divide- Hill shows trat the. · -
t , ' '<\ J f: ', ,_: +t • • '.r: •f _ .... ~'I : ';,I : ~•1' ' ;': I~ - • - ' "'~' < _:' 'I I• - ' .', , 
.N~,. faulting indicated by 0r.eg~ona1· mapp$ng. n~ar .Da.rwin.,i~ .of .greater,._, 
' ' ' ' -l '' .. : • • - ' 'j • ~ • •• " ' ' ' 
.. " _ impo~~n~e, -than previously . realised.:·-: . The ·:~~e~p- .limb is thus. one , e 
.-·- _"' -- .... - ·:" - ' :.- -..--·.\,·1;:, - .' .,:.-"·«_ ~ ~"-,' '',;--... _ .... "·:. ',. 
.. -:- of complex folding, '.s.t·e·ep .Q.ips1 'apd longi1;nid:lnal faulting._ · .In the 
:.··,L 
"· 
' Pf ' I ,• > :_ ' L.,. \ ' .. : I ~ 'L t' • > " ' ' ' 
. "-. ': , · ·_ . '. ·:. :: . , Tof'.t. R~ ver (}o~ge, , ~o6(;~~ci-s~~:e~. s~o~ j;he. :·!ilt·E1l~P lim~. to . b~ -~~mposed of , 
, " : ' , , ' • , I ·~ ' : , - ' , r: ' , ;· ' , , ' • - - ' -
,, -, 
I, 
' ',';·-: .~ a ··s.~ries,.' of· r:ig:ht.'angle''-fol:ds:-·~hi~h· iri profi~e _re~emb,le:·a .steep~ fligh:i' 
' ' • : • , - ' • ' rl .- ' ' ' ' " ' -· ' ' ' ' ,'_' ~ ' ' • • ; • - I' •• .' ~ • •''" __ , t • • ; ' J 
,of .sta,irs ~ which step~-'."d~Wri·:·~b. th~:,·ea:~t • .,. :~ thi~.:a~e~~ tht:l.-~st~rn 
' - •- ~ ' t ' '; • • ' ' , '.• : I • •'' 'I\ ' ' • ; '•; " l' « ,'' ' ' •: ' ,- ' ' I ' ' u ~ ' ' ' ' • ' ' • "' ' ' ' • ' ' 
:. tini-b .~n~.:bei; :followed, -o~er: t·~ th~, n~~ ·~sYnmiet:pica:1 _··fold~ "the : Thur~au .. , _ 
I ' " ; < ' I 0 : • ' ,' ', '':,LI ~ ~ ', I ' •I ' ' i-' > ' ' .~ ' i ' 
'. afrtioli~~~ .·_""'.The '.ste~p limb '9i:.·i;his. -'fe~~:tlit~, ·~xpo~ed e~st of the 
"' ' ' I "'" ~ - ,:- ':" _': "-. >;: • '.·': ' ' •: ; "- . - ' : ' ',"' 
,'J;'hureau Hills, shows' drag' folQ,ing and .ov~rturning,, and· is affected by. 
N - ·S· fault_s_.'in ·s·im~~r,: f~~;i-~~\o.·t~~ .. Toft~cftitt.~i' s-tructure. 
~ ,',, ', '~•' ',·-·,·:, - . • I ",,~ · .. ,· '-!"'- .. ·~,."'I ~-j ,'-'•, I'' l:•:.- 1.'' ', :, '::' '~ 
near.'1*rw.ih-,lind 'ciDotti,'t~e 1 .G:o!don"··Lillies~one: is ·lqc~l;Ly·.~heared out~-" 
-" 
As 
'" 
. :··\'' ,• -
"".:: . ~.: ·.,:·~~~ a~i~;"-~~-: ~~:;:~ri~-io1fu~~iii~·:.~~· -~~~g~~:_:~~~~~~e~.:~y '. .. ,,,,: 
" 
" 
~ -. 'f 1' ' 'I • ~ - } ' ',, '~ .' ,', • ; ,t11'' \' t " > ,,' 1" I - ', l ''._. ! '> :: ''• .~' 1 ~ '\ ~-' '; : • ' ' ' 
foll~wilig .th~ ... owe~"Qongiqmerate: beds across: :the· We~·t,:.Coa's'j; Range~ 
• • ' "l ,' " ' ' 1 ~ • ' - ·~ ' - ~ • - ' : l , .- ' ' , ·: • ' 1 ,. - .. ~ ' • 
- : .::· .. · This :.-is ·~o~t -easily, .dori{'on '.Mt_~,'.J~lies ,.-.a~d h~re the :forniat~on .~eaches 
l,,, j ',t, '. ": ,··:·~.-I·-. " . ··:.'. _·.'., ;l ~,,···,, :·: ",' -':·.·:.: • . · ,,.:, . -
-' " " it~ ~gr~test .. ·~1e~'ti~~ ·on ~,. N~--,..:· s li~e' ooilldiderit =v:ii~h.,~he ,Juk~s 
',\•'' I',' ,\r' t .. 't•:',~~~'. -- . ;1,l ',,1,•: ,·'"~ ! :. _', • : •'- - ~", '. 
, .Pla.teau. '· ;1 "'North of t~s .area; the ·axis of the-,·~ntiolinorium has 
•(:~en','~~od~~ ·:~~d-'_·i~~- .. ~o~i~l~ -~~ "t'o .. b·~ · ~stiWJ,te4 .. b;-. ~~trapolation ·of -· 
i_•' - \ • I: ' •: '. ', ' l- '' ' ", ' • : ' '• • ' ', ' • • ' - l ' :, - ,"" " • ' ' ' 
structures observed' in the Range. {s1i*>-e-ee'.:iieR-e~"' -. The. ·antiolinoriuip 
' • ' ~ ~ '' / ' "--I : I' ·,' ' " > ' L ' ,; ' • .. I > ' ' ' ' ', ' ' ' ' 1 / ; ' r 
, ' 
may be traced' south'_ ~;f .Da~in ,for .~ny' mil"<~s. ' !1( ·fir.st "re-appears 
: . ·m -~he .D. 1:A~ilar)an~e ·w~er~: '·it)'·i·s~ ·a~irom~tr·i~~i:"~i~h ~~ .overtlirnea,". 
, . . . - g~ntl~· n<?~t~.e~~y .pit~h~,., .. -~~-is :~itch alt~r~ to _ 
southerly·;s0uth.9f.Darw:tn •. ~·: .. :·:- .: .. : ,_. 
, I t 
\ ' ·~ 
eS;st limb" and .has a 
' ' \ '.' 
:!:. ·~ 
· " - Structures· on the· .western limb still reflect dominant 
' ' '•' 
east-directed p~-e-~·~ure, prod~cing oyerturne<;l ·folds. 
'' ,• > ' • " 
, A fine example 
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may be seen on Mt. Sorelli .t~ magnificent. cliff tba._t overlooks the 
,. 
Clark· River Valley is compo_sed pf Owen .Conglomerate dipp~ng west at about 
45° a.~d oonforma.bly overlying·· Jukes Conglomerate. On the lower part 
of this face' the breccias dip 80~ to the' west and are upside down. 
This overturned,. east-facing fold is known as-the Sorell anticline. 
The overturned limb was missed by Hille (1914) and as a. result he quotes 
a, far greater thickness of Jukes Conglom~:rate than actually exists~ 
This is ~ clear example of how important the determination of structure 
is to elucidation of the stratigraphic sequence. 
other important secondary folds must exist and are inferred 
when drawing up sections, but those just described are clearly exposed 
and picked up ill the field, and their characteristics, therefore, permit 
no argument. A feature of all these N - s· secondary fo~ds is a 
ten(iency to variation· in plunge.· For instance, nor~h ·of the _Thurea.u 
Hills, the anti~line clearly plunges north a~ a.pout 55° or 600 yet 
near King Hill the plunge direction on this fold is reversed to south 
at 45° or 50°; a.' similar angle ~nd direction may be measured on 
. . 
folds in the Toft River. Th~;srutherly plunge in this ~rea. ea.uses 
an apparent indentation of the Owen Conglomerate by the Gordon Limestone 
and Eldon..:_'forma.tions (see Figo 3 (b)). Elsewhere plunge changes 
result in.the apparent dying out of folds along their axes. Obviously 
such variations must be related to folding on axes .transverse to the 
anticlinorial trend and it is thought that such folding is a refl.ectio~ 
of fault movements in the basement rocks {see the "Linda Disturbancen). 
. The King-Sophia s;ynclinorium lies between the West Coast 
anticlinorium and the Tyennan block. It is asymmetrical with a stee~ 
western flank aw:exposes largely Eldon Group sediments, which are 
·involved in tight is'oolina.l folding, details of which can only be 
picked up locally. On the Qµeenstown sheet the p:ilch is northerly, 
exposing successively younger forma.tio~:to the north; but in the 
Darwin sheet· the .pitch is variable, givir1g once again an impression of 
cross-folding. The synclinorium·is much narrower than the West 
Coast Range anticlinorium, its wave-length averaging about 2 miles; it 
forms a topographic low between the Range and the Precambrian Central 
Plateau. 
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West of the Range, Eldon · forrna tiop,s occupy a -'syiiclinorial 
zone shown :o~ C1:1.rey 1s structural maps·:(1953, p.1115) as the Zeehan-
M3.gnet Synclinorium~ Fold axes in th~ .. Queenstown-S~rahan area 
are dominantly N.W. and pltinge northerly. The entire structure 
has not been·map~ed as yet.by the_ writer but the main ~eatures of 
the folds- have been obtained by aerial.photq~ph interpretation. 
The fading out of the N - S fold axes away from the Range reflects 
the decreasing influence of the Precambrian craton on structures in 
tht;! main geosynolinal ba~in, and the predominance of the eff~cts of 
S.W. - N.E. compression. The form of the anticlinorium and the 
flanking structures is shown_ in a ve-ry, general·:way in .Fig. ·10 an_d 
'in the m9re detailed E - W sections of Fig. 11. 
(b) The Lyell Shear· 
The Lyell Shear is perhaps the most importan~ and 
interesting feature of the tectonic framework. It parallels the 
West Coast Range from Comstock to; South Darwi~' an·d is assoc'ia. ted · 
' r I - , 
with local overturnin~.and attenuation,with granitisation.and 
mineralisation. Its points of conflict with cross-cutting 
structures are foci for the depo~ition.of sulphides. 
The Shear was active· during, and at the close of1 the 
Cambrian; during Owen deposition; and again in the Devonian tectonics, 
and is probably an, old struc·ture of Precambrian origin. It has 
profoundly influenced the course of Lower Palaeozoic sedimentation and 
an-understanding of.its history· is vital to.the elucidation of the 
depositional environments. Probably a fracture in depth, it is 
generally expressed in the rocks exposed at' the present day as a zone 
- ' -
of. overf olding, monoclinal ,.fold:i,ng, or upturning, with axes dipping 
towards the .west.,· Fault movement at depth ~st have been west side 
up. Also, Carey (1953) suggests that the dragging of N.W. shears 
towards N - S alignmen~, as shown up-by both the regional and detailed 
mapping, suggests transqurrent type mov.ement, west side north and 
Bradley describes the ~hear as a 0 comJ?lex dextral tear fault". The 
WI'iter does not consider. the am6unt of horizontal mov:-ement to be very 
great. 
Superimposition of this structure on the anticlinorium 
' . 
locally exaggerates seconda-ry features of the major fold; thus at 
l 
I 
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Lyell an ·~ast_- facing monocline b'ecome's an overturned 'ant'icline .-·;.,ith' 
, shear~g of the steep :limb. .·-Whereas -·in. some areas the presence' of 
•" 
'_' th~ shea~:, is· -µade obvious bY,', the local strnctu.~es ~- fu . qther~ it can 
only be illferred from ~ndirect evidence. This is in part due to 
offsett-ing of, the st:ructui-e by tear rnov:ement on N. W• fau\ts, ~rid partly du 
to -varia~ion of surface ~xpression illd.uced· by wry:i..ng depths of b'edrook' 
and ol~nges in the··pfoperties'_6f 'th~ overlying ·s~diments .• · The Lyell 
Shear has.been-mapped-as a·more or less:intermittent zone of overturning 
and. faul tfng · f.rom Comstock to· South ~rwin.: Its trend.is:best 
84own -by: t~e line.::.up of mineral occurrences along· the ·Range', for with _. 
' ':· . : -
only .a few· exceptions, these lie on -a. .. N - ·s line from Comstock to 
' ' ' - ' 
-" 
Prince Darwin (Fig. 18') .:_ -From :gu~ey·- southwards the Shear follow:~ 
,' _-l 
the .east flank of the W~st C0ast Range;··but from Huxley to .. Sedgwick 
it. lies on the western fl~nk~ .. r.t. ~s significant t~ t ffeuth of 
' . - -
- Mt; HuxleY.,, !"here the displacement ·is· small .and the -.folding on the 
Shear -_zone is·_ compari ti vely weak~ the· mineralisation i~ · l.ight and p;i tchy. 
The Lyell Shear,· from Mt. -Se-ggwick to South, Darwill 
"North_ of ·Comst~ck, all evidence of the Shear is lost in the 
gentle folds of the Sedgwick-Plateau and it is assumed that E - W tear' 
. . ' ' 
faults have dis~liced the- strll,~ture,som~ .5,000 feet.to the west, so 
~hat it i;asses·- west of the Range •. 
~ • !. ' ' 
There is no doubt that--the shea~. ~tructures in -the ne;i.ghbour-
hood of the Lyeli mines s.~ow a grea tar· degre€f of overturning ~nd 
' '· - \ 
' . 
complexi-ty than els~where along the· Range-. 
' " ' : 
The ~xistence 9f 'a 
. prominent N - · S structur'e at _}yell ~s pro1;$.bly :first reqognised 'by 
· .. Gregory (19Q5) and he named ~t. "j;he Great Mt;. Ly~ll Fault.-, Con.olly, 
in doihg the first· deta'i1ed mapping ~f the mine area in_ 1940, followed 
out~ the structure and named· it. a monoclfu.e.; ·:which he referred to as the 
Razorb~ck -f~ld in his publication of ·1947· · The RB.zorback monocline 
.has a .steep limb ·racing east and·is generally overturned; it is locally 
sheared out ·by N - S faulting. The cres~s and troughs of_ the monocline 
(i;e. the 0angles 11 of the structure) are often seen as contorted zones 
showing small scale overfolding a-nd thrusting as_ would re~ult ·from 
_:pressure directed eastward (see Fig. 12): The richer copper d!ebodies 
are located in schists occupying the steep limb of- the monocline. 
t 
~ 
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A significa~t outcome of detai~ed mapping of the mine area in 1955-56 
. ' '. -
is the.disco~ery.of the significance of the Haulage Unconformity. The 
'writer 'has 1'u~foided" the unconforniity·using stere'ographic methods 
(P~illi~, .·1~}'54) and. ~s showii. ~~t :tli~ -up;~~ ,Owen mov~~e~t ·consiste~ 
. ' . - ' ' - - .. - ' ,._ , ~ 
- ' J ~ - • ~ ' - - ' 
·of loca'iised faulting of _N - s· trend associated with 11.m:i.ted E ·-· W 
'1.-:... 
faulting •. .The movement is similar to tha.t assoc:f.ate.d-'wi th the 
_Tabberabberati·0rogeri.Y. 
Going· f?O~th of tb.0 Lyell mines, al:ong t~e :wes:te~: ~iank of 
Mt· •. Owen, there" is no. sign of N. - S folding until the So~th Owen area, 
' ._ - j, ' ., - ' - , • ' ' • 
·where upturning of the Lowe+ Owen. Conglomerate and NW-· structures can be 
se'en ·from a mile or mor.e. away. · 
' . 
In 'the_H~iey-Ea.st Jukes _area, the 
' . 
influence: of, the Shear movement. is s.een in the swing of. NV£ faults and 
f~lds t.o N. "'.".'S on their western ·ends~-· 
se'vere, ~s ·tbat:~t 'Lyell a~e not prese~t. 
However, structUres·as 
E:Lst of Lake Jukes, the 
strU.~ture is i,nterpreted as :a vert~cal fault with down:..throw to the 
·eS:st 'of no ·II}Or~ than 500 ft.· {Fig. 12) ._ South. of Lower )Ake 'Jukes, 
' ' 
there is ·;:ather a feeble .. ~uggestiori. of west side north movement, as 
• - J - - -
~hown by the relative· p~sitions·: of'. the .base of the Owen Conglomerate. 
" < ' ' ' • - ,, ' 
At ~st Darwi_n, _th~. Shear ls apparently offset" to the· eas't and 'is not 
pick~d up again lllntil it. is recognis,ed ·i:i;i the t,ight' folding near 
Prince_ ·Darwin',. and· the .sharp- s~cline aiid ,:ra~ltiri{s".in co~glomerate west 
of.South":Da~w~ peak. ".,In". :the latter area, , moveizient along. the Shear 
•• ~ • < - ' • 
ill the late Cambrian or 'early Ordovic_ia~ is indicate~·by_the .inferred· 
existence at tl¥3-t perio~ of elevated ridges supplying detrit~s to-
" ' ~ 
' ' 
:adjacent basins. ·Some" 'of ·the ',f'.orms of exp:ress:i,on of _the Shear at the 
~ ~ 
surface'are illustrated in Fig. 12. 
• ... - ! -
_It -h.as.alrea~y been statea that the L~ell,Sh~r has bad an 
'_iniportan~ influence on low~:r; Palae~zoic E?~dimentation. It was in 
all proba_bility an active· eleme~t .. during the Cambrian,". p~oducing 
localised breaks in deposition and exposing recently deposited sediments 
arid volcanics within the Dundas eugeos;Vncline. · Minor intra-Dundas 
,_ ~ - ' . 
movements culminated towards the close of the_ Cambrian in a· major. · 
-
upheaval (Jukesian.movement), whic.h:.rei;fulted in !tlje ·_formation of a 
• -, < • 
h~gh east:.fac.ing: scarp, erosion of_ which poured vast quantities of 
material into. the Jukes t~ough.' Evidence of at least.local movement 
during the Owen is· shown by unconformities in the· conglomerates at Lake 
' . 
'' 
t 
--
;,.' 7f; ..;·' ' ' " 
- . ' 
' : ·- ~ ~. ' " ' , . 
... ,- ., -
; -, ' " 
" 
.. Jukes. and more. obviou~ly in the .Lyell ~ines ar~a>·. ·; :.Thei!3 is no 
' ' : . """ ' -," - - ... 
• -. ' - ' •,; .. ' • .. ' - -_' • j," - ' : ' 
·_ . direct evidence 'for 'movement· "during the Upper ··Palaeoz'o'ic until the· 
Tabbera.bbera~· ~ogeny, ,.~lien ~he-,·-~h~; :~~h1 sprang··.to: life; ... te.~tonic 
\ - ' • ' ' 1 r • I!_ ., ' ' 
ac·bivi:t'y- of, this ~tage ~s accollips.nied. by.' s~lprrt,de mine;r'alisation. 
- ,._ 
There ·a·r~ ot;h.er N -., S · l~es ·of fa~ltin~.,.~ and" locally 'high 
' - • - • - ' ' ' ,.. -': ' "- ' .. - , :_ ~ - ~ • ' ,,. ~· - .' - - .. , 'I • I ' ' - ' 
disturbance; ·'!'l'hich·must ·have a, ;:i'imilar origin. to· the Lyell. Shear._ 
. Chief of . the·s~ .is"· _th~- Tof~~crot~y .. ~t~c~~;e:whi.?h .:bas, .al,r~~~Y. ·been 
'aesc;ibed in ~onnect'ioi;l with: th'e vve'st Coast ·R~nge:·atjticlinorium. 
It~'. surfac~ expr~ssi.on· is ~ri~bl~:, :. like_( the . Ly~ll .S~ea~ ,- and 
' ' '• ·- . '-
'•', 1 ,_ ' - .. 
ther~· is.a". su~ge~t~o~ at: '8025/3650,· tbit move~~~t aJ;on,.g' this l:i,ne 
' . 
- -- \ 
has ·taken plac~ :a.t more than- 0~1e: per~od; ·aerial· pho~ograpJ:ii3 show ·a 
· 20.0. disc.or~n~e· oi stri~E/:.o~ ~he. ·ste~~ '.~ifub. w~th~~ '.'th~· ~we~.· . 
C ongloniera te ~ pr~b.~b·~;:J~~twee n l\~ddl~. ~n~ .. L~w~r: m~~b~rs.. ~·.·This 
' - ' - ' - - ' ' ' ". ·~ ' •" 
, ., "cou.lQ. be ~due to_· faulting b~t 't:q_e'. :f'O~· of tl,te 'dis'c}ordance fav;ours 
lo~al unconfo!'.mHi. ·:l):nqthe~ .ies~· ob~ious z.one. ~f. ~·-'~ .. S ;a~·lting. 
- ' ' ' .. "'' ' \;'. : .;· ' ';- l ' 
oocu'rs wes't .of .the'.Rarige~ on. 'gr±d.'.ii11e·'·354o·:ill.. N W struct~ires taJ,<:e ~ ·' 
' ' I ,' ~ " I • 
{* ' " 
- on longitudinal trends:in.similar'fashiori'to the' Lyell Shea!'. and the 
• • • •' , ..., r ' ' • 
·: Toft~Cr~tty line's; a?J_d it :se-~m~'.iikely; that' \;here is' also ~· "d.eep-
- ' , l' - ' ~ -. j' • • 
·sea.ted' .. N .:..:..q'. -i~fluence ih ~hi;:;:"~r~a. '. . -'...The~e .»two longitudin~.l ~fault 
- ' - : .. , ~' i-
' ' •' -: ·' ' • ' ..-, ~ '., ' • ,' ' ' I·,: ' • , ' ' 1 ' ' t .,_ 
.. '._ ·lines .show: no "important· mineralisation and they -ar~. thus. Q'f. :ininpr 
• I - : ' ' '~ r • ' • ' 
significance· compared 'to the Lye+l Shear. 
. ~ ' ' - ·.:-., 
,-\. 
'"I'{, 
'• ' 
"(c t :rrhe N- w Faults 
-.superimposed upon:th~ N ~ S folding is a set of. N W trending 
' - ' ' - ., . 
' ' 
'features·. expres.s,~d either a53,.'asynunetrical 'folds or high· angle reverse 
.: fa1:tl ~s_. Their: ~tr_ik~ · ~verages N 600 W qut varies f'.r,om. N . :. S ?-lmos:t_ 
~ . ~ ' ~ '' ' ' - ' 
-: . to E .:.. W. They maY, .be ~e~i-·q~d'~s: slightly oveft~~ned folds in which 
•''the .steep i'imb is seve~eiy attenuate«i or' -faulted out - hence use 'of. the. 
- ,,. ' . ~ ' 
' : • ljl , /(' '{ I r" \ 
term f~}llt.-~old. Conolly (1947(r·e·fers :t·o N·Vi :folds :whil~ B~dley 
• J _, 
uses the- term faults but the difference i;:i ~eglig~bie:·;: ,in.'t'his · : 
\•1 ', . ' ' - ,l ''-: - .. ' 
descr'iption t.hey will .b~ .referr~d. to. as fault~ 'or. fault.:.folq,s. 
' : ' ' - "' I I .., • <, ,~' '.' ' ' - ' - ' ' - - -
'. . .. The struct~res",are· b:est ~evelop~d on 'Mt. Owen,, and Carey· (1953) 
· · descr~p~s ,·'Owen-~ype;• ·~ol~s.· · ': Th~*e are four ·m\f ;a~lt~ on .~h~ mountain~-~ 
,, 
each facing north an~ steppi~ down to the nqrth with vertical throws 
. 
of·up _to_-lOOQ ft·.;.-in t.his' ~y, the· highest b~ds qf:the'.p-pper.·Owen .. 
are beautifully exposed at the· ~umrnit .of the mmintain.' The. step-like 
northe,rn face of IVft. Owen clearly reflects the fault pattern, which is 
'• 
t 
''' 
•,,, 
j, 
_,.,' 
','• 
., ....... 
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', ~~)3--·~- " 
" 
" 
·1, ' ' ' ' - •• - ' - _,.•' - ' • : ·, ... i- .,. ' ••• ' • ,'' ;:.'°':- ~ ' ., 
. . . "dem0:h:strat~d .. in.-_sectd,on 'in' Fig.'" 13 •.. ;, Bradley describes· inclinations 
. ·'.. ~. >:--> .'.·<··.'..'' : .,·_.:," .' ':' .. ,,- ._. -:·::, .. ·· "; .. ~~· .. '_.,. ··:. ;' - ' ' . . . 
of NW faults. as· low· as .. 40 , ·in· which. c~se they w911ld be· more_ correctly . 
• ' ' •• ·,- 1 ', ,• ' ' ' • • ' ' ' , , --·,- ' ~ • - \ 1 •' ' ' 
.ca'ned thrU.~-ts'' but·· the wi-ite~•s .. :f'.f~ld', obs,erva:tio:q.s. ~ugge~t-:th,e .. fault$ 
• ',•, ' • • • .''' ,1 ' ' - ,' , ' • 
· .:-'s~ldom·.;1att~~- b:ei~w··:a~6u~-:'.]oo:,.~:_: : .. 0~· dou~~~,· chan~e~· \>r·.-~ttitu.de: in 
',r' ,,· •• .:', (:~: ., .--· ,' :-:.· •• • ·i~f';", ,:"t "!~.-· .... _,· . 'i.:·:· ,'• '',1,~, ',,.· '.· . :.',1 <->'' 
" '''' deptl,l are 'possible; part;i.C?ularry:. if· ,the __ :i;>ala.eozdiqs are' dragging, over 
.. ·a· 'rigid b~.s~~ent, in: which ~~~~ ~he :~rict.~.o~ai. ~ff~~is :o~: ~he.::~.table .. 
t • ' ,... • l '\ ' ' ' 
stirf~ce ~o~l<;l ca~s~ · i;he ·,t~~l ts, to . fli:t tte~' ~s, ·th~~ -~ pproa;~h~d · .:t;lia t 
' ' • > ' 1 ,, ' - ·, ..,._._ ' 
surface:. · · However, th~ Prec.~mbrian· basement -iri this area appears 
' i' ;• >~ _·. '_.; '·".•; ' , "''' : :. '"_-, '-~: :· . _ .. .,' ': -.""·"" - .' .' . 
. to .have· shared.' in the' Tabberabberan·,-defor:ina.tion ·an:d therefore such. effects: 
. ' " ' '' ' : , , . : . ' . '" " . ; , ' . ' '. '1: ' -': ' ': :. ' ' . "' ' . .': 
:,, 
are unlikely. Alongi N· - S faul1; zones. ·like"the· Lyell Shear, many of 
' , .,'1 ' , : >., • , , ,· ' , , .:: ,, : -, , .- r : '.~ .". , , ,- , ', •' _ ' _ : :··' .' , '" , , , • 
the ~-. f'.1?-u~ t~ · swing tc('a,. N .. ~ S1 :_l~e and ·lose- ·the'ir identity. They 
' " ' ' ~ ' '• ' L ._ -; • ' - ' ' ' • 
sw.in~·· nor.thwarcis o~ ~{h~"· eia:st. s-ia~ -~f; the. Ji ~ s ,fe~ture·~ ·and so~~hward.s. · 
,' 1 " ( _·_ ,' ,' .- ' ' :;ij :.:- '.~_.~'\.'~~-.. :· ~·.t\' ·~·~ ·,.: ': _'",t '.. • . ''. ,, 
, : · · "on. the ~e.ste~ri· sides,- ip.dicaJing ,a±ag _of 'wes't .·side ~north~ : ·The· two 
• \ 1. ,' I ! ' , • , • ~1 l ' ' , ';! 1 , , •' 1 , ~· , :, ' ' ' : ' 0 , ' ; ' :, • • , , 1 • 
. " ~-t~~~urai, -~rq~ps · rml:st be· 'co~iempot~~eous. a~d.: result .from the same' 
' 
" 
., 
.sys~e~ ~-t ·i~rces;·}?.r:\~eY,>m~r·~~\~~~~~~~~~~~y·.·:·' .. :dpno.iiy (19'47) . 
realf~·ed the ess~nt~~: lzjity '.~f. ·.the- ·~wo fe~~~es -~~~~· he·:wrote (p.8) 
: • ' .. '; • ' ,· f !.. • •' • • \ - • ' • •' ... ' ''• ~· ' ~- • ' ' .' - ' ' , • ', ', : 
that·· 11the'_ truth' ·is. that 'the{'roidings cann;ot be separat·e:ai1:'._ : However, 
so~~;" of. the IDl, f~~its: (-e~~~-' t~e:: Nort~:·Lyel~ f~ult·)·-~u~ ,cl~~l~ ·~cros~ 
·,~ ', ·: -. ... • ' ,, - • - - , '. ' - , ' ',' '' ' ',~:-' '' f'' ' ' - ' '",_ ' ' 
:'·the':·ty~ll. Sl1ear·,: suggesting ·a )ater phase of; .movement,." pro'Q~bly of 
~: ,.,.- ".· ... :'1 ~· '\ - - ', '-,-,•, ';',,.-,;,··!-~ ._,~· ,' ·, '' . :, '•, . ' '' '' ' '-, 
trans.~urrent type~· . ·. :-c·:· ·, .. ·· ·,.- : "· .... .-· ·- · " · · 
' '::'• ' '"I;,' / •, ', ~ . ' . ~ '' ' ,:. '' < ' ~ i: ,~ I'' ' '' ' 
, , . : "., The mv ·f~lil ts' are v'er'y ',much evident·. in the . LyeJ,1:...0wen area, 
,·..!: lr f ·,, ',··~·:,.•~,',f,,.~','., •"•,',~·,~.~'\' o 
near l\IIt. Jukes,. and at" ]last rarwi~.' '. ~. IP: _interv~n:ing areas' and aW?:-y 
" • • ' . - ,.. ':· ' :_· . ' l '•. ' ~' ' ' ' ' . ' ' - '' -· ~] ,-· ! 
,. 
' ' ' - ' ' ' .. - - ' ' . "- : - ' ' ~ ' .. ' -
·. · .. ·. . , f.rom···the··.Range, N -:. S strqcture·s :combine ;with,.I-ny· schisto~ity or 
~ I ' ''. ' • < ' i ' ~~: ' I ' ' • • ' ' < ,' ' '' < ' ,, ' ' ' ' ,, •' > 
''_, 
·, 
·cleavage •. 
·' 
This "is ·p~imarl.ly a matter_ o:f;'. :·rela.tive competency, .'the 
'·, ' ' '' > • '. . J ' ' :'- • ' ' 
w:eaker. -Dundas Group, ·and some _Eldon :formations, acc~modating. themselves 
to ... c.omp~ess,.ion ·b; d~v~lqp~~~t of'. ·c~~~g~,·. whil~- t~e .strongly competent 
,r • ' ' .., • ~ • ' ' ' ••: \ ~ '' ~ ' ' ' ', ' ~' ' 
Ow~n 1?~-d~. f~r;n wid,$ly .spaced· f'.~lds: , . · Both ... schiStosity, and faul~i~g . 
. '' . '.' ' ' ' ' . ' .,.· ' .' ' ' ' 
.: '' ar~' related to -r4~" sa~e_ sw· 'co~p~essiori.· '. "\' '. :-: .' : .. 0 • ·:. 
,., . -.We·s~ of'.:tli~· Ra~~' :,,~~g( ~{o~!f th~.· .. Mt~ :L;idii -~ai.l~~y .~·~"~tr~~n, 
' ; ... •• • "o 't I' 1 • ' 
', " 
S=i;tiiro-De~orii~~ ro~kE\: are \~v~lved. f~-~~jO-r "NW syffimetric~l folds ·tl:J.9:t_ 
pit~h to~ th~ ?forth~·.,•·, ~~ey. ma~-~~ :·~~.ce~· ·;or ~ny ~ile·s~~ ·a110.wing for. 
' • • '1 ' ,' • _- ~; • - ( ' ' i ·, ,: ·, ' - ' l :·· ' ' • 11 : :· , ' ' ~ • • _' f ~· ,·· :'l ' ' . ' . l • : ' 
·fault interrupt~ons ,."and .reflect_ the overalt. crus:t;al sho;i'tening f'.rom: · 
' .. • ".'...::·" '1:' •' • ."·: . ' ' "; '. '.c ·~ '• • ," ', • ·:, ,' , ' ' • 
SW .- NE·. pressure.:.,., : ... , .. ,. · · " ,.: .. . : 
' i '1 ' : I ' ', < >' : •: 't : ' • ' ' • 1 ''.• '' ' ~ ~ .. • : ,' ' ' I • ' 1 '• - ,;' ; :' 'I < • 1 ' ; ' ,, '' ' t < ' • " ' I ~ ,l. • } 
: ... _. ?·The p;r::j.nci-pal .c?~tres :--of, ;,mineral;i..sa tion ljLr~ corlfi~ed to ·the· 
t ' '' • : f) 0, ( ' 1'. I ' ' ' ' :- .''. ':• l'' ' , o(> '.- 'I' ,. _, '. ~ ; , ''" '° ' ,' ',' ', \ '' : f ' ,: , 
.n~ighbotirho~d· 'of "Ii~ell sli~i· ·~ mv: fau'lt int~~s'e6ti6~·· arid '.t'hl:s -f~ct has 
'iaid the- b·~-~i~·· for expl,~~fl:~i~.'· ou~s·i~e: 'the Mt •. Lye~l Company'~,'.. leases·; 
' :· - ' ' '.'. -- • ''i- ,,_ • 
,' t :, 
. \ 
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The majority of the NW faults face (or throw down) to the 
- ' 
north but at Mt. Lyell and at .Comstock ther~·is a zone of faults 
facing in the Opposite ,directi'on·, ,.the· result being _almo~_t a rift 
~ - . . 
valley structure betwe'en N-facing and: S-facing groups. . This 
.structural 11low19 i~ situated in the _Linda Valley. and Hills (1927) 
_describes it as .the Linda -"saucero or- basin. · This .anomalous feature 
is i:pgerited from deep-seated moveme~ts along an-oid fracture line 
which is known as the Linda Disturba~c~; it· combiµes with the Lyell 
Shear and the N - s· asymmetrical folds and the ·NV¥ faults to form a 
~ . ·' ' ' 
complexly folded.and brecciate~ zone betwee~ Mts. Lyell and Owen, in 
which the. major copper orebodies of ~he ar~a are situated.· _ 
Comments on tp.e more important NVY,.faul ts, roughly from' 
north.to south, are given belo~; 
. The Comstock Fault 
.. 
The Comstock' Fault- strikes approximately WMV and throws 
4Yn.ch Sil tstones against Lyell schists and Ovien Conglomerate~ It 
I -
.is a· south facing feature and forms part of the nort~ern rim to the 
Linda saucer. Observations of the fault at the surface and in 
underground workings suggest it is-vertical or inclined at- a steep 
. - ,,• 
angle to the south. The possibility of a parallel fault, to the: 
north, running at_ the foot of .the scarp of the Sedgwick plateau, is 
L'rl.dicated by silic'ification and contortion at 8260/3617, and by· the 
' ' - r L 
probable displacement of the 'Lyell.Shear to wes~ ·o~ ·~he Range; this 
. ' . 
. indicates N side W movement. 
The North Lyell Fault 
- . The North ~yell, Fault strikes at N., 60° W and- is. one of the 
important ore bearing structures of the Lyell 'copper field. · Like. the· 
- ' 
Comstock fault, it is a south-facing fault with a_ steep dip in that 
direction, and ~ts influence can be followed'f~om Cape Horn down to· 
" 
the King River Valley, where it is cut off by the King River Fault. 
Remnants,of the st~~P limb, of. the original fold are visibl~ nort~ of 
' . . -
Linda but haye been obliterated elsewhere. I:Q. the North Lyell area, 
the fault is narked by·a wide zone of brecciation, crushing,and 
silicification. where it .crosses the Lyell Sh~ar - a.n example, of 
· Conolly' s "fearful .conflict 11 of folds; this intensely disturbed zone 
is the home of the rich North tiell cba.lcopyrite and bornite 
I 
- 19 ... 
orebodies, and thorough prospecting of the zone if a major exploration 
target. A little north of Linda, closely spaced faulting is 
apparent in conglomerate and quartzite, with accompanying gold 
mineralisation ( e.g. McDowell's claim). At 8204/3658, Lower Owen 
Conglomerates may be seen in contact with Crotty quartzite, while 
near the King River the Owen quartzites are severely crwppled, 
intensely quartz veined, and locally mineralised by pyrite with a 
little cbalcopyrite. The westward continuation of the fault has 
not been picked up and it rre,y be possible that it is offset by a, 
fracture parallel to the King River fault. The long straight line 
of the East ~ueen River Valley may mark such a- zone of weakness. 
The fault bas a vertical throw, south side down, of between 
1000 and 1500 ft., but it also shows an apparent horizontal displacement, 
north side west, for the Lyell Shear is offset to the west by about 
3,500 ft. across the North Lyell fault. Conolly (1947) explains 
this apparent horizontal offset by vertical movement but a similar 
type of displacement observed west of Mt. Owen (the South Owen fault) 
can only be a result of horizontal movement and it is unlikely that 
this:iSjma.rkedly different from the North Lyell feature. 
If trn,pictv.re of both horizontal and vertical types of 
movement is accepted, then it becomes necessary to decide if two 
separate periods of faulting are represented, or whether the two 
are combined, as is the case with the Lyell Shear, to form a type of 
oblique-slip movement. Only a few NW faults show this horizontal 
. 
displacement and the writer considers that they are the result 
of an early vertical movement in conjunction with Lyell Shear upturning, 
l· followed later by wrench movement offsetting the Lyell Shear. 
Bradley (1956) quotes Hills as saying that bornite ore in 
the North Lyell mineshows horizontal striae, suggesting horizontal 
:post-ore movement.. However, observations by the staff of the mine 
1. The term "Wrench" is taken from Anderson (1951) and 
is synonymous with 0 transcurrent":• 
t 
t 
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over a per~od·of many years does not confirm Hill's report._ 
The Owen Spur Fault 
. The Owen Spur.Fault is the most northerly of the north-
facing N1i'lf faults and represents the southern margin _of the Linda 
depression. Its presence is marked by the striking escarpment 
overlooking Go~nston and the'Linda Valley. At ~ormanston the. 
base of the Middle ·Owen ~s faulted against quartzites high in the-Upper 
Owen sequence, involving a vertical throw in the neighbourhood o~ 
. 6"'."'700 ft.;_ -heavy. quartz veining of rocks adja~ent.- to the fault. plane 
' ' '. 
is· often ob.~~ryed · (e.g. -at · 8188 /3646) and· is obviously a c:taracteristic 
feature of these NW strnc.tures • 
. . 
. 'conolly 'consi~ered ~~t the Owen Spur ·Fault was twisted 
around to pass .through· t;b.e "Blown Min:e, the .concentration of 
' ' ·'. 
mineralisation occurring near the point of upturn, where shattering 
of the rocks was at its maximum development •. Along the eastern 
side of Mt. Owen, the strike of this _fa~lt-fold swings almost to 
N - S b~fore'being cut off by-the King R~ver fault. The swing to 
longitud~nal .trend east of Mt •. Owen, shown by all the faults in this 
vie ini ty, probab:I:y · repre'sents the northerly continuation of the 
.influence of the N - S Toft-Crot~y- structure. 
The North Owen and Owen Faults 
These_ may be discussed tog.ether as they join before reaching 
Moore's waterfall. They are ?f similar fo:rm to the Owen Spur fault 
and exhibit a~l the characteris~ics of the Owen type fault-fold. The 
three blocks isoiated by ~he two faults may be recognised north .of 
Mt. O\ven summit from a considerable distance. - At several points along 
- -
"' the fault planes, the effects of silicification are seen in the massive 
slabs of pink dense.qUa.rtzite ~n which all sedimentar-J features have 
. ' . 
been obscured (e.g. at 8180/3643 and 8165/3652) .... " Similar effects 
are seen.on NW faults north of Comstock arid at Upper Lake Jukes. 
· The natµre of these structures is well displayed at the 
Waterfall on Moore's Creek where the violently upturned and squeezed 
north-facing limb in' Upper Owen beds is faulted against Lower Owen . 
Conglomera~e~, which themselves are tightly folded against the fault 
plane. Th~ latter has proved to be a zone of weakness into which 
the metasomatising agents have penetrated deeply, and small showings of 
I 
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copper carbonates in this s~ear zone have bee~ opened up east of 
Moore 1s waterfall~··· . As with the Owe'n.Spur Fault, these· features 
f ' ' 
swing to almost a longitudinal strike east of Mt. Owe~ summit. 
The South Owen Fault 
" The Squth Owen Fault is the most southerly of the Mt. Owen 
group. It strikes parallel to its northerly neighbours and throws 
Lower Owen beds-·against Dundas-like schists, indicating a vertical' 
shift between 500 and 1000 ft.,-south side up. It differs from\the 
Owen and Owen Spur· Faults in 'that it can be traced fqr some way west 
of _the moiintain, apparently displaci."Ylg the Lyell Shear in a manner 
' ' 
'closely. parallelled by the North Lyell Fault.- This displacement bas 
not _previoiisly been described, and is imp~rtant in that it assists 
< ~ ' 
interpreta~io? of t~~ North Lyerl Fault movement. Along ~he conglomerate 
ridge north of ~outh Owen Creek, there is a sudde? change, at 8181/3625, 
from NW to N - S axes, accom~nied by local crumpling and quartz veining; 
this is presumed to mark the line of the Lyell Shear; which must 
' . 
originally have been continuous with the upturning so well expo~ed 
south oi the .fault, along, the: western flank_ of Mt. 'ciwen. · .- The 
appa_rent displacement is in the order of 1200 or 1500 ft., and must have 
been accomplished.by wrench movement,- for the south' side up vertical 
movement clearly shown.along the fault ·would give the opposite effect 
to that -observed, -i~·e. it would throw the Shear south side west instead 
of north sid~ west. W,~ench movement is also indicated by the 
westward ~wing of .th~ Shear upturn adjacent to the fault zone at 8172/3628, 
and by ~lickensides ~n the fault wall at 8177/3628; these are cut in 
Owen Conglomerate and dip south-east at about .20°. 
This fault bas been napped i."Yl some detail for n~arly a mile 
·of its length, and details of :its appearance at the surface are therefore. 
available. Underground wor.~fng~ at Sl8l/3624 indicate that the 
conglomerate -face .of the fault plane is vertical, -while on the mountain 
" I ' ! 
it usually dips south at _so0 ~ The conglomerates of the northern 
wall show ;t.ocal crunipling with overturning on axes -parallel to the 
fault, but only minor silicification~ Where both walls ._show Owen 
Conglomerate(as near the sunnnit of th~ mountain), they are ·se})9.:rated by 
a zone of intensely sheared material, now mainly quartz s.ericite sch'ist; 
where Dundas beds are thrown against the Conglomerate, the zone is 
• 
• 
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characterised by sericitic and chloritic schists, in several places 
showing heavy pyrite and chalcopyrite mineralisation (e.g. the Duke 
Lyell and Great Lyell mines)0 
For about two' miles to the south of this feature NW 
elements are not in evidence but they re-appear in a contorted 
zone between South Jukes and ~leyo 
The East Jukes Faults 
These mark the northern edge of another zone of north-facing 
NIJY fold-faults of the Owen type. A crude, narrow, basin structure 
develops in this area though the south-facing feature is obscure and 
limited.. The most northerly of the faults in the East Juke,s area 
sho~ evidence of north side up in the King River_Gorge (at 8096/3638), 
throwing Jukes Conglomerate against Iviiddla Owen Conglomerate, and 
the general pitch in this area is southerly. South of East Jukes 
peak, however, all NW faults throw down to the north, giving a step-like 
face to Mt. Jukes. It is interesting to note tba.t the south-facing 
fault previously mentioned.in the Gorge dips steeply south as do the 
north-facing features, and this odd fact is also observed at North 
Lyell. The faults at East Jukes tend to fade out in both NW and SE 
directions into N-S structures. 
T-he Faults on Mt. Jukes 
There are two major faults on Mt. Jukes itself, the more 
southerly, Central Jukes Fault (Hills, 1914) and the North Jukes Fault. 
The 'displ.a.cements of the striking red and white sandstone and 
conglomerate beds show up well and the faults are thereby clearly 
visible from several miles away. They step down to the north-with 
throws o:f between 200 and 300 ft. and the faults dip steeply south. 
Silicification o:f wall rooks is typical and there is usually a narrow 
zone of highly sheared material between the conglomerate wallso 
,The beds of the downthrown blocks are sharply upturned against the 
fault planes. There are several small workings in the schistose 
rocks on the Central Jukes Fault line and strong silicification of the 
Mid.dle Owen beds may be see~ at 8121/3618. South of Lake Jukes a 
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sbarp_syncline ~s locally faulted-with attendant silioification 
' - -
. -and upturni~g; this is the South- Jukes Fault-fold. -
·Another _zone ?f NW -faultingfoours on Conglomerate Splir. 
If the·E:i.st Darwin orebodies ari:d· the faulting there indicate the positiori 
of the·LyellShear, a~ seems_ reasonable; then the latte~ bas -been offset 
-to the east. The NW folds here are north-facing and this eastward 
~~ . . 
displacement is anomalous. 
West of Mt. Jukes there are several important- faults which -
vary ,in strike from N - S to NW. They are probably related to the 
NW faults of the Range, the swing in trend being r~lated to the rook 
types and N - S- shear. movements~ 
(d) -'The Linda ,Disturbance. 
This stru,ct~ral el~~ent was fir'st recognised and named by 
Bradley (19.56). It is.a regional feature of the utmost significance 
and obviously bas an·important bearing on the distribution of the 
' ' 
copper orebodies in the-~nge. For all that,- it is not so· cl_early 
defined as the ·structures alre~d;y-' -de~cribed and details must -await 
geological survey of areas -~o· east and _west of_ the Queen_st'own map. 
Between Sedgwick -and -0wen ·there· is an E - W ~r WNW zone of 
extra-~tro~ faulting and.folding which ~x~ends_into the Preoambrian to 
the east and into the- Silurian and Devonian rooks to·- the west. The 
prinoi:r;:al 'feature of this zone is the presence of N-faoing and S-faoing 
fault-folds, producing a narrow rift or downthrown ~one, of which the 
Linda basin is -a part -and in which the richest ore bodies of. the Lyell 
. ' 
field' occur. The_ Wff faults are swung to WNW ·or almost E - W along 
' ' - .. 
'the-liJ'.le -of the Lina.8. Tiisturbance. ThE!' compressive- "rift ":alley0 is 
confined to the Ran~e i~ the area !fi8.pped but is well displayed a~in 
- along the Nelson Rive~ valley and more particulariy at ~ubbs Hill. 
At the latter point, Gordon Limestone and Crotty Quartzite are preserved 
l ' ".~ .~ ' ~ 
in the fault· zone, -wedged ·::in between Precambrian quart_zi te ms.sses 
·, ', (se·e Car~y and ~nks; ·1954). Mr. Spry has also indicated, in ce>Urse 
- of conversation, that several parallel structures have been mapped in the 
Precambrian of the Raglan Range; they extend for ma-ny miles an~· show a 
WNW trend. 
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In the' King Rive~ Vali~Y east ·of Mt •. Sedgwick, the northern 
· · ir.argin of· th13 Disturbanc'e is marked by the S:-ppearance of Precambrian 
rocks ~djacent to Devonian .sed;jjpents; ipd~cating .an E - W fault with 
'- : . ' - ' '•, ' -
" .., - ' • • 1,. -
a considerable vertical throw.- 'The westerly coritinuation 'of the 
. . 
Distu:rba:r;ic~· centres .~n 'the ·Howards Plains Fault whic~ · ~xtends for 
' " 
many miles down to the coastiine __ ., . . an' the 9,ueenstown shee-ff the fault 
throws Dundas s~diments ahci. volCanics- against Silurian and Devonian 
• I • ' 
formations, itidieatfng a ~~~ii~al throw (no~th side-up) of. t~e order of 
5,000 ft •. · There is no evidence of significant. wrench movement and-
Carey states (1953,-p.1123),that the i;arallel Henty ,Fa,.ult, some 
. ., , ' - - ' -
8 miles further north, is· _on.~ .of 'only vert.ica·i throw. · The Howards 
Plain Fault can ·be tra·ce·d eastward into the Queen·. River Va:lley and.: 
. ' - ' - , ,' . ,' ' 
its possible effects on the structures of the Lyell mine area is a . 
. ;: . 
:problem of first impo~tance ~ · - Yet no similar displacement can be · 
.seen:·in that area,_ ~he only,.fau~t s?9wing s~~~lar .. features be~~'_. 
' ' ' l ' - ' ' ' ) ~· 
that at No_rth- Lyell; - - · · Is th\3J;'e a. soµth~rly di_spl.acement of the 
. No~-~~ ~Y-.eii .. Faui~.', '.or;_ in othe; 'words-; :-are- t·~e 'two -features r!3all~ 
one -~~d the same?· · ·-or.· does . the .Ho~;-ds. · :Ji'lain ·Fault simply die out 
'- - ' '- t •• - -
·_before reaching. the Range? Considering the iarge _.throw on the .fault, 
,' '. ' _, 
'• -
the· second alternative seems ·un1_~kely an~ in support of _the -firs.t, 
the .possibi:\:ity of ~ ·:(ault .ai~g ·th~ E8.st Qu'een River has already 
' • - - ' • 1 ' ' • • • ' 
" . been mentioned. --Such ~ -fault, ·woul.d be· i;arellel -t.o: the ~ing RivEir' ,. 
.. · 
' ' • " ', ,. ~' • ''1' \ - ' ' • >< - ' I ,' • 
:rii.ult, which also cuts features as'soc:i.8.ted with"the-· Linda .. Disturbance 
and represents:a hitherto·~ecognised.additiori to'the tectop.ic framework. 
. ' - ' ' 
- . T<? sum up, the presence of the. "Linda saucer0 ,. due essentially 
~ -l • r , , , , , , , , , • -, 
to the exis.tenc~ ·of 'anomal~~ S~facing fold~_;_ .the swing ·in strike 'of 
the NW structures_;· -the occurrence of abnormally seyere brecciation and 
,-"·._. c~pli~;· the distribution .of'_· the major coppfil'. orebodie\3; the Howards 
' ' I I • ,' ' ~ ' ' ' ' i : ' 
Plains falllt; aI_ld the ·Bu.bb's Hill strU..cture, all p,oint to the ~flu'enoe 
of a line or zone ~f weaklies~-- cut_t.ing across :the area on an E - W or 
NNW. -trend. Possibly these features -exposed·at the.pr~sent' day point: 
' ' ' ,• ' -. ' ' ' -_-
- -
to the presence of an old Precambri~n zone of faulting. which y.ias giyen 
a new lease of life during=--the· Tabbe~abberan orogeny~ 
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-( e) The NE Faults 
Faults of Nl!:: trend are largely'normal and tensional, 
complementary to the -NW fault~folds and related.· to the ·same system 
of for9es. They appear to be of minor significance with only 
small vertical displacements, generally south side up. 
A few NE faults e.g. 'at Jukes Proprietary, have been cuti: 
off by NW faulting but others e.g. the Hal+s Creek fault, affect the 
. - ' . . 
Lyell She~r upturn and -NW fold._ing. . It may be significant that the 
-- --- a.ppar~ntly, earlier. NE .-phas~ has associated mineralisation (e.g. J;>ixon 
. . ' ' 
Street L~d and Jukes Proprietary Co~per) while the later NE faults 
only show 09casiona~, .insignificant gold ·workings._ 
The possible :tmportance of_ NE-faulting .i~ relation to 
- .ore -distribut:lon has been a· s.ource of disc~ssion for some time ~i.aong 
West Coast workers. Co~oily (1947) and Alexander (1953) indicated 
,, ' 
-- a NE,, control for the ·Lyell orebodies but were unable' to back up·-their 
' : . 
suggestions with field evidence. Bradley_ (1956) supports __ these views 
by mapping a large number of NE faults and by- saying (p. 76) that 
0 there are hundreds of unmapped small faults an~ joints which-have the 
same trend ••• -••••• -• .,." .He suggested that the NE -faults acted as 
channelways_ for the pas_sag~ of :hydrothermal ieaching solutio~s which 
9oncentrated the-ubiquitous,_ low-grade mine~alisation-into.the rich 
.orebodies of the Lyell area. - .. This' is_ an interesting suggestion but 
much of the field ~viden~~-~rought in-as a basis for the argument is 
co!isidered by the writer :_to be hypothetical. The majority of the 
. 1TE faults shown on Bradley's map of the Lyell mine area (1956, p.84) 
. 'I . 
cannot be t~ced in' the field, _u.sing either reg~onal -or detailed methods, 
and 'smail-scale NE features such as joints are conspiouo~s by their 
absence. However, at Lyell, it is possible to' link some of the 
- ' l 
orebodies on theoretical NE.lines, as Conolly and·Alexander have done, 
and-it ma;y:_ be that a NE control is present in the field. Detailed 
mapping bas proved that it is -not a major controlling factor in ore , 
distribution. 
- . The NE fa-ql ts ·tend to vary .in trend-- from NNEl nea:r the West 
Coast Range to ENE west of the Range • This is_ presumably related to 
. the increasing depth of the basement to the·west. 
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It is noted that Bradley's ma.ps, both in Part I and Part II, 
show the King River Fault as part of the }T.ill system. Yet this structural 
feature shows different characteristics to the usual NE faults, having 
an opposite and much greater throw, and it is thought that it may belong 
to a system of different origin to the tensional faults. It has a 
NNE trend and it is discussed under the heading of NNE faults in a 
later section of the structural chapter. 
(f) The NNJ!.l Faults and Joints 
There are few·representatives of this group on the 
Queenstown and Darwin maps~- .The principal feature is the King 
River Fault which forms a prominent escarpment along the eastern 
flanks of Sedgwick, Lyell and Owen. , Over most of its length it 
shears out the steep western limb of the King-Sophia s;ynclinorium, 
throwing Florence and_Bell formations·against the base of the Junee 
Group. The maximum est:inated throw is about 6,ooo'ft. It cuts 
off the NW faults of Mt. Owen and obliterates the eastward continuation 
of Linda Disturbance features, but appears to die out near the Thureau 
Hills. As has ·already been mentioned, Bradley regards this 
fracture as part.of the NE tensional system. 
The uossible existence of a Nl'iE fault along the line of the 
.. . 
East Queen River has already been mentioned. The long straight line 
of the Es.st Queen links up with the.faulted zones mapped in the Queen 
River Valley near Queenstown, and may mark the course of an important 
crush zone. It may serve as the link between the Howards Plains 
fault and the North Lyell fault, as already described. 
Joint planes of ;NNE trend are strongly developed in the 
Owen Conglomerates of Mt. Owen, particularly near the Lyell Shear.· 
They show up clearly on aerial-photographs of the mountain and cut 
obliquely across NE folds. · 
(g) Tpe ENE·Faults 
]}3.st of Darwin and Crotty, a number of ENE faults have been 
picked up during reconnai'ssance mapping. They are most prominent in 
th~ Precambrian rocks but fade out in the Silurian and Ordovician 
formations exposed in the King-Sophia s;ynclinorium. 
• 
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The faults show horizontal displacements of Precambrian 
rocks up to 5,000 ft.,. no:r::th side east. They generally have a 
gently curving strike and appear to be wrench faults with a movement 
:· 
picture complementary t'o, the NW faults, in t~t transcurrent·movement 
on these two fault groups results in extension al.ong N - S lines and 
qontrac::tion on E -· v'i lines. 
Their lack of_ persistence into the younger Eldon and Junee 
sediments flanking the Precambrian core may be related to the difference 
in physical properties between the younger and olde:r; rocks and to the' 
increasing depth of the sediment~ry prism away from ~he core. They 
are only sighificant i~ the P:r:ecambrian basement and in the overlying 
rocks for a short dis:tance above the basement; between two and three 
miles above the Precambrian rocks, 'the displacements are negligible. 
Schistosity and Cleavage 
Throughout the.area, the less competent'rocks of the Dundas 
Group have developed a cleavage which is dominantly Nlll trending. The 
more massive lavas seldom show cleavage but the siltstones and most 
greywacke and tuffaceous rocks·develop both flow and fracture cleavage. 
The NW trend is locally distorted by major structures; · 
thus near the Howards Plains Fault, the cleavage in the Florence 
Quartzite is E.- W, parallel to the fault line and the distorted fold 
axes. Along the Lyell Shear, the cleavage direction is variable; 
while near Iv'It. Huxley it strikes N -·s, ?-t Lyell' it i's dominantly 
between 300° and 330° but ne~r the ma.s~ive Owen Conglomerate it 
often parallels the contact and the strike shows variations on all 
compas·s directions. The" cleavage is more· highly" developed along_ the 
Shear 'than elsewhere and assumes the significance of·schistosity. The 
schists involved are re-crystallised under stress and most types show 
linear structures derived from movement parallel.. t_o the· planes of 
schistosity. The schists of.the Shear zone, the Lyell Schists, will 
be discussed in more detail in a later chapter. 
The shielding effect of the Owen Conglomerate in regard to 
the development bf cleavage is seen at severa'i points and has already 
been described at Mt. Huxley. The fading out of vertical cleavage 
in flatly bedded, incompetent rocks immediately below the massive 
Owen beds has given rise to erroneous interpretations of unc.onformity 
•'. 
'· 
,, 
,,, 
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" 
•'!' ,·1' 
·on ·Mt. Jukes (Hills, 1914) where the origi~l bedding ~s been 
destroyed ··by s~ring. : .. 
' ' ' Structural' Analysis ·' 
. ' 
' . ' 
. · . The fi;rst'.. ~nal;~·i's ,:oi·vVest.' c~s·t·:'struct~te.· was given :~Y 
t ' I i'I, ' l ' ' '< ' ,_. , ' I 
C~r~y '(1953 / ·p •. 112.5)' ~nd -t~e" f?ubj.e·~.t "has· "bee~·. furt;h~r· ;ursued by 
j , ' ' ' ' ' • ' -, ' .. ' ' ' ' - 1..,. ' .., ' , ~ ' - ' ' '•, J, 1' ' • ' • ' 1 
Bradie·~ (195~.)·. :., .. C~~ey :·re~rd~ t.he- .. strudkr·e. p:i.t't~rii. as· du~ to 
'' .. ' - ' ' ' - ' ,- ' . ' ' 
.. shearing pirallei ·to"thci Tyeiman .. Block·:·c'ombined with some ea·r1y· .. · 
I ,..: ' ' • :' 0 • " • • -· 1 ' I { L .: < 
lateral·compression. Varying '.qr.ie~tation 'and si@:lificance of :~· 
·: struc·hural element~-, is rel~t~d to the increasing-: thickness ·of the 
,. .. , 
• I ' ' 
geosyn.clina:1 ·s~dime~ts west., ~f .. · the .Block. · .. -Bradley"relates the· · 
' I ,-:, ' • ' 
entire P'3'.tt~rn ~·to 'forces applied.·from the· SW with a. resultant N - S 
... , , ,_ .1:· ...... ,\':•11:, ,; :: '~1 ·-'..,_1 ,' .. :_ ~··, ,~-', , .'··~, 1.' '1.' r, 
shearllig couple •. "'. 
,"' ... This concept. of .NE...:d.irected forces seems a logical.one 
\ ~ . - ' ,- ' . ' 
an4. accoun,t~ r'~r all the .. princip:i.l:. s~ructural ele~ents. ·: .. · -~.c.h ~f , 
- ' ' • l 1 l ~ 1 - ' - " I • - ' I I ' ~ ' 
. .,: . the: .elemen~s just de~cribed ID9.Y be rel1;2-ted. to the one sys~em of. 
1 ', ,• :' ' " ' ' • ' I •: ~ J - ' \> r ,l ' ' - f .'.'' • ;' ' ' ' > ' l) ' '' j ' " ' ' ' ' 
_. '.1,'. 
.. 
forces; .-they are cognate _and. -pen,ecc:>ntemporane'ous._ Confusion only 
'atise's: as· a result ·o.f interplay-. between .-s"j;~~tural types which ,produces 
' •, ' ' 
local+y unique deyelopments·~ ·. Undoubt~dly the major factors controll-
. ing ·the.~t~~tur~~ ·in thi~ ~~ea·a~.~.·~·~ .foll~w~:·: ." 
' ' I : ' ' " ' t .' , • ) , : ' " ':• ~ 1 r\ , 1 ~· l , ' 1 ' ~ 
., "",:' /", .. (.a.)',.," .· : .. forces"'.'a~·t'ing from: the· SW; ~ -~.: ·" 
',' ' ',,,. •' ' ,,' ,-. • I• ' ' 
.,(b):.' .... _.:.: tlie pr,esen!3e of.r~~!'Ltiv~ly.rigid"massif t~" 
. •' ' ' ' - • \ l • ' >; ' '':' tl • ' ~ ' ' ' ' • ' ~ : ,. • • I • f • I ' L ' ' ' ' • ' 
the ~·as:t-; ·. 
(c)' 
" ' • ,, I ' 
the · .i~creas ing' thicknes~ ·:of ·ie.08Yn,cl-i1~i 
- . ' " ... ' 
.. 
., 
sediments westwards . from the· ·margin of the' 
" ', "' I,'• or ' - "l ' ' I ' - -. ' ; ' 
,, 
. massif •. 
', 1 , ' J1 ' 1 ' ' ' _.., ' ~ , ' : I 1 , ' ~ 
·Forbes: ~cting ~lo!ig ·siiv-N.ill: lin~s, ~·queez·'ing. 'the Palaeozoic 
> ,' >" ' ' ' A i~ I ' 1 • < ' ' 0 • 1 ,·- ' ', 
s'edi~ents agains~ t~e .. ~elat_iy.e).y, res:if!tant ,'Pr~cainbrian' .roc~_s' w~ld 
I< ' • I >: l i ' \. ,' ,' :':, '- - ' ' j ' ' :• I'. : ' 
···be expected to:re'solve into components ·aligried perpend'icular ·and 
' : I 1•'' ' , " 't '• :•' 1," ', '),.\, ',, ,' ' : ,' ' ' ''' - ' •' ,t ' ' 
parallel .to the mor~· ·rigid~·~~~~"· As thEf, latt~~'s margin 'has a 
.-, 
longitudinal trend:. in .:.this· area, . the fo'rces res.ol ve into. N - S ·and 
E. - V{. compo~erit~·~ .' " There'. is 'thu~. a.· resultant -J;~.-t~ra·i; E. - w· 
I , • ', ' t, J ' r ' , 1 : ' , \ j' '1',' ' ,"' l l ' , , ' ' ' ' " > 
c.ompr'ession: on the N" --·s. beit oi:s,edimentation, ~ombined with forces 
·t~~~ing~ ~:~· ~o~~:\i:i~"Ere~~~~t~'r~~:~~~t .~~rthwa_;a.s ·~gah1st. the ·stabl~ 
' .:: ' : I - _,, '••' ' " ' ' ' • " ' " 
· bJ.ock. · .. This. d~~g· ·~~".-the· margin· of .. the massif wi~l form .a sheard.ng 
', '.,1 " ' 
couple al~gned N ~ S and acting west side north. 
'"-
' 
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The 'pombi:r:ation of 1.a't.e-ral compression· and shearing .couple 
. , 
forms. th~- bac~ound. to the 'understanding.· of the:.s:tructure _'flanking '.the 
_, ' ' ·- ·.'' . 
craton. Away from the ·latter, the importance· ·o·f. this combiration -
j ' f' ' • ,' ' ,' ' • ' I' L'' ' 
recedes and the results of direct NE ~SW compression be~?mes .domi~nt. 
Thus moving westward.from the Tyennan.Block the tecto~ic environment 
. , 
' . , 
is continually changing, and this is expressed in-_vary~g orientation 
and-significance of the main structural units. :)for ins.tance, the 
. NE faults "_of the Range· veer· ·t?wards ENE trend~ ·west .:o'f ·the Ra.nie and 
the mv faults become'NW folds. 
The tectonic' pattern· outlined above for. -th-e Tabberabberan 
- • • ,' ·1 
.Qrogeny holds good for the entire 1 P~laeo~o~c-era·-.the j;atterns for 
.. ' ' 
' ' 
the .. Cambrian, rlfµkemap.,and Ordovician ·movements are _essentially 
. ' ,,. - ,; ' ' -, '~. . ' ' - - ' 
_similar to those ·of .t_he Dev?IJ.ian •. : "In fact the Tyennan and_ 
Tabberebbe~an' orogeni_:s ~r~ mereiy m<?r~;~ violent p~ses of .a s~ries 
of disturbance's that continued from. Cambrian to Devonian 't"imes. 
" - : - ' ' , 
The origin of the i~dividual structure ~ypes in.term~- of 
the system· of f_orces: just outlfued may _now be -briefly discussed~ 
• ' ' ' - -·I 
The effep't13 .of: :)..at"eral· compri:'?ssion, with pre~dominant 
" - '- .. ' .. 
ea~:t-directed forces, are seen.in the asymmetrical regional anticlinoria 
and· synclinoria of longitudinal t~end. They· suggest ctUmplipg of 
the.' ~edimenta'.ry .strata against- the rigi'9,. P.t:ecambrian' rocks. 
, ' - ' . ' 
The su'perimposed N\Y faults and folds· st;;,ik~ ·at-. right.'angles 
' ' . 
' 11 : : ' ' ,, 
' to''the d:irection"of 9ompression an,d. may:, be regarded as ":B-_~tpictures. 
-. ' , 
But:'.aiorig_the -R~nge·;·:_one .of the expected featu:r:-es·:of th~'N ·-··s shearing 
couple' is the '_pre~eric~ -of :a NW., thrUst E9r reversed) -,fault, so that 
' • l'_- '. ' ' ' 
~V features, depending 'on their geo~phical. positiqn and perhaps on 
the· ~tage of defornii.t_ion, nay reflect"NW'-SVT:-_compression 9r '.N .:.s 
sheari~g. 
Similar remarks. :~pply:.to t 0he N!!1 faults, which might also 
' I, > " ' 
,, ' 
be expeot'ed' bo.th as a -result of. SW-NE compre,ssion, and ·a-lso from 
· · N -·· S shearing.- The--resultant, fauit_ ,types in this case- would. be 
-.. ·, 
very similar. 
-The classical .pit.tern ·C?f shearing couple_def.ormation is 
· shown. by experimental dB.ta. fyiead (1920) ~.i:µdicateci t~e· effec.ts 
',• 
of -sheari'ng: couple.' m~veme~t- by distorting a wire frame ov:er which 
vvas stretched a waxed 'rubber sheet. The results he obtained-are 
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',""'" 
'•n " 
showri,' in Fig .• 14, and it· can. be .seen th~t there is, a· _.qlose p:i.rallel 
" 'betwee~ the main ·west ·Coast Range features and Mead_1 s 
,' r ' ' '· ' l 
results. -rt 
; :i~· .iriter~stirig.to··.n6te 't~t .the':tension faults. of-the 
I 
1 
• , ' 0 ~ r \l ' ' ' , -
experiments 
. •' ,•' - " ... '; ,• 
'.'.form ear_ly,:~yet in .. the Q,ueens~o~area~::-so~~· fprm late.and-_some- early; 
·~ 1 ' 0 ' ; : ; ' ''. ' > ,' 0 -, > :, ' '• ~ ! L1 '(' :·: ,'• ' 
this-.may· :reflect t:J;:te· duaL o:dgin. mentioned_,above. - .. , 
, .. , . ,.,( ..... , 
'.· 
The. only ·other elem~~ts on -Mead is. p:i. t tern . that, a.'re no"I; 
- - ' \ 
1/• 
a:c~,Qu~ted' f6;'. s~:.,~a~ a~e-"tli9' N··.~-·s" shea.r-and ~~e-approx;imatel~r El.;. W; 
'• r > :' ·~ .',-,' ,' ( < ' r ', ' •J • \' •t ' ~ ' '!' • " • :• 
1 
'~ r' • ', ' ·: 
" 'shear-;,.'.-th~se are· r~pre·s:~nted: by ... the J;.yell Shear· and.«t:he ___ Linda _Dist~rbance·. 
- " ' ' '' - ' > • ' • - ' • - ::. ,,.. • •.' - ~ ,. - • • • ~ 
'' '. - ' ' 1' r '.•, 
Thes~ -structures once again,.co!lfdrm alsp to" the. ~SW -compr~eisfol}, being 
- •' •" ' '_.- • ' '' ' - ' ! ,' 'r • • 
,\• 
of similar'·trend 
' - '' ';' -,-,· 
-., 
tci the_.-tiiec;retical':(shear .pla~es ·'ies~lt~g frori1 'such 
' , ' 1• - ' ,., - ' - - ' 
~ ! ' I' • t '• 
: "'. col!lpl;'essi~·m; :._this .ex~la.¥is;\.he· oontiriUa.nce 'of·-.th~ Linda :Disturbance both 
.· - " ' ... . ;" - ,. 
'll: •. 
· ._:~st-,a_nd west of ·the .R~nge·~·:; .'Thus· ai1 the struct~'ra.1 elements s~_·iar 
• !J ~- - ... • 1 •• ' 
-.- " d.eso;ibed fit :fr1to -t~e.- oveia.:11· ~ttern- ~~: sw ·compre~siqn~ with N".'."" s ' 
' I . '.: --!. • 
•,' ; .. shear ·E!-p.~ E'·::-. 'ff~conipr.ess-io~-_6{ local i,mportance clqse. to the _Tyennan 
. ; . . . ~ 
_. block·_- · : . '' 
_1 -' \, ~ ' .. ·, ' - • ' i ,. ' 
_, .-ten~tive. 
. ·The -'signif.icanq.e. ·of: :th!3 .. rena~ning ::itruc~uraL elenierits -·4.s _-less 
·.-~J:;·-. ', .~- ~-.· :, .. '- ~·; --.:,·~. " .. ::·~.: ·-, ,,•' ···.:~· ~~ . ' ~·. ,: ·'.-, . ~·' -. 
easy t'b def;i.ne, ,an9-:. the -disc;:ussion tpat follows .must ·be regarded as 
'; ' '~ ' - ; ; : .... '' ' : ... ~:: "'.~' ' ' '·'. ~ . . . ~ ' : . -" -' 
'-· 
' ' ' ,,'r ,: ' 
'' 
, ,• The question of'the.Nl'IE.f~ults h~~ alre~4~:been mentioned 
• • • • ' ' >• 1 c --- >I 
and it seems to .the writer that features __ . like the King River Fault 
' ' ' '" - -iJ ' ~ 
must·:·;epresent a 'different ~ha~e in: the· s_t~_ctural ~.~tern -from 'the 
~- ,~ ' t' • ,... -
. :NE<tensfon f~ult~.: A:, s~gges.t.fon put .'fo:i;ward tenta-ti'.;ely is: _that 
- -•, ~ ' . ".,./, .. ·_ (,~, ,- ~·.·, :-! 1_· ...... 
these iract~res' ar'e- a' result, of _rota:tional "sh~r., and: _developed at 
~~;ia~e ~tage, w~e: ~~~. p~~icai _-_co~~i tic~ :~ .. ~h~ · sed~enta~! .. p~istli wa.~ . ·. 
,, ·' 1 
., i:liffer~nt from that· ~i th~.--~arly phases.·_ ... :'."Reidel (i929) ::ra8. d~~orist~~ed 
•• • ••• }: ',' ,• < : ' ,• •' •. '• ' I _" ' e 
iri 'the 'iaboratocy" that "shear fractu:res ~an develop' at -~9ute angles to 
' - ' ,..... • ' • r - ' ' ~ ' : ' • ' • - ·' - • ' • ; ; ' ~ ' ;• ~~ '~ 
'th~_. line of. shearing- c~upl~ .. (see )r-ig; l5) ~ . ':.He lEJ-i'd .a 5 c-.m. thi~k 
- ,. • ' ~ J 
'slab :of ~la'y upon two pa:'ra,llel and adjacent. b09.;a_s-, aJ:!.d by m~ving 
{ : • ,· ' ' '• '" I I - ; ' ' ' ' : • ' ' • ._' • I; > • l /• _. • • ' ' 
,,one~b~+-d ag~inst t,he' oth~r ~ a "~tri~- ~f:::'cl~·y 'a'boye. the' joi~ developed 
' , • ' ' • •• ' , ,•' ,·' ~ • ."" : _1 •, ,. '"' _. ' - ' .' ., , ' ' I '~- ,._ ' ' " 
twc\' s'e:ts of fractures.· "Oil.·e: I'orme·d at about '45° with t!ie line .of 
mo.;,ement ·and was tensional., .th.e· 'other was a set of_ she~rs. at angles 
between· 12~-~nd '17° ~~t~.:~h~:>li~e··'of~·~ove~e~t~ Sim~ia:r J;esults 
' ' ,.1 l • ' ' ' - • 
ha~~·~~~~' obtained. by. Le,ith. (1923), us~ng, a block q:f limestone •. : 
. _' .' - ' ' ' _- . - ' ' 
I.t· is suggested ~bit .the ex.pe:c-imenta~ ,r:esu:its .may be applied in. 'the 
'.fl~lu and tbS-t.:~he'::t-lliE faults ~re_,,therefore'., ·a resu11;.'C)f'N - S, 
;, - .._ ' ' 
shearing resulting 'from SW"·pref:isure nea.r. the craton. The faults are 
t 
t 
t 
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""" undoubtedly later than all the· other fe~tures and are therefore likely 
to have been formed at a time when the sediments were well consolidated 
and possessed greater rigidity. This is perhaps a case to which the 
tJstress 1t ellipsoid can be tentatively applied; -many geologists have 
maintained that rocks which have.undergone folding and cleaving and 
are thereby consolidated will behave, under further stress, as more 
or less homogeneous, brittle masses similar to those met with in 
engineering tests, and to which the stress ellipsoid may be applied 
(see Wilson, 1946). _ This premise is, of course, wide open to 
criticism and is refuted by many workers, but there is no doubt that 
in the case in hand, the theoretical results given by the stress ellipsoid 
tie in well with experimental data and -.field evidence (see Fig. 16). 
A possible explanation for the ENE faults that become 
prominent in the Preca.mbrian, and together ~th the NW to ~ - W faults 
form the majority of the faults on the Tyennan block, is linked with 
E - W compression. Theoretically the NV[ and ENE wrench faults 
0complement 0 each other in that together they produce N - S elongation, 
which could reflect E -·w compression (see Fig. 17). This wrench 
movement is la-ter than_ the vertical movement on the _NW' faults and is 
earlier than NNE faulting. 
In dealing with structures in the Precambrian, there is 
always the complicating factor of the -possible presence of pre-existing 
... 
lines of weakness. Such lines would render the strata inhomogeneous 
and would constitute pre-determined zones of relatively easy slip in 
later deformation phases. - This may be the explanation of Devonian 
structures that locally depart from their theoretical trend due to 
the influence of older features. 
t 
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MINERALISA.TION OF TH8 TABBERABBERAN OROJENY 
The intense folding and faulting of the Tabberabberan 
Orogeny was followed by localised mineralisation showing strong 
structural control. The only mineralisation of economic importance 
was-the formation of copper sulphides along the line of the Lyell 
Shear, foci of deposition being the points of intersection of 
cross-cutting N1N faults. The major deposits are all in the 
Lyell area and this concentration is undoubtedly related to the 
influence of the Lind.a Disturbance. 
shown in Fig. 18. 
The principal copper mines are 
Aµi.rt from the dominating structural control there is a 
stratigraphic control indicated by the occurrence of all the copper 
deposits at or near the same level in the geological column, i.e. at 
or near the base of the Owen Conglomerate. The controlling factor 
here is not so much one of-geological age but rather is reaated to the 
differences in physical properties between the Dundas and Jukes beds, and 
the Owen form=i.tion. The relatively easily sheared, incompetent 
Dundas Group and Jukes Conglomerate allow an easy µi.ssage for rising 
ore solutions, but upward progress is halted by the overlying 
competent, nassive, siliceous Owen Conglomerate. Ore solutions are 
thus trapped in structural 11highs 11 in much the same way as oil. 
Only where the Owen Conglomerates are abnormally thin or highly 
sheared do hydrothermal solutions rise above that formation. 
This happens at Lyell_where the Gordon Limestone beds have undergone 
hydrothermal alteration. 
The most important ?Opper minerals are bornite and chalco-
pyrite; insignificant cbalcocite and covellite occur along with very 
minor developments of secondary minerals like malachite, azurite, 
tenorite, native copper,and cha.lcanthite. 
The lack of ~upergene enrichment and oxidation is probably 
related to the high rainfall, which removes any altered material as 
fast as it is formed. 
Gold and silver are ubiquitous accompaniments to copper 
mineralisation and the other important associated mineral is pyrite. 
NiUch of the pyrite mined at Lyell in conjunction with the copper is 
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It seems probable that the source of the ore bearing 
solutions is at considerable depth, perhaps as an acid intrusive 
that has risen upward towards the surface along the deep-seated 
Lyell Shear at a late stage in the Tabberabberan Orogeny. It 
might be expected to have a similar form to the Darwin granite. 
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.. -TEE LYELL SCHISTS 
"· 
·:·In. the Lyell .ar~, "the Lyei1· ·s~liists occup;· 'the western 
" ' •'',• ' ' ' ,' ,1 •I ' > 
slopes of the Lye11·~0wen ·di~ide and fla~ the -:tightly iolde~ .·Owen 
- . ~ 
,•.conglomerate on, the eastern _slopes,.·;: 
- ' ' I,'· ,, I " 
A deta~l~d.geologi~al map 
'of the divide'. .is sho~·:in:Fig.' ·1·9~ "\. 
':. - '' ' 
' ' ' 
HISTORY-OF VrEws· ON THE:" ORIGIN OF TEE. LYELL SCHISTS 
· :~::-: The ~~igin .of th~ Lyell s.chists has been ~ subject ·of. 
I, , ( , , _ , , c 1 ' ~ 
'' I'' 
. " con_troversy since. the first geolog~s~-s. visi.te~ th~ ~e,st C~st a-t; 
the, end of.the last century •. Greg6ry. (1905)'pub~ished the 
fi;~t detailed a~p~isa~ "~~."the~ ar~a, .'concluding.'tha:t' .t:q.e .sc~ists'' 
' - ' ' ' \ ' ' < I I ' ' • ~ ' ' ' \ ' 0 ' 
were originally' ~olcaI;,ic ash an,d: int~siv~ 'porph~ies• He - ' 
described in some· detail the previous' geological opinions, which 
-~ - , 
included :~ugge~tio~s th:i~.'. the sc-hists we:r_:e altered· sedim~nts ·_ 
interbedded vii th ·the aw'.en· C~ngloinerates 'cPeters, 1893; Montgomery·, 
' ' ' 
1893; ()f'ficer, Balfour and Hogg;· 1895); that .th~y were altered · -
- ' ' - "\' ' ' ,•' " '' ' ' ''' ' - -
-.- basi~· igneous·:rocks. (~ber,:' 1960)°;' a·r·a,. that 'they war~· me~mor.phosed. · 
· -porph~·ie·s: -~f the: ~aas· G~oup-· (~eive~rees ~ l9~$) ~· , 
'' - ' " ! - ' ': - ' - ' - ' ' • .. ' 
" - . ~u1is"(1927) regard~d the Schists as me~~orphosed 
'. i~~-q~~· tuffs" :(i'.·~ .. : ,t.~e··;~triiaa~')':ii.~~· ~e :wa~ .·~he fir~·t-tb ·rea~·ise 
' ' ' ~ ' r:'• } ' ' ' ' ~ ~ I ' ' 
t~t . the alteration of the PYr6clastfos ·was a r~sult · of -.ore 
- ' • •, >' _ ' 1 I , ' 1· 
1 
'· 
deposttion. 
:1,•' J ',•'·-'".1•. ' "' 
'' !• • 
':'N;ye,_ Blake, arid :Hende~son (1934) a~eed .~~th Twei.vetrees 
in describing the Lyell Schists ~s·aitered complex igneou~ rocks 
int~~ing: the ::·~en Cong~om~ra·~e •. : .. -'~·~~rd_s (19;9·) and Co~o~ly'. 
· "" · ". (1940~ ·~~47) a~~~p~~d\hese, ~ie~s">·t~oug~ .C·o~~lly·-s~~gested . ·:;-. 
" ' ' 
' that' the intrusive porphyrf siils actually 'replaced, ~ther than . ' 
· .. "Pus~ed.~~;a_~u t~e 9.~ngl'om~rate·~. < :.. A,leJ!l3.nd~r" (,~953) s~·at,~~ .~hat,> .. · 
' • ~I • -~ ' ' ,.t > " I 't 1 ' I ' • -' ~ ,.' • ' 1 ' ' : i • : > 
"·replaceme~t· of ·the.,Owen· formati,on t~~k .place .. "~ither.'as ·the' result 
~ , , 1 ' • , , .' 1, r _ , ~ • , • , • 
- ' 
of an· intrusion· or -oy metasoJl!S-'t~c ·'replacement''._ 
" ' 
' .. 
~ills and -Carey' (1949) .. arid Carey: (1953) ,- .'reiterate~ 
' ' ' , ' < ' t 
' 'I ' " ' ' ' ' '" ' ' ~.~ -. r ' - ' ' ' 
Hills'- earlier views that.the Schists were large~y altered Dundas 
" 
'.Group greywackes and volca:nio's, etc. 
: :Bradley· (1954; 1956), ho,,;ever, hii~ su,p~oi:ted Conolly'~ 
' ' ' 
theory that the Schists.are, largely replaced Owen Conglomerates,: 
1 ' " - ' ' ' 
- "" 
-"' 
<· 
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' ' 
export'ed. for use in superphospha:te production. 
• ~ • - 4 " ~ f 
- •,- -
":. The. chief ore combinations are (a) .~halcopyrite and -
bornite; {b) cl:lalcopyri te, and PYri te; and '( c) p~i te, alone~ 
' ! I ' • 
Native' copper occurs 'in the altered Gordon formation and this 
ore 'occurrence 'creates a fourth 87'0UP.• 
1, '1. ' 
The' g:l-oups are not ~harply .,def;ined; for instance, pyrite 
" ~ ' . 
occurs locally_in the· bornite-chalcopyrite bodie~ of the North.Lyeli 
.. ' 
m:ine-and·a.ia:i~,_ bor~i·t~--is found in some of the cha.'l,.~ororrite-p;Vrite 
- •' -
ore lenses.a:t Comstock. 
exclusion of·a1i''other sulphides.and the sulphid~ a~.).ake Jukes is 
- ' 
almost ·entirely,,bo+ni~e. 
. " 
E~wai:ds·· (l,~39) .ha~ _s"hown-·tbat pyrite ·'was the first sulphide 
·to form, foll9wed prob~b+y-by chalcopyrite and then bornite~ in order 
'" 
_of -decreas.ing ir9i:i c.ont.ent. 
Mineralisation away, from-the_, Lyell Shear is of· minor 
~ . ~ . '. -
im~ortance and consists ~inly' ~i sp~~dic gold 'd.n qu~rtz veins·. 
- ' ' , ' .. ..., ' ' . , ~ : 
The ore dep~E!its_- of the Ly~ll Shear.a~~ of hydrothermal 
origin, probably·of mesothermal type, and deposition·was.accompanied 
- ' 
by hydrothermal al'!ie~at_ion ~f the. surr0uridillg 'country ,1:'ock~ The· 
products of .the various p~ses of alteration; which~~~e dependent 
upon the ~riginal nature of .'the host rock,' the type of ~lphide, and 
• ', - c - - ' ' 
·~he inte~~ity of ~ineralisati~:m·,. are knoWµ as the. Lyell .Schists. 
' ' . ' . - ' 
They- are st,rongly' ·developed at Lyell b:ut also occur· elsewhere' along 
• :- - - 't' • ' - -
' ' . 
· ~he. L;rellShear. Th~ir origin and their rela:tion to mineralisation 
have- 'b~~n the- '.subject 
lately; as. the result 
... ' 
' . 
-. 
of _discussion for inany years and it-is o~ly 
~f ~egi~na:i ·and.'.det~il~d -~e0lo~fcal mappi~g, 
that the" :i;>roble~ 11as' neared solu-tio~. 
., IVI:j.neralisatidn follo~ed· up~n ,formation· of the. sqhists and_ 
j 
de,velopine:rit of" schist~s_:tt;v:; bu~ locally late-. stag(3 movement sh,e~rs both 
. ' 
sulphide -~nci. host rock.· I 
·: 'Ilhe source- of the hydrothermal solutions is hy-pothetical 
for t_her~ are no kno~ .Devonian ign~ous bodies to which the mineralisation 
c~n-be a~tribu~ed. The nearest· body of.probable Devopian age is the 
! -' 
Heemskirk.~n~te, -about '25 miles, north-west· of Queenstown, and it is 
hardly conceivabl:e that this- 'intru_sion.is the cause of the mineralisation 
a~o~·the Lyell Shear. 
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though Bradley speaks of granitisati~n and metasomatism rather 
. ' 
than intrusion. 
As a result of regio~ and detailed mapping, it is now 
clear that the majority _of the Lyell 6ohists ~e hydrothermally 
metamorphosed Dundas and Jukes Conglomera. te rooks but at Lyell there 
is evidence for assiuning very limited alteration of the Owen formation 
near· the contact of schists a~d oonglo~era.te. 
It is intended nON:to describe the schists in the type 
area of the Lyell mines and later those developed elsewhere along 
the Lyell Shear, anito show their relationship tp mineralisation. 
THE NA.TORE OF TEE SCHISTS 
The Lyell Schists'are variable in texture and composition 
but the vast majority fall into one of the following three groups: 
(a) Qµartz:-seri9i te scliists 
(b) Quartz-chlorite schists 
(c) ·Q.uartz-serioite-ohlorite sohists. 
There are continuous varia~ions between these types ·a~d it 
is often difficult to distin~ish the true nature of a particular type· 
dti.ring field mapping$ Weathered surfaces reveal textures and relict 
sedimentary and igneous structures but superficial bleaching often 
makes determination of the mineralogical content difficult. On the 
other ha~d, the reverse is true when mapping the quarries and oi;en cuts 
and in this regard, 'it is. unfo~tunate that the weathered exposures on 
the original surfaces were not geologically mapped prior to the commence-
· ment of the more recent excavat.ions such as the West Lyell Open Cut .. 
Qµartz-Sericite Schists 
These are particularly well exposed in the Blow open cut 
and on the northern and north-eastern faces. of West ·Lyell Open Cut. 
They are typically pale grey and normally weather to a 
yellowish colour due to breakdoVTn of pyrite. They may appear uniform, 
.., ' ' . : ' 
with quartz aggregates separated by thin films of sericitic material 
or they may be inhomogeneous, showing rapid variations in grain 
size and development of schistosity. Sometimes the grain 
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is coarse and the rock is dominated by individual ttaugen11 of 
quartz which resemble squashed-cylinders in form and are packed 
together like Turkish cigarettes. The long axis of the cylinders 
is generally steeply inclined down.the schist9sity, while the 
intermediate axis pa.rallels the strike of the schistosity. This 
structure may be seen in all stages of development and appears to 
result by the shearing of an originally massive homogeneous rock such 
as sandstone. 
Under the microscope, the quartz sericite schists generally 
appear as a very fine aggregate of quartz crystals speckled ~ith 
short sericite (?) fibres.in :parallel alignment. The average grain 
-s~ze is slightly less-than 1/15 m.m. but considerable variations are 
found from specimen.to specimen. Occasional coarser optically simple 
crystals up to 1 m.m. or so in diameter may occur-in this aggregate 
and often show crystal boundaries. Gregory (1905, p.45) reports 
similar features from 11talcose quartz schist'' on the Gormanston-Queenstown 
road. He describes some 11 ••••••• much larger quartz grains, some 
of which appear to have bad fairly well preserved crystal outlines, 
while others have been embaye~ by the ground mass; and these large 
quartz phenocrysts remain optically simple, except that some of them have 
passed into a mosaic on their bord$rS. 11 These embayed euhedral 
quartz crystals are extremely s~~ilar to those found in the acid 
volcanics of the DUndas Group. 
The crystals in the ground mass aggregate are closely inter-
,locking and often the crystal boundaries are sutured, indicating 
recrystallisation. Some crystals have ragged edges which appear to 
merge to sericite fibres. Many of the slides of quartz sericite 
schists are studded with black specks which show yellowish white in 
reflected light." Gr~gory (1905) 'described similar phenomena and 
thought the mineral was leucoxene, but the writer would suggest 
limonite as more probable. 
In the north-east section of the-West Lyell Open Cut, in the 
Honeypot orebody, the sericitic schist has a characteristic pink tinge 
that is probably due to very finely divided hernatite. 
•' 
I 
1. - • ' 
,',''' 
--. ·98 . . :.: 
- ' 
" ' 
On the n,orthe;n'faces ·of 't}?.e open'cut the schi'sts are-very 
sericitic a~d fi~e~gra:illed. This f:i.lle sericite hinders flocculation 
in the ·f'lotati6n_mill:and.:ref?ults in P.OO~ concent~tion when:. present 
~ ' c ' ' • ' " 
in. any quantity• 
. ' . ' ' 
These sch~s~s with·,.higJ: ,,mio~ceous per<?e~tage merge 
to others ·composed "entfrely of hydrated- aluminium s~licates, which . 
. wil~ be describ~d later. 
It is noticeable.that 'when PY,I"ite i~ present in any quantity, 
either ~ith or _without copper, that the enclosing rocks are q1:18-rtzose 
and-: s,eric ~tic. 
/,• 
-" -Sedimentary feature~ are· observed. bn weathered faces in 
-, ' ' 
qua;:rtz sericite s'chi13ts. -Th~s .along Philosophers Ridge' s9uth of 
West Lyell~ .there-_are exten'Sive developments of s~hists showing fine 
. ,_', , ' \ 
banding very suggestive pf .st~atification. T~e bands, which are 
individua+ly :1~ss :tbi:l.n -~11 thick;, show up by different~al weathering of 
.... alt-ernat~~ b-ands ·~~f quar~z· '.~~~e~~~ of ::varying grain si.ze. The 
I ' • ' 
' ' banding is often crumpled-; ·..mi· ~ulted, and drag-f9lded in random . 
- . 
- ' ' ~ ' 
f'.ashion. · It. often -parallel~- schfstosity and a metamorphic origin 
. ' ', - . ' 
. ~ ' 
.,, might be ~spectea; ·but hear. t:h~ :open.cut- ii;- swings. ~cross -'cleavage 
- •' 
. ' and i~ seems_fairly cert?-in that it· is.relict bedding. The cause of 
•l'- '~ 
the contortion of."_ the' strati'£ication. is.-, ~ot clear; .it could be original 
: ', I. , - _''": -, , .. , ' t •'"' • 'f' '! ,i, , 
·but ·~y 0 be due .. t~ 'volume_ 6:ha~es. 'conse,quent o:ri' ~ya.r:ation 'and met~morphism 
t • ' -
" 
accompanying ore Aeposi tion.· ·-
In: some places_ the q~artz-sericite schists show distinct 
.- , ·,1'' ' ' ' - _- : -. ' - ' 
fragmental textu+es' with 'outlj,nes. of pebble,~_-a:rid· bo~lders,, and ill: 'o:thers 
tJ::i.ey, look like. silicified bre'cc,ias. _,- The majority -of. exposures·, 
however, -are. maessive -and featureless. 
' . -' ' 
·: · As a very generai -rule, it ~Y- be said tbat seric1tic schists 
are dominant'riear to the conglomerate-contact but away from the contact 
chl9rite schi~ts become more important~ 
The· chemical QOmp.osition of typical quEJ,r~z ,se;ic':?-te sc!}i.sts 
is glven'.i~,.Table 6; they are tyP~fied by a high'silica percentage, and 
·, ~ -
high pot~sh a~d m;_t~~ content.~.· : . The composi t,ion of the mieaceous 
material -is variable; while·most of it appears-'to be sericite (judgfng 
- . ' 
by' analyses)' many specimens show fairly high- soda percentages indicating 
' -
the preserice of paragonit·e. · 'This bas- yet to· be._c.onfirmed by X-ray 
,- - . ' 
and spectrographic analysis. 
It 
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Quartz-Chlorite Schists 
These are typically dark grey-green in colour and composed 
essentially of quartz and chlorite. Quartz occurs as a fine 
aggregate with sheaths of green chlorite and udusty" sericite (?). 
The texture varies from an intimate mixture of quartz and chlorite 
to one of coarse quartz aggregates,enclosed by chlorite aligned along 
schistosity. These quartz-rich aggregates may be several m.m. in 
diameter and sometimes give a pebbly appearance on weathered faces. 
At Comstock, chloritic schists seem to have been derived from quartz 
porphyries in which the phenocrysts have survived but the ground mass 
has been chloritised. Some of the quartz aggregates have embayed, 
irregular borders and include portions of the matrix; they are 
similar to those in the serici tic schists and the unaltered siliceous 
DundB.s volcanic s • 
The chlorite is normally pleochroic in green and yellow-
brown and shows anomalous interference colours, such as dense Prussian 
blue or dark brovm. Often, however, the chlorite is a nondescript 
ndirty11 green and merges with sericite-like material. 
Generally the presence of sulphide minerals has no effect on 
schistosity and mineralogy and it is apparent that ore deposition followed 
shearing. However, some slides show recrystallisation of green 
chlorite to a coarser, colourless mica (like nmscovite) in the 11shadowsn 
of pyrite grains, suggesting that the pyrite and chlorite were sheared 
together after pyrite introduction. 
Edwards (1954) states that chlorite in a Dundas Group tuff 
from Great Lyell, shows recrystallisation around a pyrite grain, with 
the orientation of the new, coarser chlorites bearing no relation to 
schistosi ty. This suggests that pyritisation followed shearing. 
A feature of some of the quartz chlorite schists is a crude 
foliation seen in thin sections and developed by segregation of quartz 
and ohlorite into wrinkled microcrystalline bands. This foliation 
has only been seen in a few thin sections and in these it is more or 
less horizontal and perpendicular to the steep schistosity. 
Chlorite is usually accomp;i.nied by sericite and other 
micaceous minerals, and by decrease of chlorite the schists pass into 
the intermediate quartz-sericite-chlorite series. I\lhscovite is often 
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seen in the chlorite sheaves in the qua~tz' chlorite schists. 
S,imilar sedimentary .features to those shown by the. sericite 
schists may _be seen ,_on We8:'.thered _fac-es. · For instance, in the south-
'·: 
east benches of the West. Lyell Open' 9ut ~re lense~ up t·o 20 ft. thick 
of c'oarse, 11knobbly11 chlcfritic schist showing fragments, shards, and 
·pebb~es· of lighter coloured-materials;, the original rock may well have 
been a pyro~lastic or a s~dimen~ary-breccia-conglomerate. 
Pebble outlines in chloritic schists are well exposed near 
'the Glen LYell wor~ings· south of West Lyell. The pebbles are generally 
rounded, up to seyeral inches diameter, and show a .thin white-rim. 
A-possible explanation for. the latter feature is that the -°pebbles" 
- ' 
were originally- lava fragments th;t'own_up by ,volcanic explosion~ and 
chilled at their margill~ during their_passag~ thro~gh the.air, while 
the hotter -interior cool~d more slqyrly. ·The white' rim therefore 
reflects an· original. difference in grain -~ize. 
A variety of chlori t_i~ sc.hist ~i th low quartz content may 
be seen in distinct bands._several feet thick,, alternating with the 
banded quartz-sericite schists described from south of West Lyell. 
' - ' 
The bands ·are h_omogeneous, dark green in colour, and composed 
largely of chlorite; they may be a few inches or up to 100 ft. thick 
and cut across schistosity. 
In thin· sections, this· rC?ck appears as a schistose "dusty11 
chloritic schis.t studded With quartz ~airis and ~ggregates generally less 
_·than 2/3 m.m. -across •. _·.There are also vague pale sericitic zones with 
·:lath-like/ form that might well be altered felspar crystals. The 
chemical analysis .,(Table 6) shows. the basic ,nature- of these- 11beds" 
, and tba t they are compo-~eci largely 'of chlori te. Originally, they 
were probably basic tuffs or even iava flows. 
Intermediate Quartz-Sericite-Chlorite Schists 
Typical of these intermediate schist.s iS a t~e mapped as 
ttsericite-fleck11 schist; it- is a chloritic schist in which rectangular 
whit_e sericitic ·flecks show on schistosity faces, elongated in parallel 
alignment down the dip of the schistosity. 
This schist type is well exposed just north of the North 
Lyell Open Cut, and at several points within the West Lyell Cut. The 
flecks may form a considerable portion of the rock and appear to be 
;, 
l 
·1 
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altered f~ls:Pa:rs .• · · This. is confirm~d: by m~c~?~c?pic ·study, which 4ere 
a'n"d. ·there r.eveals faint - traces ~f _lame.llar .-twirµiing ·,in· the_ s~rici te .. 
laths. Altered .,felspa'rs·, in· schist on· :t·h~ :~1qu"!;h e?,.st_e+n faces. of 
' : .,.· ' r ' •' ' • .. • ' ' ' 1 ' -
the West Lyell Open Cut_apl>ear~d_ t~ ~ve·a -composition.of about Ab90-9~· 
Gregory (1905, _p.108) reports.an a1i~red. idiomorphic plagioclase 
crystal from the South'_ ~hB.rs·i~ (= -Royal ":1.rharsis) Mine. - · Ah analysis 
. . ' 
~f a typical -specimen" in ~hich: the felspars are c.ompletely ~l tered is 
. givep in Table 6 .. 
" .. ' ,• ·" 
There is no .doubt that 'considerable portion~ of· the Lyell 
Schists were originally felspathic and· were either igneous, or· 
' - . ' ' . . ;, 
sediments. ·q.erived from 'igne'ouf\l"rO:qk:s; 'doubtless muc.~· of the, sericitic. 
: ' ' ' ' -· t, "" ! ''I ' ' ' 
material in the Schfst~~ was deriVed from b:r;eakdo!ffi .,of .f~lspars. · As 
will be ·shown short:)..y, .all stages of· t~e change -from ~ltered f elspars 
in· :Diinclas Group .lavas to the :highly altered sericit·e-fleck schists 
', ',.I ' 
rray be traced in the- fie-id. and with the mic~oscope·. The ~rginal schists 
exposed ~est ~f the mine a~ea provide.the intermediate phase ·of alteration 
I ' 
- ' • 'f ,, 
betwe-en true Lyell Schist'~ and the 'porphyries" of the East "~een River~ 
• ~. I ' • " l 
.Other Schist T;Ypes 
(a) Here and there i.n· th~ schis_ts 'are found rock types that ~re 
• clearly of sedi~entary tzj>e.· _ , A t~ical example is a grey .~leaved 
siltstone specimen gathered from the·western side of the West Lyell Open 
''· 
Cut~ Und~~ the microscope .the rock 'is crearly a little altered 
- ' 
' ' i -
quartz?se. shale or shaley sil ts'tone; well bedded and· studded with 
- ' ; ' - - 1 -- ' ' ' - ' ' ' 
"pebbles"' of quartz mosaic up to· 2. x 3-2· m._m. diameter which disturb 
•' ' '.,, ' I '; ' ' ' '1 ' 
_.the beddirig i!i typical ~edi~enta'ry fashion~ 
Again ·in dril.1. hole. West Lyell No._.·9~, the drill log from: 
'1591'-ft •. t-o 16io·ft. !'.Wis as foliows: 
' . ' ... ' ' 
~,_ ~ 
1591' - 1600 1 : 
16001 - 1602 1 
1602 1 - 1605' : 
Grey f!lJ,ea:i:'ed' _finely banded sil:tstone with 
coarser-bands and pebbles, fairly rounded 
_and up to 1 11 diameter,, w~ich ·have been 
, • j ' 
re:\?laced by yellovv sfderite and pyrites. 
Blue-grey quartz-sericite and locally quartz-
. ,... ' 
chlorite-schist. 
Finely alternating dark and pale grey shaley 
siltstones with coarser greywacke sandstone 
in bands up to 2 inches thick. Pebbles 
locally.- replaced by siderite. 
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'l605 I ·- 1610 1 . : Grey-brown Owen quartzite. 
· .. ·These siltstones are-very·· similar- to the Lyne~ Silts tones 
and suggest that at this point Owen Beds -rested directly upon Dundas 
Group rocks. --Thit such a· rel~tionship is likely bas already been 
demonstrated in the preceding chapters. 
(b) Another variety of 11schist 11 of rather unusual nature is . 
associated with some of .the larger orebodies, parti9ularly North Lyell, 
t~e Blow, and Comstock~ It is soft~ rather greasy, translucent, 
generaliy pale green ;but. a~.so. w~i t~ or pinky. grey. It ·occurs on 
the flanks of well de.fined orebodies (e.g. on the 1850.bench at 
Comstock) and often between the orebody and the conglomerate contact 
(e.g. ait'North -Lyell and the_Blow). ··-rt is. also -f~equently seen 
in the base of the sericitic sc.hists .and in some cases -forms a large 
proportion of the rock. It may be schistose or massive. 
This. 11schist" type :ls probably monomineralic and earlier-
workers have giv~n it several·names such-as batchelorite, delessite, 
d.amourite, pyrophyllite, margarodit~, etc. The chemical composition 
is usually simple but varies considerably from specime~ to specimen; 
many that_ look alike analyse d,ifferently. The analyses availal?le 
are shown in Tabl-e' 6 •. Specimens have been forwarded to the O.S~I.R.O. 
for identification but unfortU?ieltely no results ~re yet available. 
However, it is ob.vious _tba t the~e minerals represent a more or less 
continuous series o~ hydrated aluminium silicates-passi~g from the 
_so-called batchelorite with 40-odd percent of silica to minerals with 
analyses similar .to some .of th~ hydro-mi9as.- I\li:l.ny are probably 
mixtures of mineral~. 
The similarity of some of the analyses to those of clay 
minerals such _as kaolinite, suggest tba't here there is some 
representation of ·the 11argillic11 type of alteration described from several 
areas by Schwartz (1947). He describes the concentratd.on of clay 
minerals in the zones of most intense rock alteration. 
(c) Another 11schl.st 11 type that is met with in areas of more 
intense mineralisation is a gr_ey quart.zi te. It. consists simply of 
recrystallised quartz, is relatively massive, and usually charged with 
pyrite and perhaps cbalcopyri te. This quartzite is prob~ply due to 
hydrothermal silicification. 
J. "' 
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MARG IliUi.L. SCI-IrS'.L1S · 1_, ... , •• '' I ' 
' ' 
Flanking- the"- main_ longitudinal· o~e , zone . of th~: Lyell ~Owen 
' ' . - .. ' ~ - ' -
divide' and Comstc;ick; an,d' ·occupying the less elevat~d .ar\3~s, -are a 
s·e~i~·s . of -~ar~en ·"~~:;'on~~: ~·i~~t,ly mineral:j_~~d' ~c.hists ·"that r~pr~sent, 
I ' •' ', I 
1
, , ' • 
I I ' ' : ' ' ' ' ' " ~.the ~rans:i,t~ona'1.8tage:s 'betwe~n the schists' of the -mineralised ·areas 
Thie· t~ the softer ria tu;re of · · 
' "'. . ' ' 
', . 
.. ,and the unalter.ed nunck~;rocks. 
- - l ' : ' ' ' ' ' ·.: :· " ' ' ' " 
these "marginal'-'. rocks,: surfac~ exposu,res ~~e· ·p~~r-, b{it underground 
workings (and in particular the n~w W~st Lyell ~el) 
' . ' ' 
',I"' 
proi:ide 
,exceiian't ·n1at'eria1·"ior· e~~i~t~~~·." 
.. ' ', .. ·. 
" '•' 
.. The .margina::j. "schists differ :from those ·a·f ·the or'e zone 
in having a lower quartz ·cqntent and generally a higher 
1 < T\ I t > : ' ' ' ' ' .~ < ;~ ~ I ', I,' j 1 : I' ' )• 
a.lkali. percentage 
. 'whic!J,. ·i~ .. :larg~ly 8'oda.'. They_· 1ar~ ~yp~cally .. co~:rosed. of 
_. 
sericitic or 
"· 
' - ' · ... 
chloritic material and are grea~y to to:Uch • 
• - • ' J ' 
,., Whiie' those." ne8:r the.,. ore zone .are variable, mainly l.ight 
,"'',' ·:·, ,'' '',•- ,"·~ .. ~. ,' ·.:;,-_·:,·''t ,1',:1!:':,', ~I" '::_' ,', ' ' .-',"~:1.',., 
;coloured, and· conta_in ,.zorie~ of. ·ty:p:i.c~+ ·Lyell Scll:ist ,, those near the 
- t ' ' • _. 
uhaltered 'porphyri'e's are generally 'c:p.lbritic and dark i~ colour. 
• 1 , i,,.l • < •I' , 
: ' I ... t ' ' 
·. ·.Typ.ical of this.' chlpri tic' zone are the .schists .expo~ed. 'in the' 
'",, '. " ' " ' -. ' ' .. . .... ~ : .. . ,.'-.' ' ' "''. .. ,.'. : :•'' '• ' " ":: . : '~. " " " 
first 'SOQ ft. of. the W~flt . Ly~1~: 11.funnel-•.. · The_ .r.oc¥: is a dense, dark 
' ' ' l " ~· • ' 
grey:..green:'.f!chist 'which .here ··and' there :on weathered surfaces sho~s 
< I < ' ' > ' I~ 
1, ' t "' 
.·.c1ea::r:~beddlng .traces and ·P!fbble."out,l:ines. .Fine :caJcite bleb~ are 
\ j , " t :',' 2 1 l ~ ' ' < ' >' o - ' ~ ; , 1 ' 1 ' ( I 
,' · discernea' ~hen t~e ·:rock. i~ >b;ok~~ _'acro~s,. .schistos~ty. Thin:· sec:tions 
·. show a 11dirty!' 'µiicroc;r.ystalline schist with streaks· and stringers of 
bright greep. chlorite:, specks Q·~ h~rrati~e a,nd 11a:.~_genn"of calci:i;;e·,:. 
' ' . . . 
'· 
chlorite, ana_· feispar. These :augen a'.re ei~nga.ted along .schist~sity '.. 
- - ' 
·" 
and repr.eserit the-"initial phases .of ·alteration of ·f~lspar to chlorite 
' I ', • ' . ' 
.. ·~nd.·ca1-ci~~· ..... ·:·:The 'fel~Jiar._'appears. t; be ~~bite~ , .·. This :.type· of 
' ' ' : , ' ' , '~ '• ' I', < ' ., 1 ' ' , ' "' - t , '; , ' 1, <' ' ', 1 ' 1 :;;: '' 
alteration' is ·t:yp:i_cal ·of, ·~ropylf~isation of ~el~pars ':riear sulphide 
deposits·. 
'J _, • -
Gregory (1905) describes· 'similar rocks from Stubbs Valley 
'', I •.",- ' ' ' 
'(n~r_ to the flo~ation mfll) and like th~ author,, regards them as 
- . 
transitional. stages. in· the C:-1 teration of Dundas "rocks~. He recognises 
/\ \.' 
-', 
'the: ·:feisp8.;~ as alb'ite~ 
; ' . ' ;', 
"l ',• 
., ' 11 
· 4t 740.,ft. from_ the portal irl the ·we.st Lye'il Twµiel, the 
·, ,1 • - •' •,' • ' ' ' 
. \ '•, ' ' \ .- ' 
schists have a clearly dEjlfined fragmental t~xture, . with coarse fragments, 
' - . . ' ~ ' 
. •' •, ' ' . 
-shards' and pebbles. of.' :igne'bus .. ~nd",~edimentary: rocks arranged in 
' , , ~ I , '. f • / 1 , 
typical grewack~ or agglomeratio texture. 
' . ' 
., 
,, . 
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lV.any of the schis:ts (e~g .. at _830 ft. - from the portal) show 
porphyritic text'ur~s- similar to· th9se seen in the ~olcanics of the 
' . 
. - " . ' . . - - \ . 
Dundas Group and -seem to be only slightly ?-1 tered phases. 
'-~ ' " ' ' ' c' I 1' I ' 1'' ' ,- ! ' I -
The 
~ ,., : ' . 
felsp;:i.r phenocrysts are'. now _18.'rgely pinkish 'calcite blebs or white 
1" 
' - ' ' 
sericitic zones and can only be identified ,in thin sections. 
Anothe~ typical margi~l"schist .is pale grey, sericitic, 
' '1 ' - ' • ' ' ' ' 
soft and greasy to the touch~· · · It is typified. by s'p~cimens take'n 
' > ' '\ 
at_.-. 1721" ft.. froni the por.tal of the West Lyell .Tunnel. . This is a' 
'j - -
"mi;i.:cy: grey soft' schi1?t with -dark patches' _of' chlori te •- .. Microscopically, 
' \ - ·" . 
it is a 11dusty11 microcrystalline "schistose mass ·with fine specks (generally 
less than i/15 m-.m.) of quartz anci greenish chloritic zonE'.s that could 
-~~pre~ent altered _fe·l~pars. -:. \ .. '~ - ' ' -Another specimen from 13.54' _ft. in the 
same tUnn.el·shows ~·similar microcrysta~l;Lne ·base of sericite (?), chlorite, 
etc. that is studded .with quartz aggregates and chlorite zones up to 
3 x 4 m.m. diameter. Some" of the chloritic"patches have a distinct 
lath form and are probably chloritised felspars. 
~rgi:qal schists sciuth of the Blow mine show pebble outlines 
' ' ' 
and beddillg traces. 'very clea;ly ·on bleached·, w~thered surfaces. The 
bedding is-· most . irregular' and. -locally -very crumpled_ but the ·folding does . 
not' follow acy patt'e,rn;: whethe:r:. this ~i3a. ture 'is• of primary origin 
I I I I ' 
,_ ' ,., 
(i.'e. slumping etc.); is d1ie to the ~in folding and faulting; .or is .. 
related to volume ·?hanges consequent on hydrothermal alteration, is 
not l?town. 
The zone of marginal aiteration ·is often not preseri.:t or 
. ' ' 
difficult to trace and una~tered material :may pass quickly to Lyell 
Schist types. . Thi~ is particularly s9 on the· southern end .. of the 
m_ineraiised zone,· where pyri tic quartz serici te ~ch=!-sts · expos~d, along 
the Lyell Highway give-way r~pidly to finely banded siltstones and 
pyroclastics exposed in Conglomerate.arid So~th Owen Creeks ~immediately 
to the south. 
The extent of the marginal zone i!l a particular a:rea is rather 
' ' 
sugg'ested by the' local· topography •. " ".Thus in -the area'· just mentioned · 
i.e. the southern end of th~. or~: zone·, the 'marginal· z9ne_ is narrow and 
this is reflected.in, the steep topography; however, east of the.Smelters 
t~e zone' is_particularly·broad and the" ground slopes gently from the 
Lyell-Ow"en divide to the Queen River Valley. The steeper slopes below 
t 
t 
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' " -
Cape ;Elorn ,and the Tbarsis Ridge mark, a~other'-.thinning of" the margipal 
•'. 
al~eration -~one. 
' ' . . 
The approximate- extent o.f' the marginal zone ~nd the true. 
• - ' I, • 
Lyell Schist zone .is-given in plan in Fig. -20 and in section in 
Fig~ 22.· 
The pos-s'ible presence·' of an outer fringe of alteration 
, -
is suggeste.d by the. OGCurrence of_ kaolinised rocks at a few points in 
the Queeristown-~rea. There.'is'no question-of these occurrences 
fomfug a ·zone around the .propylitic --phase but )caolinisation may 
' '',,, • ; . '" '•• • I.,' ' 
well be a fea:ture of hydrothermal alte~ation at .Lyell and therefore 
of some imp_ortance in suggesting -the .. proximit'y of sulphide m:ineraiisation. 
Ka.olinisation is best observed east of the -,Lyell District Hospital 
I I •• 
where a' quartz felspa.r porphyry-bas been converted to white and_greenish 
. 
clay carrying quartz grains; similar material occurs near Ivliriers Ridge, 
. -
east of .. Lynchford:. ,, 
From the evidence pre~ented so far it is clear that the 
majority-;of the _Lyell Scl::ii~ts represent altered Dundas -Group rocks, 
• ' ' I>' • ' : • ' 
both volca~fo and se'dinientary. ·- However, detailed studies along the· 
' • • • "' 1 
contact of· Owen. ·conglomerat~"·and. .the ·schist's."indicate t:hat s_ome of the 
Sc_hists are de:rived -from -Jukes Oonglomera te and some -from the Owen· 
format i'on. 
IGNEOUS ACTIVITY 
The possibility of-the Lyeli Schists being sheared intrU.sives, 
' ;:- ~ 
as postul~ted by many earlier workers, has been given due consideration. 
However; the nature of- the schists ,_ th.eir sedimentary textures, and 
their similarity to the Dundas volcanics is- considered sufficient 
- - -
proof of their· derivation.by a:lteration: of.Thmdas Group roc;ks. A 
-.-
major_ :difficulty in assuming extensive intrusion is the 0 spa.c-en problem 
. ' ; -
and the lack of evidence o_f doming and 0 pushing .aside" of the country 
rocks. 
In the lower-_ levels of the Oomst.ock mine·, ~ quartz felspa.r 
porphyry occurs betweelill Owen Conglomerate and Lyell Schist.s. The 
porphyry is massive, relatively_unaltered, and unmineralised,and 
Edwards (1939) suggests this is_ a:Ja~e intrusive. However, it is so 
lo6 
similar, both in hand specimen and·under the microscope, to typical 
Dundas acid volcanics that the ·writer 1s inclined·to thirik that it' 
is simply a lava·t~t has· escaped schisting. 
The only proven igneous intrusives are post·-are lamprophyre 
dykes that nay be seen in the West Lyell Open Cut, near the Smelters, 
.They are-up·to 6 ft. wide 
~· ' 
and on the Queenstown.-Gor~ns:ton . roa:d. 
and consist largely of olivine, augit.e, and.biotite, with interstitial 
felspar. 
r. 
TEE SCHIST-CONGLOMERA'.f.rE CONTACT 
.The contact between the schist and conglomerate is 
, ' ' 
part'icu+arly illtricate and. it is not: surpr:i,~ing: that earli.er workers 
" !~ 
' ' 
regarded the Schists as .·intrusive. Conolly·, however, found sU:ch " 
' , 
continuity of structure across his.so-called dykes.and sills that 
he was forced to regard_ .the. schists as igneous replacements of Owen 
Conglomerate. It now app~ars that such continuity.. of strike.and dip 
from conglomerate to schist can, in a general way, at least, be.ascribed 
to facies changes~ .though a detailed study ~f -~he contac't reveals 
ano~lies that the·writer feels can only be explained-by assuming 
some hydrotherms.1 chemical ~eplacement· of Owen Conglomerate. The 
picture is.further confused by'the squeezing together of incompete~t­
(the- Schist) and compet-~:n'.t_ (Owen Conglomerate) 'material,' resulting in 
a sort of tec,tonic "fusion'' along the contact, such as is often seen 
in'_ interbedded shales and· sci'~s-ton~s"; and also causing movement along 
' ' 
.the' contact, this being a pre~de~ermined plane of weakness. 
No single theory can' explain all the details and account 
must be taken of each ·in .dealing with"partioular.features of the 
contact~ 
This recognition of facies changes at Lyell is a major 
breakaway from the work of other geologists in the last.few years 
and is more a return to the opinions expressed by some of the 
workers· of the early history of the field. 
A thorny problem of the contact is that 'schists occur· 
adjacent to almost every member of the conglomerate. sequence and· 
that structures in the Schists are co~patible with those in the·Conglom-
erate. The writer does .not agree with Bradley (1954) that pa.limpest 
structures in the Schists are continuous with t4ose in the Conglomerate, 
t 
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but oertainly they interlock ail!itgive a. general impression of a 
unified structural picture. 
The explaration for this is found in the sudden thinning 
of Owen Conglomerate at Lyell~ Whereas to the east of West Lyell, 
drill holes have proved over 2000 ft. of Conglomerate, yet at 
Queenstown only 10 or 20 ft. lies between the Gordon Limestone and 
Dundas beds,. This is related to the pa.laeogeogra.phy at Lyell in 
the Tremadocian, when the Dundas Ridge was elevated on the west 
side of the Lyell Shear and a trough existed to the east in which 
siliceous materia~ was being deposited. The margin of the Dundas 
Ridge was fairly sharp and weathering of sed.iments and volcanics 
of Dundas age resulted in deposition of a narrow zone of greywacke 
conglomerates along the shore at the same time as Owen sediments 
were being deposited to the ea.sto 
This picture bas been deduced from the regional mapping 
and alrea.dy explained in an earlier section of this thesis. The 
facies changes involved have been illustrated in Fig. 8 (a.), ani pa.rt 
(b) of this plan is the resul·I; of upturning the illustration; the 
tie-up with the Lyell area is clearly seen when Fig. 8_ (b) is 
compared with a typical E - W section across the Lyell area (see 
Fig. 21) .. 
That the Owen beds overstepped onto the original Dundas 
surface in places is indicated by the occurrence of Lynch Siltstone-
like beds at the contact in drill hole No. 93, described on p. 101. 
If the quartz porphyry at Comstock is an unaltered lava, as the writer 
believes, then a similar relationship is indicated there. 
Thus m11ch of the Schist material along the contact zone 
might be expected to 00'.Jilkes Conglomerate. Unfortunately, shearing 
has obliterated the-original nature of most of the Sohists but here 
and there typical .Jukes lithologies are seen; for instance, a piece 
of core from diamond drill hole No. 103, West Lyell, 500 fto from the 
contact, is a typical poorly sorted greywacke conglomerate, medium to 
fine grained, w:ith a. varied assortment of angular and subangular 
fragments now largely chloritised. Again at ComsJGock, rather massive 
and w.eathered "schists" within 30 fte of the contact show clearly a. 
coarse grained, poorly sorted, conglomeratic texture with pebbles and 
I 
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boulders, of porphyry and Precambrian quartzite. . The association 
of f.Dega:µib:rian._'.3-nd Dundas pebbles _is clear evidence of the presence 
of the uukes Conglomerate, as proved by the regional geological study. 
Rec·og:ni tion of the nature of the Jukes formation proves the origin of 
schists containing' boulders of grey quartzite up to 1 ft; diameter 
in a chlorite base. Schists·of t~is type have been found along 
Philosophers Ridge and west of the Tharsis Ridge·. 
Detailed mapping in the mine area has proved an unconformity 
' ' 
in the Upper Owen beds which reflects movement along the Lyell.Shear, 
west side _up·. Such movement might be- expect~d to re-elevate or 
rejuvenate the Dundas Ridge and cause.a flood of.greywacke conglomerate 
into.the zone of deposition of siliceous beds.· Thus Jukes Conglomerate 
might be found interbedded with Owen Conglomerate. 
That such alter:q.a~ions of Dundas-like.material and' Owen beds 
do occur bas already been proved in.an earlier chapter of this thesis 
and this gives the clue to·several otherwise. puzzling features of the 
schist-conglomerate relationship. 
·up to 600 ft. from the'conta~t at the Blow and near the 
Razorback, there occur_ bands and lenses of red sandstone from a few 
·inches to several feet thick withi~ and often rapidly alternating 
with typica.l Lyell Schis~s. Again, several drill_holes near West 
Lyell (e.g. West Lyell drill hole No. 102) also pass .through 
alternations of sand~torie and schist neC!-r to the cont'ac-b. In one 
case (hole No. 102).the schist _contains fragm~nts of the s~ndstone 
and altered felspar cry'stals. On a bigger scale, this interbedding 
of schist and Owen Conglomerate .is seen at· North Lyell and is 
, , portraye.d in the ·cross-section of Fig. _21. 
All thes'13 features 'are· readily explained if the .schist 
' ' 
involved is as~U,med- to be Jukes Conglome~a.te that has undergone 
schisting l:!-nd some <;ihemical a1t'eration. The crumpling of the thinner 
sandstone beds and also of the sandstone dykes within the schist 
mentioned.·on p~-56, .is most probably related to movement, on the.' schist-
sandstone ·boundaries due to tectonic stresses, or possibly to volume 
changes taking' place in.the incompetent beds as a result of hydrothermal 
alteration. 
Thus· some of the principal features of the contact can be 
explained by lithological variations due to unusual palaeogeography in 
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'"-
late Cambri~~ an:d/q;' early Otdov;ioian.-
- . . ' . - .. 
·"· 
' ~I 
; However~. there: are seve_:i;al ··ori tioal areas and. exposures 
which fa~ies changes car.illot'-be held responsible f9r' and at which 
; ' ' '1 • ; -
some o.ther' mecb.ariism must ~e brought, ·in .• : · · . ,, 
·' . 
.:': A. ~rti.~'ularly .. i.ntere:sting a~ea· is the 'T~rsis Ridge, 
' I '' :, ' ' ' ' • ' ' • ' ' ~ - ' 
·J' ' 
wh,ere a mass of Owen c ori.giorriera te . is'; 'apparently isolated' from tlie 
" ' ' ' 1, ~ ~ 
.. ~i~·::~o~y; ~;· so~ist'· (se·~: :;{g·.:. 19)'. · ·" A6tua~J.;·. th~ Tharsis 
' \ c ' ' I I • ! ~: : ' ' • '• ' ~' ' • ' 
e:.origl~)rierat~ ~13· 09nn~ct'e~>with~:"~nd' in- ~'tructural· -~ont~nuity wi~~,. 
' ' •,' •l ., , •,' •, ' - • ' • • 
••• 
the main body as shown in ·the section of Fig._ 21• . - 'The boundar,ies 
~ • I 0 ' , O I' - j ! ' ' '~,:· ~ '> > ', \ .• , ,. ' 'l t I I' r ~I ' ' ', ' 
fo~~ this s-e~tion ha;~_ bee~ ~-~~urately·: ~stabli~-hed. b·~. ~urfa:ce -
~ pping ,· :und.er~ound w~;ki~gs · ~i_ tlie ·N~rth Lyeli mine, diamond 
- ' ... ' ' ' " 
-" drilling; and"·the North Lyell Tunnel.· 
' .,_• ' 
., ' 
'· 
The. ff~st- p~in~ is that at 'the southern end of the 
' · ' : · Ri1ge, a 
> 
0 
• 
0 
>I : 0 > ) \ ! ' ' f ' ~ I ' ' ' 1 ; I : J" • I ; : 
0 
4 T ' ~ ! ' , ' 
narrow El,. - W:· strip of .:schist interS\:)Cts 'the N -.· S· striking 
' ' ' ' ' ' '. I ' ~ ' 
- . c~~glome~te. The ·'schist marks· the·~posit'~on: of a cross7 cuttirig 
E -·w f~ult (the·· Co~sol~· ~ult).and ·~-l~vag~ is .st~onglJ' .developed. •'' 
,-, 
' ,'. ' ' ' ' • ' ' li ,.' I,' , 1 ' ',, .'' '·,,' ,• ' ' ' - ' " 
The·' wri~·er_ suggests that such facies' chaJ:IB'es 'as would be required to 
.f!.CCOUllt for the schis,t in \his po~iti~_ri·-, are -too' ,:r;apid ~n~ most 
', > 0 I 
' ' l • . . , 
'linlike'ly. · .There is the possib'ility. that the schist bas beeri forced 
into .Jhe-~fa:u:).t .-~,~~e· ~' $i~ilar. f~sni~n.,to 11~~~sions•< of s~le into 
. ' q~rt~ite seen i~ '.;ol~-~~" .. interb,e_dded 9-ua~t~i~e~" 'and" h>ha·l~·~·~ 
' ' • I' 
Hp~ever, .. 
:·: ··t,o su~gest S~?h--~. pro.~ess on .'~~~:-:scale':s.ee~_"at the-Tbarsis Ridge, ra'ises 
· · · the 11s\pace 11 problem_ met· with in· discussing igneous intrusions. rt' is 
,. : ·the, cont'entipn that·: t~~-·:~()~io~~rate _has 'been, she~red by 
·" .•' fault~ng and' converted qy 'hydr9thermal ageµcies to 'quar:tz sericite 
\' ' ' 1 • , •• ·, • 
schis,s'. ». The':c~ntac~·:·of".sc~i~t'.a;nd 6ori~lorrier~te is ~ell'exposed·at 
•. sevHl p6ints 'on the aofuatOok arid ~Ortli ±;~11 r~'a_S and sh.~ corigio~erete 
. shear'ed, easiiY. b:;r-oken .riiat\3ri~l w~ th sl_:;tvers . of gr'eenish schist' 
' ;:- t p - • ' I ' ' ' ' t ~ 
en or white schist with occasional quartz pebbles, to norma.l serioi tic 
, ~ ' t ' 
,. 
l 1 ; •'', I •' / 
·•· . ' 'At one· point,, slightly sheared conglomerate' appe~rs isolated 
:· . ' 
... ,· ist'.' . 
, ' ~ • , I t 
•• 'i't' , " • • ' ' ;, ' 
Again, th~ .. oo~l<?~era tEis ol the. T~r.s is._ Ridg~, part Middle· 
, I : 1 ' '! ~1 , : - I ' !ft ·~ ' • ' , ~ ' ,• ' • 
rt Lower "();,en, ~ho~"a I w~lr: defined E ._' 'w'-fa~l t; ~lira' dl~place.ment and 
·is c1~ar1y shown by ·mapping .th~-»bouna.arY. of the .i.uaa,.i~ and :Lower members 
f "!, ! 
" . . 
horizontally apout 180 :f,'t •. Yet the contact on either side of 
the Ridge is not _ Q:i'splaced and the schist a pp ears to "heal n the fault 
t 
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Facies changes cannot expla:in this feature and the only 
le conclusion is that Owen Conglomerate has been replaced. 
Replacement of Owen sediments by schist and sulphide ore at 
North Lwell is clearly indicated by observations in drives an~topes. 
•a level maps often indicate a confused contact zone with schist 
merg to conglomerate and conglomerate relics in schist., Several 
spec,ens in the Geological. Museum show all stages from bornite with 
siliceors pebble-like patches to Owen Conglomerate partially replaced 
by bormite. Mr. G. Hudspeth, Mine Superintendent, bas described 
to the ~riter solid bornite--chalcopyrite faces that, freshly broken, 
conglomerate in texture •. 
At Comstock, in the Mullock Quarry, there is a less definite 
replacement. Thecontact is normally sharp 
agains~ porphyry apparently along strike, but at one point the Chocolate 
fades imperceptibly to weathered schist showing the sandstone's 
Transitions from sheared conglomerate and sandstone to schist 
contact are repeatedly observed in the field and give a 
ma.rkedlimpression of gradual metasoma.tism of Owen beds. In hand 
specimens and under the microscope, slivers of greenish schist may be 
seen dJveloping near the contact, cutting across bedding and again 
impression that these are the initial stages of alteration. 
That alteration of Owen beds does take place is also suggested 
by tl:efOOCurrence of ka.olinisa11.eandstone and quartz sericite schists 
The below jhe copper cl.a.ye at the King Lyell and the Blocks mines. 
clays ]epresent sbales of the Gordon formation that have been altered 
by asc nding hydrothermal solutions, and the associated schists and 
kaolin eed materials are believed to be associated with the production 
of thelclays., 
The extent of the:mplacement of Owen beds is not easy to 
determine but is obviously limited. The, ·majority of the contact 
phenomlna may be explained by facies changes and in only a few cases is 
any mefmorpbism of the Owen proved,. The writer envisages a narrow, 
variable and locally absent zone at the contact in which shearing stress 
is p:irlicularly high. The high stress is probably due to frictional 
drag oroentrated at the j11'1<ltion of oompetent and incompetent material 
I 
t 
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and related to the overall N - S shearing couple. That movement 
has taken place along the contact is indicated at several places, 
e.g. ~t the Blow mine, the sharp, steep contact has the appearance 
of a fiault and at Comstock, there is clear evidence of faulting 
the line of the contact, probably but not definitely of 
transdurrent type. Movement in schist adjacent to the contact 
en up along cleavage planes and.is indicated py steep to 
vertic~l rodding and striae; the.movement is generally horizontal and 
els the contact or any local important fault lines. 
At a recent symposium on the Lyell Schists held in Queenstown, 
many qbjections were raised to alteration of the siliceous Owen 
ion, mainly on chemical grounds. Objections from a chemical 
point lof view are strong but they have to be weighed against the 
field !evidence. Schwartz (1947) states that quartz may be replaced 
somewna.t by sericite and suggestions of sericitisation of quartz have 
served under the microscope in several slides. Again, 
Pettijlohn (1949, p.248) suggests that replacement of quartz by 
e and chlorite takes place on low grade metamorphism of 
Admittedly this is no proof that siliceous sandstones 
ergo sericitisation but it does indicate that quartz, usually 
d as very stable, can undergo alteration. Replacement of 
by felspar. is illustrated by several examples in Reynold's 
paper pn the chemical changes leading to granitisation (1946), and 
(19?2) refers to albitisation 'of quartz in the Cluanie igneous 
on. The writer considers it possible that alteration of quartz 
to ser~cite in preference to felspar.might well take place under 
condit~ons of localised stress such as are likely to occur at.the 
contact[ of schist and conglomerate. 
Vvl Perrin and Ro~bault (1942) describe a rather similar change 
from c nglomerate to schist in the valley of L1Arly, though a careful 
study pf the evidence they present in support of metasomatism of the 
conglo~erate failed to reveal complete· proof that the writers were not 
describing facies changes. 
Considerable chemical mobility of elements at Lyell is 
indicated by the host-rock alteration associated with many of the 
orebodies, with the production of batchelorite, etc., and also by the 
I I . 
distribution of hematite and silica, to be described shortly. 
I 
I 
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EEIVIA.T 
Much of the schist contact ·zone is characterised by the 
presenjee of, hematite-, 'eith~r·. dissemipated .in the -conglomerates and 
' ' - •i; ,L " 
· saridst!ones near the _contact, or as massive lenses at the contact showing 
' ' c "• 
reiictl sedimentary structures. Gen~ral (!.issemination is ·.seen near· 
"" the Bllow and' massive heim.t±te ,bodies occur ·at the ,northern end of the. 
"Thlirsib Ridge and-near the--North, Lyell' Open Cut·. 
- ' ~ I 1 
, Detailed mapping 
bas s?pwn that where the Schists occupy the stratigraphical position 
of .the\ upper_ Middle Ow~n ,Cqt?-glome·rate, ~the contact ·is hematite-rich, 
bu,t wh~re t):J.ey replace other horizons there is- n~ ·sign of ,hematisation; 
f?r: in~tance, there is no hematite at 'the con~act along the west,fla~-
of ·thelTharsis Ridge, where schlsts are in'the Lower.Owen Conglomerate 
position. 
~ ·As has already-'been e:Xplained when describing, the OWen 
< ' l ._. , ' • ' , \ ' 
sediments the upper'M~ddi~ oW~n be~s·~t_Lyeli represent· a·facies 
variation in tha~ they are poorly sort~d and·contain' ~ngular 
'' ' , 
fragi:neljlts. ~gain in th~·- ~hapter on ,th~·-·.~chist"."conglomer~te contact, 
~ ~~ ' - ' c ' ', • 1 "I 
' -
the p_o$sibility- of rejuvenation. of ·the.-·Dundas ·Ridge at tllis stage was 
.suggesiied to explain the schists at this: :horizon·. 
' ' 
"That the grey\vac_ke · 
,,•_ corigl~*erates:which gave ~ise t.6' these schists were·rich in'hematite 
·is vert propable,'for the unaltered'siliceous beds- of this horizon are 
r_ich i~ det.rital hematite: pebble:::;, presUiilably derived from';~he Dundas 
. rocks. I .It is coriclud~d· tba_t:t~~ ,hemapite. in these beds was expelled 
duri~g1hydrothermal alte:r:-a.tion_,and., deposited at or near the congl~merate 
contac,. 
" 
. It should" be .me~t-ioned here that Bradley ·(1954) regards this' 
hema tiile as of 11hypothetical 11 origin and linked with metas~ma tlsm; he 
, regard~ pebbl~s of hematit'e as due_ t_o selectiv:e re.placement of original 
''•," 
qua~t~ .I schist pebbles. , His theory for the origin of hematite is based 
on thei:following 11facts 11 (p.230)~ 
111. "The pebbles are '·c_lea:n cut. _ . . 
2. The J;>ebbles are mixed-with qua;rtz pebble_s over some 50';'.f~. 
from contacts·, ~ut are most nume~ous and almost exclusive 
near· the contacts •. -' 
3. - Pebbles ·occur to" a depth of. six inches alongside sericite 
veins whic~ cut the bedding of normal quartz conglomerate. 
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4~ The contact, and hematite pebble zones run vertically 
through the 1200 ft. of the conglomerates • 
. , 
5. Despite 4, no hemati~e pebbles occur elsewhere as bands 
in the conglomerates." 
Examining these 11factsll in the light of the more recent 
work:,, 
1. Away from the contact hematite pebbles are clear. cut but 
near the .contact, pebbles and matrix are le_ss. easy to. seps.rate due to 
the g~neral hematisation. 
' ' 
2. Hemat'ite pebbles are not 'exclusive to contacts; on the 
Tbarsis Ridge they_are·p~ominent throughout the Middle Owen beds, 
whichlare up to 200 ft .. from the contact. 
3. 
4. 
This has not been verified by detailed mapping. 
There is no hematisation where beds other thari Middle Owen 
are replaced. 
5. "The .implication here is ths.t there is no dletrital hematite, 
yet i~ is clea~ from the regi.onal work that Parts of the ·cambrian 
ce were hematised in the Jukesian movement, particularly along 
ell Shear. Thi~ is proved by· hema t i te pebbles in the Jukes 
.Congl on Mt. Lyell and elsewhere. 
With these criticisms and the results of the regional 
in mind, it see~s clear that the contact hematite has been 
d by leaching of detrital hematite in the Middle Owen beds 
the pba~e of.hydrothermal al~eration ~cc~mpa.nying ore 
SILIC~Ji'ICATION AT LYELL 
Silicification is widespread in the Lyell nni.ne area and is 
partijcularly associated w~th major orebodies. Ivasses of .buff-
red chert-are developed along the North Lyell fault· zone, at 
' ... , -
North! Lyell, and at Comstock, and are a«'phase of mineralisation. 
Simill:Lrly the formation of the previously mentioned grey quartzite 
1panies mineralisation. - ,; . Such wholesale introduction of silica 
into lthe ore zone'is typical of many hydrothermal sulphide ·deposits 
and doubtless much of the silica is of deep-seated origin. 
Poss:ifbly also some of the quartz masses result from circulation of 
'· 
-', 
':"• 
.~ ... -
,{ ' ' 
•" 
• :•I 
. ~ 
- 1~4. "."•, 
•' 
', 
" ~' -, ' 
.- ' 
'• ,, . 
-.. ·· ., .. :.·vf·~~~~ifjti~i ~i:Lica as 'a ·,resul(~f ·hydt~ther~l ac•t,iyi~y,-'"i;i:i' the'.-_ 
' '~ - ' ' ' ' • - - • ,, :, l ' 
..... ' ' 
same wa;·-~~ ~~he -h~ma t·~ te :e~X:fohme~t :. · - -. : : . ·. : .. · :· -· ;' .. ~ ·.,,: " 
' I - ' , - • ' - - ' ,, ,• ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' : .r 
The silicifica:\;io'ri~-~i the ~en cori:gl~merate .\i~s -bee:i;i airea\].y 
- ~{ ~·ed· (~p;59)· ~o De-~~~i~~n···t~ctonisrri and.,,fs. ~n-:n~-\va~ ·:tei~t~~--~-0"the' 
,, •_' 
' '-
'•\ 
- "attri 
. . . . -Pr~o·f q·~. -t~i~ ~is·p~~;~~~:d.:by. th~· fact-·· that ·~he ~en ·. 
' - ' ' - - . '' 
~illerallis.a.tion. 
~-o~l~me~a_t~. ~~ o~~er a~~as ·_w~_ll .away .f~~m- ~n;v miner~li~a-~_io: s?,o~s the 
- same'· rade of silicificati6n. · - ·Once again, thes·e views .are contradictory 
.: : ... l ' ' - - • ' ' ~ '•, ' ' ... 
t·o_ thqse. ::i;~ut' for~rd ·.in Bra.dley' s :f:a:p~rs. 
-DIS'r~· . uT~ON:. -6~ -·~~HisT· .. ~YPE~:- n~· 1IBLA~ioN, T; ·1~11\lJilllA~ISATION: . ,_ · .· 
.. 
· ,· .. ,·_ A_s. the.: distributi.oh ?-nd -~~~~e ··bf -the''.-;:;.~11·-' Schists .are 
::~t!~i::1::~::_::.~:n::P:::.:~::pr~::::::a m:::1::tioo,· 
- . '· - ' " - ' - -
'·.-'be a seful. exploration guid~· ... '' 
. - ,, :, ' \ 
. · Of _first,:im~ortance is .. th~ recognition of'·a mineralised .zone 
,. : ,- con:ta:fning _t:q.e ~.rue. Lyell Sqhist~, . arid ,the· pre~enc:e ·of a.· flanking 
' ( 
lightly mineraii~ed ni;:i.rginal zone in· which the qr'iginal ·material has.-- ... 
' . ' ' - ., : . 
- ·," o~e- ~~~~y1itic ~Ji;'eratiori-- (Fig. 20). 
' .. ·- - , ' - ' . 
WithiIJ. th~.;~~ri~~ali'sed zo~e· 'it iS possible .·to .sub:--diviae · 
' :-~ . ~ 
-, ·_-i~to ·fl:'.rici_tic, ~hl'orit'ic·,and argilli? · zones_ b~t ~hese ~:~ . .'e ·_.particularly 
, ' 
irre difffo{ilt ·to trace. - Anomalies are frequent within 
' . ' 
' ' , 
this ouping; thus s~ricHic -schis_ts. are found- within. th~ .chlori~~ _ 
nd minor zones of mi~~~aii~atioh with qiia.rtz-chlorite. a~d quartz-·_ 
1 t ' ~ • -
'-tel"' schis ts> occU:r' _·in -~~e--.:·;na:;gi~l '~chlst s. . . s~9h irr~guJ.8.ri'ty and' 
es~'· -~-f· :bo~dari~~:' app~;-~' ~o b~ typical '~f. hy~oth~~al al ~e~a tion 
- ' ,.. • "I~ ~ - ' ,:~ • _, " I ' ' - ·' • '- \.; J -
· -grad.e ·_copper dep'osi ts, "(Schwartz, i94 7). -
• - .! • • ' ' t 
in 
,,' ' The narg:inal zone is_-interpreted.~s -a' "frontU of· propylitic 
- - ' . 
-~ ' . 
al tera -pion wb,ich precede_s.: 'the main- iili-~er~lil:?a tion a_ng. ·which is therefore· 
tfme ·that the' formation of the true Lyell Schis'ts. 
- , . 
As 
the ·ne,raiisation.·~-preads and 'develops~ so the marg;Lnai zone is' 
'' . " ' . ' 
• - I. ' ' : ' 
exte ed anc1 the. original'· i:ns.rgina·1. schists converted to Lyell Schists. 
,- :i . 
T.liis. dynamic' conc(3pt.,-o:f ·aiteration is 'in.ag.i:'e-ement with views expressed 
_by Sales. arid .. M~yer (1948). · 
Alteration i~:the_margip_al zone -is controlie~ by 'original 
differences ·in r~ck COmposi,tion and :texture and 'iS at a low ·llgrade 11 • 
'" 
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The ·Lyell Schists are :·a_irect: indicators of the. ~resence of 
' ' , ' '" ,, 
. . . 
. sulphides,· formation of which has been accompanied by hyctr:othermal 
alteration. 
'J:lh~,-schist typE!S· of this zone are related to.-a combination 
of two factors~ '(a) the _original compos~tion, and (1?) the· ":t;ype. and 
intensity of' the ~ulppid~s •. · The importance of each.fact9r-varies 
" . . . 
within the ore zon~, bu~ genE!rally (b) 'is dominan"j; •. 
Sericitic -scnists ~re generally.associated with high 
.pyrite -value~., the higher the pyrit~ the greater the percentage of. 
, 
sericite as a general rule. \Vhen the pyrit~ content is.less 
_than about· lo% th~ · schists a~e· generally· of chlorit,ic or 'intermediate 
- ' ' ' ' 
'type. This· general .observation· is shown in Fig~ 23, which is,~ 
plan of the West.Lyell area. It may also be ,seen in detail at a 
number of points,' e.g. on the 1850 ft. Qench in the-Comstock q~arry, 
wlier,e a·- 2·-3 ft. lode of pyrite· following schistosity is flanked by a 
zone up to 4 or 5 ft •. wide.· of pyritic quartz s~ricite schist, which in 
tiirn is flanked by lightly ,pyritic dark.green chloritic schist. 
. ' 
Copper sulphides' are closely associated with pyrite as can 
' ~' ' , . - ,. 
be seen from Fig. 23, but the cores of copper and iron mineralisation 
'by'no'means coincide. The copper values of the Prince Lyell oreboo_y, 
for instance' extend well,' into the chlori tic and intermediate schists 
-where there i.s little pyrit~. - Edwards (1939) has shown that ·pyrite 
was the first sulphide to be deposited, and this phase, was apparently 
.accompanied by sericitisation.' Chalcopyrite·forming at~ later 
stage, an'd probably at a _lower t_emperature, had little influence over 
' . . 
the distribution .of schist types established in the pyrite phase. 
Chloritic and intermediate schists are.generally associated 
·. with: low ·pyrite and variable copper values and their' relationships to 
the serfoitic zones have already been described. · The concentration 
< o~ the' bigger orebodief! ~ear .the' contact results in a ·:p·r.ed.ominance 
of sericitic schists n'.ear the -contact, w.ith an adjoining ~one of mainly 
chloritic schists, which is in turn 'flanked by the narginal schists (Fig.22). 
The zones of most intense .. rock alteration are closely associated 
with the richer orebodies such as the Blow·, North Lyell, and Comstock. 
Here,hy<;lra~ed aluminium silicates are common, generally flanking the 
orebodies in relatively thin lenses and bands; in the Comstock open cut 
'" 
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for instance, the main ore lens on the 1850 bench has an associated 
band of ba.tchelorite (?) no greater than 20 fte wide. 
Similar minerais also develop along zones of shearing 
within the mineralised zone at Lyell and they are therefore not always 
indicators of ore. 
These silicates appear to represent the highest degree of rock ::: .. >i 
alteration a.t Lyell,, Another phase of intense rock alter\a,tion is the 
formation of grey quartzites and buff chert associated with ore 
occurrence. 
In summary, it is possible to recognise in the Lyell area 
a zone of mineralised schists with an outer zone of marginal schists,, 
The mineralised schists, known as the Lyell Schists, may be subdiv~ded 
into sericitic and chloritic zones, with locally an additional "argillic" 
zone. , Until the minerals developed in the latter zone are properly 
identified, it is perhaps unwise to refer to the 0argillic 0 zone, 
but the available information suggests the characteristic minerals 
of this phase have, at least in part, strong affinities with clay 
minerals., In any case_, the minerals form a cha.racteris\ tic phase 
of intense rock alteration. 
The importance of clay minerals as a result of hydrothermal 
alteration bas been repeatedly emphasised by Schwartz (1947, 1953, 1955) 
and m:i.:ny others, particularly as a result of work by Lovering (1941) 
on the tungsten ores of Boulder County, Colorado, and by Peterson, 
Gilbar~, and ~uiok (1951) at Castle Dome, ArizOna.G 
The zones outlined at Lyell are, in many respects, similar 
to alter¥3-tion zones described by other writers working on low grade 
copper deposits. For example, Schwartz (1953) describes four zones 
of hydrothermal host-rock alteration at San Manuel, .Arizona. They are:-
(a.) A zone of intense alteration, with the rock composed mainly of 
hydrothermal clay minerals, especially k.aolinite and alunite. 
(b) Similar, but hydromuscovite is more common than k.aolinita., 
The mineralisation is low copper and high pyrite. 
(c) A_ sericitic zone associated with ll:important'' amounts of 
ehalcopyrite and pyrite~ This zone is found in most 
dissem:l.na.ted copper deposits. 
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(d) A marginal zone involving slight altera1tion of the monzonite 
wi·l;h production of secondary bioti te, epidote, zoisi te, and 
ohlorite. 
Again, Peterson, Gilbert, and Q;uick (1951) describe three 
phases of alteration in the Castle Dome copper deposit, viz., a 
clay alteration zone close to ore, flanked by a'- propylitic (marginal) 
phase, both zones being cut by later quartz - sericite alteration. 
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·MINERALOGICAL AND CHEMICAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH HYDROTIDlRl\lfA.L ALTERATION 
. . 
.. A. considerable amount of information is available on the 
chemical composition of the Lyell· .Sch.ists, but discussion of. chemical 
changes is hampered by diff~culties in ascertaini~ the original nature 
of particular rock types·. It has been shown that the lithologies of 
the Dundas Group vary r~pidly both horizontally and vertieally and. 
doubtless the variations of schist typ~s in the mine area are to some 
extent related to' this. The proximity of acid and basic volc~nics in 
the :Dundas. Group, and of ba.sal ts and sandstones , results in wide and 
. rapid variations of chemical _composition. 
, -- ' 
. . 
A feature' that bas to be taken into account ~t Lyell is -the 
. . 
concentra t.ion of potash-rich, .. siliceous ·:Yolcanics ahd" granite. along the 
. . 
Lyell Shear, as already desc'ribed. If S1:1Ch rocks occurred in the ~yel.l 
area prior to_mineralisatfon, then schists of similar composition 
might be expected. 
Again, the Jukes ·a·onglomerate is likely .to be derived from 
an extremely variable set of sedimentary and igneous rocks and therefore 
can be expe,cted to show similar variations in c'omp6sition in even more 
detail,. varying_fro~ .p~bble to pebble. 
M'lrgirial Schists· 
The schists exposed in the first few hundred feet of the 
West Lyell.Tunnel.are clearly derived fr9m volcanics and gre;ywackes 
that ·have_undergone alteration involving the formation of chlorite, 
-calcite, sericite,and probably'.p::i.ragon~te, etc. Felspars of the 
original soda-rich volcanic~ may pe seen in all stages of a~teration 
to the.se minerals: . 
Chemically, hydration is ubiquitous·, available analyses showing 
an increase in percentage of combined water of 2-3%~ Iron also 
.'• 
appears to have been introduced:, both combl.ried in chlorite and also as 
fine hematite. , Whether the~e has been transference of other material 
from outside sources is impossible to tell from availab~e infornation, 
but it is very likely that.localised re-distribution bas taken pla~e. 
'Schwartz (1952) suggeststhat much of the ~terial introduced into the 
marginal zone is derived from the mineralised areas. 
~ 
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Lyell Schists 
Quartz-chlorite schists are more intensely chloritised than 
. . 
the marginal schists, are generally .more ·acid. with a quartz .cont.ant, · 
are coarser in grain, and show few relict structures. The occasional 
felspa.r outlines and embayed quartz crystals suggest derivation from 
volcanics. 
Chemically,, they have a similar combined. water content, tend 
be 
toAmore acid,and have a much lower alkali content with potash and soda· 
-
" in more or less equal amounts. They could well be· derived from a 
volcanic sequence. 
Quartz sericite schists are characterised by a high quartz 
and sericite content. Now if these rocks .are derived from original 
rhyolites or even granites such as· typify the Lyell Shear zone further· 
.south, then little chemical alteration is required (see Tables 3, 4 and 
6) but if they are derived from the 'soda-rich, acid and basic volcanics, 
then considerable introduction of potash and probably silica is 
required. . The lack of granitic and other potash~rich rock pebbles in 
·the Jukes Conglomerate near Lyell sugg~st that no such material was 
formed in the mine area and was confined to the southern 'lD8.rt of the 
Shear zone. 
The relationship between high pyrite content and sericite 
is so well established that even if the original rocks were in pa.rt 
potash-rich, then considerable movement and re-arrangement of material 
must have taken place. 
Original.felspars have been almost entirely obliterated or at 
least reduced to sericitic material _an9,. the original quartz bas undergone 
re 7 crystallisation along .. w;i.th silica free!l by. breakdown of felspars. 
Conside!able.alteration must have taken place ·to produce the 
hydrated aluminium silicates of the rich orebodies. ·Alteration must 
have involved loss of silica and addition of alumina and water in all 
. . 
. varieties, and in some, removal or re-arrangement of alkalies~ 
Expulsion of 'hematite:from the Middle Owen.horizon and 
siiicificati.on have already be~n q.esc~ibed and testtfy to the considerable 
re-arrangement and introduction of material tbat accompanied Lyell Shear 
mineralisation. 
Alteration of the Owen Conglomerate formation calls for removal 
-· 
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of si.lica (up _to 3oi/o of .the original t~tal) and introduction of 
aluinina, alkalies,and water. 
'' ' - ' • • •' - I', -
HYDROTHERl\ffA.L AlliERii.TION· ALONG THE LYELL SHElAR. AWAY FROM MT. LYELL 
A.t .several points· along the Lyell;, _Shear _zone the·re occur 
Lyell-like schists ass~ciated with sulphide mineralisation and it 
. . 
is possible to relate.the schist types to the nature of.the ~ineralisation. 
The conclusions made at Lyell are borne ·o~t·by. the 
observations made ·outside the mine area. - · . 
The chief areas of interest, from north to south, are as 
follows: 
Great Lyell - along the .South Owen fault zone, a major NW 
fault showing transcur.rent mo~einent_, there. is a. a.~·;,,'elo.pment of 
chloritic and sericitic schists tbat·are _clearly derived from 
altera~ion of Dundas Group rocks. Conolly origi~lly described 
the schists as sheared porphyry tbat· bad been i~truded along the 
fault zone, but regio:i;ial mapping gives conclusive proof as to 'their 
. . . 
true· origin. 
The schists here are largely marginal type and show·relicts 
of original textu~e and mineral content. A typical example is a 
_ sheared reddish-brown felspar porphyry, the phenocrysts· averaging 1 or 
2 m.m. diameter. Under the microscope, the felspa~s, some of which 
' . 
are euhedral,_appear to be albite ~dergoing alteration to sericite, 
chlorite' and calc~te.: The carbonation is interesting in tbat the 
p 
calcite develops ~s rhombs in the altered felspars and the rhombs all 
show pa~allel ~rientation. The final stage of alteration is to 
reniform masses of calcite .with rims of iron_ oxide:. Many of the· 
·felspars are rounded off -:t;o conform with the dominant shearing direction. 
. The ~reat Lyell adits expose chloritic schists tbat resemble 
pyroclastics or coarse greywackes. 
It is interesting to note that an _elect.romagrietic anomaly n~r 
the Great·Lyell shaft more or less coincides with a development of 
quartz sericite schists. This indicates pyritic ~ut '_not necessarily 
copper mineralisation. 
Qu~rtz sericite schists with pyrite ma,y be seen on the northern 
slopes of Mt. HuXley; they are .typical of the 'pyritic alteration but 
contain little copper. 
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The· ·ore host at Jukes Proprie:t;ary, . on the- northern slopes' 
' ' - <··1 _.,._ 
of Mt. ·Jukels, varies from dark.' green cl:ilori tic schist to dense 
i•felsi ten. Ther.e is ·only limited ~eyelopment of ser:i.citic schists 
and the pyrite miner~lisation is w~,k. The_granophyric felsite ·of 
·the lake -.:fuke!:! mine i's yeined by 'bornite and hematite but the slight 
degree of silicification is' not·significant. 
- - ' - ' ,. 
The only large deve.lopment of Lyell Schists .away from Lyell 
- ' - >' -
is at ;East .~rwil?-, 'where chi'oritic and sericitic schists flank the ' 
Owen~eds on ·conglomerate Spur. Min~ralisation consists of r~ther. 
. . 
·ill-defined, fairly :narrow pyrite·. zones containing patchy chalcopyrite. 
. ' 
The host .rocks a:rid mineralisation are· a small scale, low grade, version 
of the West Lyel_l ty-pe of_ o'~ebodies·. -
~indon-'~--Show and·_ Hal -Jukes are similar to Juke~, PJ:oprietary 
·.in thi t. -weak py-.ci te ·.and- chalcopYri te mineraiis~t ion: 9cctll-s . in dark · 
• - .... t - 1- ' -chl~ri t_.e ~chis~s and,. ·-more .. or l·e;ss un~l te~ed de~se ~tfelsi tett: (r~oli te 
' ( ' ' 
-, flois. and breccia~). There is :onl;y .minor development' of sericitic 
material which is in ~eep:i.ni?;·with the type of:mineralisati<;>n. The 
development' _c>f chloritfo· schis-ts "from these host_ rocks must involve ~ 
introduction of water; 'iron.,. and.maguesia, and probably lo~s of silica. 
·- - ' . - ' 
· TEMPERATURE OF FORl\II&TION 
Th~ stu:dy: of the ternpera.ture of formation~ of t'he- Lyell 
Sch:i,.:;:its requires de"\;a:iled laborat~ry· .v,i-prk and positive .-mineral 
identification; particularly of.the fine grained types. Unfortunately 
the ·commonest' minerals, chlorite·-and sericite, form ·over a wide 
. '' - ' ' 
-_temperature r~nge.~ith changes.in, acidity,:and·c~nnot pe used .as 
,I • -
temperatµre indicators (see Stringhall)., 195?) ~. The mor_~ us~ful 
- \ ' ~ -
. ·.been·: . -- - .. ·· , · minerai~- have no~··J\;0~·definitely-identifie~ a,nd"temper~~;ture de:tetmination 
' I' ''• ,·, • -. 
by this·m~thod must await further work. 
·The highest temperature of deposition· indicated by th~ 
' " ' ' '• ' I ' 
sulp4ides, is 475° C~, Edwards: (1939) has :rioted intergrowth textrires 
- ' . . 
.betw~en c~lcopY"rite ~nd bol'l?-ite that' resemble.those formed 
experimentally by Schwartz (1931 )~ on heating .the two -rri~nerals to 4 75° C. 
However, some doubt _is cast on this figure by Filiifionova (1952). who 
states that her_e~periments show that similar intergrowths c~n be 
produced bY heat~ng bornite and pyrite to 2400 c. Other lines of 
evidence, such as' borni te-chalcoci te intergrowths, .show a gradually 
c, 
•,r,' '' 
,•': 
'· 
;:_ .121' --. 
··1' 
.. ; \ ~ 
',, 
"· 
.:'."'falli~g: terri;eratur~' :a:~d·: no 'hi~he~·_:·~:h8.n ·175? .. a:~:·'.:--. 
" ' - '.'[ ' '• ' ' ' -
'" 
: \~ai1. _iock t_e~~e:i::at~res .. woul~- be. :6~nsiderably_ .. i~~er t~~~· 
that of the ore. solut ~on~, and. the ~9~p0~ i=•]J:i; fr;., ~he orebPdi•• 
prob~bly fairly steep.· .. ~:,-··Thu.'s: the .temperatur,e:. thr.otlgh 'most of. the : 
- ' ' ' '-' •,• "' ' ' . - -
Lyei~ Schi~t~. ~rc:>b~b~y ,:never; ·r_ose .higher:. than'·a '!ew h~dre~ '_~egre~s 
t ' ' • ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' 
, C~nt'igrk.d~." --.... Pyrite: IY':'s, ·:tlie · earlie::it _s.ulphid~ _and. :w.a-s _probably. · 
•" ' - - - J ' .. 
' .- ' ' 
deposited 'at· the. hig~est tel!lperature-,:' succ~·ed~~--pha~$s of-.depositicin.-.'. 
,', - ' ', ,.,.','' I 'r: - ~~·:' ,-'~: l. ' :' ,'~, ',, • • ··,·I.\~,''~ ,, ; 
: taking, place .with·:_falling tt?mperature.· · .... The associa'ted: seric·i:l;e. ,rna.y 
. ' . '. . ,- ''' ' .· ' 
-.therefore be'·taken_ as the': highest· 'te~~erature niiner~i, 'schists ·developed 
' ' '' ,' ' , .. . ' ' . . ' ~ ~ ' 
a~:<a .. iater stage; or_ ftirther .. f:r''om· the"·o~·ebo.d:ie·s:, b~irtg«form~d at_ a_· 
' . . ' ' ' " ,. -" ' -. ' '-tempera~~~e ·seve~al .degre~s +o~e;:'.)-·, _-':': ·' '. ,~ ,,'. : '. -, ; -- . '.: " . 
;·: .~' ' i· - '~1-··.~·~· ',,: '':, ·_. ' \·,'~.',l ' j - ~ 
· · The .. feW, .t~m~erature ind:j.cators .. s'\lgge~t. a ~'?sotherm~l type of· · 
' ' ~ .•, ., : ' -1 t ' ' - - ". '''' / J ' • ' ' 
.ore;dep~sitiori, U:-sing':i,indgxeri•s ci'1i;i.s~ifi~~tio~-'(i933)..- ".'Thi~ is· 
,confi~ecl ... b'~ <t'~~ 'sdhwaitz -; s '~b,se~ :ti~~: (r9·~·9) · .. t'lJa i mesot,he;~l 'alteration 
I ,._- ' ' • ' :· -' ' 
"•' :· 
~lmqst ·inVc\1-riapli .re~u+ts ·~n.:, r~lative,iy 'large:·gains of w~ter' a':rid_. '' 
• • ' ' ' ' ' ' < ' I 
· potash.-whiie ·the epi- a_nd hypo-:therms:i t.yt>es. s'how _small' ~~n. .o!-:.' losses .. _. 
of w~t~r' ~ria: pQt~sh~ 
r -' ',' ' 
:D.i~;re~s~ :· ~n the _pota~h a~d pa.rticul~rly" the water 
l • ' ' 
-contents are pa.rt.icula:r<.features 'of the Lyell ·schi.sts • 
.. '' '.·, .. ' '.: ' ·,, -
'•:,LI 
': 
"' ,···· 
. -~ . SCHISTOSITY: ::~ r. ;.~~· J • ~:-i _}~~ .~1:. 
1~ \ 
The developl:nerit of schist.osi ty. in the inco~pet~nt 'r.ock_s -~s· · 
:- ' . ' '· ' ~ ' . ' . ' 
:a .. feature ·of .. the'T~bb~rebberan Oroger.ly • .'," .Th~ predominf:l.rit";t~ike in tlie 
J ' ' ' 
1'. ' ' 
:iiyell_ S!)hists" lies' between .3oo and 3:30° 'E of N and' schisto~dty generally 
. ' ' 
- . , . 
dips '_steepi'y_ .south 'we~t~ . Nea,,r the -contac~ , . the strike: and d,iP are 
controlled, by the .form of ::tiie co~tact and the schists tend to "mould" 
:tliems'el ves upon' the ·co~~etenf ilia t'~ria~ ." Evidence.- qf horizQntal, 
,' ,··.,, -, ~
' ' "~ moveme~t· along .. schi~toslty. planes:;ts giveii. by lin~ation runriing·ste§.Ply 
- - • ' : ; ' ' ,. ,' ' ' • f ' ·~'-. - • ' ' ' ._· - _-,--..-::::::.--- • 
.', t ' .:do~dip'. ·T~e· ~c~i_ift:osity waff::·a:evel.op~d prior' to:ore ·aep.ositiori 
'., - ' '1 ,-
·._for it· exer~s ·a·· strong -coritr.ol . qver the s:trik~ and" d:fi:P 6~ rria.,_ny of . the · 
- ; - . . ... ' ·.. - "· 
orebo'dies., 'Pa,rtid{ilarly n:ea;r_ West-,Lyell." · ··: EdWards (1939). 'states that -
' - ' . ,,- , 
the hydration of, the' origi:ia+ r~cks", and the consequent inqrease in 
- ' 
vo;tume, :i:E\ t4e c&us.e of ·:th.e. schistosity a:t. "Lyell. · · Batema~"(i954), 
however' insists tha,t _hydrot:tiermal replacement -.is a volume-for;..yolume ·, 
cbange. From the" regiorial:·t~ctonic study it is'apparent:'tbat the 
·; .·'' 
schistosit;;r' at Lyell. with i tE! \tominci.D:t.- m1( .trerl.d, is" mer~ly ·a: feature of 
~: ' .. / ' , - 1 • 
. the .. overa:ll _st:r,"esi;i·-:Pa·hern.and 'is ·a· reflection of high st:r~_ss along 
the _~yell" Shear r~ ther than Ioca:).ised volui;ne increases. 
'.' 
,, 
" 
,. 
::· 
,, 
•' '' 
" 
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Tbat conditio~s -6f stress were mai;ntai1:1,ed after 
'develo'pm.ent .of schistosity. and or~ deposit:i,on: i~ ;indicated. by 
. - ' . , ' -
" . 
. shears :and ·thrust's dist;rting and ·offsetting the' J3chistosity. 
' . . ,' - ,_ ' - , 
.. On 'smaller.· ~caie, · 'pos,t;_ore' shearing may be seen in harid SP.ecimen in 
'_ ' ' ' ' ' -
·: · - .striated 1?-nd po_lished pyri t~ and c~,;I.cop;Y:ri te, and ?ccasionally 
· under' the. microscope by 1;'he development· of· 'micaceous 11tails" in the 
- . ·, • , ; - • - 'l • ' ' - -, ' ,·_ ' ',' ., - - ' 
~: •11sbad9w~ 11 of -.:p:Yri t€. cub?s, ~~ chlo~itic and· .~~~ici-ti?' schi!'lts. 
, ' 
rATE~STAGE-PHENoMfilim. . ,_ ';;;.,,_, 
. ·' 
··Quartz, quartz-chlorite·; .and. quar_tz-:_chi6-ri1:;e-:"si·derite-· 
' I ' •"! ,· ' '. ' '• ~ t ' .r ' • • •• I' • •• • : ,!", • • ' ' ' ' " ' ', • ,'. ' ' ' 
, cbalc9pyrite.--albit~ .v~.i~s and lenses ·a:re commo!-1 .throughout the· 
' • ~ - - - - - ' ' 1 ' • ' 
·~' .,LyeiLand' 'mrginal s~htsts .... They .:dist9rt s:chistosity'and are of 
' • ' ' ' ,,,,. ,o t ',I -• • < .. • 
' . post~ore depqsiti·bn, and· ruch of 'the •'c9nta'ined minerals and sulphides 
. ' ' \. ''' ' 
"' 
are probably 11picked up""from .surroundi~g rock~;- duriijg __ their 11intrusion11 • 
' - t -
Chlori t.e-. veins "often cause a ge:n~ral 'chlori te .e.nrichment in the _local 
host rockS: and further,-complicate Lyell _Schist d:i:stribution._ '. 
. '' 
ORIGIN AND,· ECONOMIC. SIGNIFICANCE' OF THE LYELL 'SCHISTS:' A .'SUTuTIVfARY. 
' '' 
' - - . ' . \ ' ~ ' ' \ 
As .a ·result of:_,rec.~liriis_sanc~"~n~_det.ailed. mapping, it 
- ~ ' i ' • • 
bas been ·possil,Jle to prove tbat"the ·Lye1i Schist13 ·are derived from-
, ' 1• -
Dunaas Gioup rocks, the Juk~s Conglomerate, and the ·~eri: iormation, 
by hyd:r'othermal 'alteratio~~ccomP8:nying.sulphide ~~eralisation •. 
Proof is_ provided by elµc,id.ation of.'the history of ~edimentatibn 
' . 
and tect'onics · in the Lyell area_ and. b;y_ study, ~f the nature of the 
. ':, "' . -
S.chists: 
-, : ;., ,:•,, 
" , 
•',, 
The Lyell Schist's·have·been found'useful·pointers in 
' .... - ' 
exploration work in that their,occurr~nce is ~a result of.mineralisation, 
and. diffE!rent'.· types of schist reflect . differing forms of metallisation. 
" -- .. -
'rlru.s in rn~w areas·, ,study of structure ·and schist type together provide 
•: 
an.initial indicatibn of the likelihoo~ of the· presence of economic 
deposits. "-..·Application of .the detailed work at' Lyell' to other centres 
~~'_ ~i~erai~s~ t~~n:"~lo~g the· Lyell" S.h.~r · bas ·.,.proved. useful and ~indings 
. . ' ' '• 
, ' ''•I 
nav.e been· conf~rmed by recent exploratory work. ,-
-, ' 
t 
TABLE 2. 
r IIa IIb III. IV 
Sl02 46.72 47.4 47.6 50.6 45.78 
Tl02 0.48 0.5 2 •. 63 
A12o3 18.25 16.1 - i.7.7 20.3 14.64 
Fe2o3 2.38 11.9 13.7 l0.7 3.16 
'FeO 7.73 n.'dt. n.dt. n.dt. s.73 
MnO 0.07 n.dt. n.dt. n~dt. o.~o 
MgO 7.81 ' 9.5 -, 6.55 ' 4.4 9.39 
Cao 7.86 lo.o·. 8.2 6.6 10.74 
Na.20 2.64 2.3 -2.0 2.3 ·2.63 
K20 - 1.32 ' 0.2 1.3 1.8 0.95 
H20f. 0.11 ( ~- 1.5 ( ( ( 2.5· ( 1.9 ( 0.76 
H 0- 4.43 ( ,( ( ( 2, 
. P205 n.dt .• 
002 - 0.4' · o.6 0.4 
s 
so3 - 1.05 1.1 1.0 
99.eo 101.35 lqL.25_ 100_~5 99.51 
I Porph;yritio (augite) basio lava, Lynch Creek, South Queenatown. 
Analyst - B. Scott. 
II.a., b. Pyroxene lavas from Lynch Creek · 
Analyst - Mt. Lyell Co. 
III Ia.va near Miners Ridge, east of Lynchford. 
Analyst - Mt. Lyell Co. 
IV Normal alkali basalt, average of many analyses. 
(Nookolds, S.R., Bull. Geol. Soo. Amer. 54. 10. 1954). 
TABLE ~ 
I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX x XI XII 
S102 56.ao 56.2 72.8s 70.60 5s.oa 61.,58 58.6 73.44 73.76 61.2 46.4 50.4 
/ -
-T102 0.35 1.0 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.49 0.33 0.12 (_ 15. 5 22.1 26.0 
'~-
.- ----
AI203 17.11 17.4 13.76 13.31 16 .. 32 16.96 15.7 
\ 
14.18 11.98 /..L---
-..... 
Fe203 2.12 3.7 o.s9 1.54 2.00 1 •. 75 8.9 1.46 1.14 
FeD 5026 3e4 3 .. 44 2-.36 5.53 2.85 n.dt. 0.55 2.40 
MnO 0,.28 0.,2 0.02. 0.05 0.12 n.dt. Tr .. 
MgO 3.61 2.5 0.94 1.75 3.9s 3 .. 67 3.6 0.43 0.76 
Cao 4.20 5.2 0.16 1.68 7.32 6028 2_ .. 8 0.32 
Na20 4.47 5 .. 0 2086 4.44 2.16 3.94 5.,s 0.16 0..,53 
KzO 2;q75 3.6 2.63 2.03 1 .. 30 1.28 1.8 a.05 7.38 
H2o+ 2.58 ) 2.04 1.46 2.74 ) ) 1.36 ) 
H2o- 0.04 ~ 1.3 0006 O.,C6 Nil ~ 1 .. 30 ~ 1.0 o.os ~ i.75 
P205 0.33 0.5 0.09 o.oa 0.18 n.dt. 0@10 
C02 0@44 0.31 0,.73 0.38 0.25 0.7 0.38 
s Nil Tr. 0.,07 Nil n.dt. Tr. 
Other Consts., O."Z.ll 
Total: 100.37 100.0 100.45 lOC.56 100.53 100.35 98.9 100.54 ~00.48 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
x, XI, XII 
TABLE 3 Cont' d • 
F~lspar porphyry, Lake Margaret tram line. . Analyst:· Tasmanian Mines Dept. 1956. 
Trachyandesite, mean of 19 analy~es., 6sann - Rosenbusch, Gesleinslehre, 1923, p. 378 as quoted in ~yrell (1930, pel26). 
Sodi - potassic rhyolite, Comstock tram.line •. 
~artz felspar porphyry, West Q.u.een river. 
Hornblende andesite,. Crown Hill. 
. . 
Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept. 1956. 
Analyst: .Tasmanian. Mines Dept. 1956. 
Am.lyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept. 1956. 
Hornblende andesite, Mount Shasta,'California.. (H.N. Stokes), as quoted in Hatch, Wells, and Wells, 1952, p.271. 
. . 
Pyroxene-felspar porphyry, near Lync~ord •. '. 
11Felsite" of Intercolonial Spur, near Mt. Jukes. 
Analyst:· Mt~: Lyell Co. Assay office, 1954. 
Analyst: Tasmanian Min'es Dept. 1956: 
Potassic rhyolit~, CWJI Caregog, Snowdon. (Anal. R.J.c. Fabry) Q.J.G.s., 1927,' P•~6e· 
Partial analyses of al bite basalts, s.pero River to High Rocky Point. ~nalysta Mt. Lyell Assay Office, 1957. 
/ 
TAB~!_ 
-I II III 
S102 74 .. 96 71.9 76 .. 92: 
T102 0 .. 13 n.dt~ 0 .. 19 
1-1203 13. 55 14 •. 7 14 .. 07 
Fe203 0.79 3.6 0.43 
FeO 0.71 n.dt. 0.64 
M"n.O Oo.01 n .. dt. Tr. 
t MgO 0.48 o.6 0.25 
Cao 0.16 0.5 0.16 
Na20 2.33 1.9 3 .. 24 
K20 · 5.57 4.7 2.61 
H2o+ 0.06 ) 1.84 
)o.6 
H20- 0 .. 16 ) nil 
P205 0.05 n. dt. Tr. 
C02 0.30 0.4 o.06 
Total: 100.06 98.9 100.41 
I Pink granite, South Darvrin., Analyst: Tasmanian Mines 
Dept. , 1956. 
II PL.~k granite, South Darwin~ Analyst: Mt., Lyell Co, 
Assay Office, 1955. 
III White granite, South :Darwin. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines 
- Dept •. , 1956. t 
t 
t 
TABLE 5 
The Owen Conglomerate on Mt,. Owen 
Central part of Owen Spur 
Upper Owen: 20 ft, 
40 ft, 
60 ft0 
250 ft,. 
140 ft. 
110 ft, 
100 ft, 
Tota.la 
Middle Owen: 40 ft0 
720 ft, 
Alternating shaley sandstone, 
tubicolar sand.stone, and granule 
conglomerate. 
Fine yellowish conglomerate, hema.-
titic at base, with many pebbles 
brown iron exide9 Matrix rich 
in alluvial chromite, 
Dark hema.titic tubicolar sandstone 
showing current disturbances, 
Pink, grey or purple thin-bedded 
sandstones with shale and hematitio 
bands, 
Grey fine brecoia conglomerate 
with a few quartzite beds •. 
Purplish thin-bedded sandstones, 
red-pink pebbly sandstone and 
shaley beds .. 
Alternating grey quartzite, fine 
yellowish conglomerate and green-
grey shales. 
Yellow, medium grained, thick bedded 
siliceous conglomerate, 
200 fte Red sandstone. 
Total: · 240 ft, 
~ 
t 
· TABLE 5 cont'd. 
Below Summit of Mte Owen 
Middle Owen: :J,60 ft. 
40 ft. 
0 
Red sandstone, cross bedded and 
with pebble bands, becoming increas-
ingly conglomeratic upwards. 
Dark medium grained conglomerate, 
mainly yellow siliceous pebbles in 
hemati"te matrix. 
50 ft. Red sandstone. 
Total: 250 ft. 
Lower Owen: 340 ft., 
40 ft" 
350 ft. 
200 ft., 
Totals 930 ft .. 
Coarse grey siliceous conglomerate 
with red sandstone beds usually 
less than 2 ft. thick. 
more frequent upwards. 
Sandstones 
Pebbles 
are mainly banded quartzite, vein 
quartz, quartzite, chert, e·tc. 
Very coarse conglomerate and boulders 
up to 2· ft. in diameter. 
Yellow-grey coarse siliceous 
conglomerate with lenticular sandy 
beds. 
Pink-grey very coarse siliceous 
conglomerate with thin sandstone 
beds; pink sandy matrix. 
TABLE 6 
I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX x XI 
S102 67.52 60.44 42.i2; 51.64 22.12 55.60 49.4 45.04 46.28 46.60 50.0 
T102 0.28 0.60 n.dt. o. 56 0.45 o. 56 n. 0 .. 07 0.13 
Al203 11<;>99 27.01 31.3 17.32 21.35 17.41 45.1 36.68 37.75 39070 17.6 
Fe203 L.77 0 .. 86 4.3 5.1a 4.74 3.07 0.53 005 11.4 
FeO 6.81 0.26 n.dt. 11.09 32.69 12.28 0.23 0.13 n.dt. 
:MnO 0.16 Tr. n.dt. 0.12 1.24 0.34 Tr. 0.05 
MgO 1.22 0.42 0.9 2.56 6.45 2084 1.91 0.14 4.7 
cao 0.12 o.so l.O '0028 nil nil 0.48 0.12 4.4 
Na.20 0.59 1.51 4,.8 1.02 0.14 0.04 4.40 1.36 5.52 6.3 
K20 2.T3 4.35 ' 10.2 2.79 nil 1.95 4.1s 6.79 1.87 1.8 
H20f. 1.95 3.9a l 5.4 3.90 9.74 5 .. 52 l 5.6 4.32 5064 l 5.40 l 4.2 H20- 0.02 0.26 0.06 0.36 O-sl4 0.32 0042 
:P205 o.06 0.05 n..dt. 0.16 Tr. 0.20 0.18 0.30 
C02 n.dt. 3.27 0.28 0.13 nil nil 
s 0.,03 0.03 nil 0.04 0.05 
BaO 1 .. 13 
Total: 100.57 100.l 99.98 991136 100.08 100.1 99.51 99 .. 66 99.09 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
x 
XI 
TABLE 6 Cont'd. 
Pink, rather hematitic sericitic schist, West Lyell. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956. 
Very sericitic schist, West Lyell. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Depts, 1956. 
Sericite separated from schist during flotation process. Analyst: Mto Lyell. Co., Assay Office, 1955. 
~uartz-chlorite schist, West Lyell@ Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956. 
Chloritic "bed11 , south of West Lyell Open Cut. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956. 
Sericite-fleck schist, North Lyell. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956. 
So-called batchelorite, North Lyell Mine. Analyst: Mt. Lyell Co. Assay Office, 1905. 
Green "schist", Ifor-hh Lyell Mine. Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956., 
Gray-brown 11sohisttt, North Lyell Minee Analyst: Tasmanian Mines Dept., 1956. 
Pale green "schist 11 , North Lyell Mine. Analyst: Mt. Lyell Co. Assay Office, 1909. 
T~ioal marginal chlorite schist, 50 ft., from portal of West Lyell rr\lnnel. .Analyst: Mt. Lyell Co. Assay Office, 1957. 
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